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ranges. .Governor Powers’OmiM.lUherts Important Law Court

Important

Law Court

Clood

Decisions.

The certificates of opinion have been received by the Clerk of Courts in two Waldo

County

that attracted considerable attention at the time of the trials, as follows:
William A. Stairs vs. Inhabitants of Searsport. Action to recover $2,000 for iujuries
alleged to have been received by reason of
a defective highway, in August, 1895.
The
plaintiff alleged that by reason of a hole in
the road his wagon was broken, his horse
ran away and he wras thrown out and badly
injured. The town contended on the usual
points of lack of legal notice, the care exercised by the plaintiff, etc. The Jury viewed
the premises.
Verdict for plaintiff $003.
Motion for new trial filed. The Law Court
orders, “motion overruled.” Following is
cases
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h the exercises.
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Inhabitants of Jackson vs. Walter H. Hillman.
Plaintiffs claimed that two dogs owned by defendant killed sheep, for which the
tow'ii paid the owners 8GG, and brought suit
to recover from the owners of the dogs. The
dogs were shot in a pasture where sheep
The defendant claimed
had been killed.
that his dogs were fox hounds, did not chase
sheep, and that on the nights when the sheep
were killed they were chained at home. Verdict for plaintiff for §.48. Motion for new
trial tiled on tlm ground of newly discovered
The Law Court overrules the
evidence?

Rescript—(No opinion). From a careful
examimation of the evidence given at the
trial and also that which is claimed to be
newly discovered we are satisfied that the
verdict in this case ought not to be disturbed. The jury saw the witnesses at, the trial
and hail an opportunity to judge of their
credibility. The witnesses who testified that
the dogs were chained on the night when the
damage
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Every circumstance,

from the fact that the dogs were chained on the night in question, is corroborative
of the plaintiff's euiitention.
It is strong
circumstantial evidence, and the jury lias a
right to take it, into account, as against the evidence from the defendant and her two
daughters in reference to the dogs being
chat lieu ami in h, harn on ‘‘ne night in question. The newly discovered evidence is uot
of sufficeut weight to warrant the court in
setting aside the verdict, which w as very
small, being only about one-luiif win*: the
plaintiffs claimed to have been proved.
Motion over-ruled.
for plaiutiif.
Dunton
Thompson and
■

Barnabas

Companion.

resented.

volumes of the above periodicals
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p'1, *'H"
ling Room table a sufficient time are
lv*ired for home use.
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City

Government.

The regular meeting of the City Council
was held Monday evening, Jan. 4t,b, with
full Board of Aldermen and six present in
the Common Council. The roll of accounts
contained only routine bills. Belfast National

Bank was granted permission to ocportions of Main and Beaver streets
repairing their building. It was voted,
on petition, that the city furnish the material for Seaside Hose Co.’s new building. T.
B. Dinsmore was granted permission to
cupy
while

enter the sewer on Pearl street. The Committee on Finance was instructed to settle
with the Tax Collector and Treasurer on account of the taxes of 1894.
Petition of Carrie M. Cutter for extension of time in which
to pay sewer assessment, read and petitioner was granted leave to withdraw.
Petition of Mrs. A. D. McKeen for abatement of
sewer assessment read, and petitioner was
granted leave to withdraw. PI. F. Mason,
Collector of Taxes, reported $40,249.02 collected on taxes of 1896.
Bill of James F.
P’ernald for hanging signs in 1890 was referred to the Finance Committee.
Norman
Wardwell, City Solicitor, reported on claims
of G. W. Cottrell and C. M. Knowlton, for
buildings destroyed, “city not liable,” and
the report was accepted.
Voted to add $80
to the salary of the Truant Officer for the
current municipal year.
Petition of Geo.
W. Cottrell for abatement of sewer assessment was laid on the table for one month.
The following votes were passed :
Voted that the Chairman of the Committee on Fire Department and Chief Eugineer
be a committee to ascertain in regard to
some system of finding out as to whether
the night police properly patrol the streets
during the whole night, and report at the
regular meeting in February.
Voted that the night police shall come on
duty at 6 p. in., and serve until 5 a. m. each

night.
Adjourned.
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Court.
Belfast Police Court. ..$199.43
Eri 1). Bickford, Trial
Justice..... 58.00
Otis Cornforth, Trial
Justice. 36.33
C. H. Buzzell, Trial Justis.
30.48
F. A. Greer, TrJal Justice. 39.60
F. W. Brown, Jr., Trial
Justice.
11.02
M. J. Dow,Trial Justice
7.92
E. P. Knowlton, Trial
Justice.
2.17
J S. Mullin, Trial Justice..
1.80
D. M
Belches, Trial
Justice.
2.05
S. A. My rick, Trial
2.41
Justice..
...

;

j

I

$276.08

$58.60

29.31
24.12
16.39
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benediction by

Governor Powers* Council.

Augusta, Jan. 5. The several executive
delegates met to-night and chose the mem-

bers of Governor Powers’ council as follows:
E. S. Marshall, York; E. D. Freeman, Portland; R. C. Boothby, Livermore Falls: *E.
H. Twitched, Bath; E, P. Spofford, Deer
Isle: H. W. Mayo, Hampden and V. A. Cof-

fin, Harrington.
At the legislative

caucuses

A. R.

Day and

S. L. Larrabee were named for Senate and
House presiding officers, and the other offices were mainly filled by those who held
the positions in the last legislature.
It seems assured that Hon. W. T. Haines
will be the Attorney General.

ESTIMATES.

The estimates for county expenses per
year for 1897 and 1898 are as follows:
Grand and Traverse Jurors.$4,000
Criminal costs.
4,000
Sheriff and deputies.
900
Support of prisoners. 2,000
Land Damages.
300
400
Stenographer.
500
Special Liquor Constable.
Coroners’ Inquests.
200
Oflieeis serving venires.
135
Salaries of county officers...
2,000
800
County Commissioners.
Service of road notices.
40
Water service
150
Fuel and lights.
450
600
Rooks, stationery, printing and binding...
100
Indexing county records...
500
Repairs on county buildings
Incidentals..'. 325

$18,000
The County Commissioners organized Jan.
l3t, for the year 1897, as follows: Joseph W.

Brock, Searsport, Chairman;

Mark S.

Stiles,

Jackson and Frank A. Cushman, Montville,
Associates.
School Statistics.
have received the report of W. W.

We

Stetson, State Superintendent of Schools, for
the year ending June 1, 1896, from which we
compile the following in relation to Belfast
and

Waldo county:
BELFAST.

Children between the ages of 4 and

1,605

21.
registered in spring and summer terms.
Average number.
Registered in fall and winter terms.

890
854
917
885
.54

Average

Pen-outage of average attendance..
Number of different pupils registered.
Average length of spring and summer terms, 5 days
per week, 11

997

Female

683

4.64

fall and winter terms..
Graduates of normal schools.
Teachers who have attended teachers’ meetings.
Average wages of male teachers

7.13
2.72

2.20

11

receipts and expenditures for 1890and
and liabilities for 1894, ’95 and
shown in the following tables:

value of all school propfall

20,000
2
2
21
24
3

and winter terms..

spring and

summer

29

84.00
month, excluding board.3
wages of female teachers
5.00
week, excluding board.3
Average cost of teachers’ board
3
25
week.
per
Amount paid for school superintendence
1,200.00 |
Amount voted in 1895.
8,075.00 j
Excess above amount required by
law. 3,840 00
5 00;
Amount raised per scholar.
Percentage of valuation assessed
for schools.002 5 10
Amount available from town treasury- from Apr. 1, ls95 to Apr. 1,
18*Mi.38.208 00
Amount available irom State treasury in n. Apr. 1, 1895 to Apr. 1,
1890.
3,867 00
6.1 00 I
Amount derived from local funds.
Total school resources. 12,150.00 1
per

expended for school purposes.
School fund and mill tax f-*r 1896,
payable Jan. 1, '97.
t

FREE

HIGH

SCHOOL

12.156 00
5.906 81

STATISTICS.

Whole amount expended.3
Amount provided by city.
from State treasury.
Whole number of weeks.
Number of scholars registered.

Average attendance.

Fourth Reader and
in
above.
arithmetic.

Number

$27,243.31
EXPENDITURES.

geography.
language.
languages-

44

natural science.
higher mathematics..
who has taught during the
year.
4

4

RECAPITULATION.

The recapitulation of the resources aud
liabilities of the county show a very gratifying increase of excess of resources over liabilities. Dec. 31, 1894, the liabilities exceeded the resources $1,237.29. Dec. 31, 1895, the
resources exceeded the liabilities, $3,556 83,
an increase in favor of the county of $4,830.12.
Dec. 31, 1896, the excess of resources
was $8,826.42, a gain of $5,269 59 over one
year ago, or an improvement in the county
finances of $10,099.71 in two years. Following in a compilation of the reports for the
years 1894, 1895 and 1896:

ers, spring and summer, 11; fall and winter,
79; female teachers spring and summer, 203;
fall and winter, 137; average wages of male
teachers, $32.26 per month ; of female teachers, $4.32 per week; average price of teachers’ board, $1.90; paid for superintendence,
$3,008; 14 towns raise more money than is
required by law, an aggregate of $27,732; 10
raise just the amount; and 2 show a defici-

ency of $7.

Concerning Local

Industries.

Hutchins Bros, have bought the Hallow’ell
granite that was in stock in James F. Fernald’s

yard.

The Cream Publishing Co,

organized
city Monday afternoon, with a capital stock of $50,000; par value of shares
$100. The directors are R. E. Briggs, Amesbury, Mass., Charles Baker, J. W. Wallace,
was

in this

Greer and E. F. Hanson of Belfast.
Capt. Baker is President; Mr. Greer, Secretary; and Mr. Hanson, Treasurer.
F. A.

Critchett, Sibley & Co. are taking account
of stock at their shoe factory this week. On
account of the amount of work on hand they
down the power, but close one
time while the stock is being taken

have not shut
room

at

a

there.

The annual meeting of the Dalton Sarsaparilla Co. was held Dec. 30th,anti the following
directors were chosen for the ensuing year:
C. O. Poor, F. H. Welch, James Pattee, O.
S. Erskine, M. D., J. W. Wallace, G.
W. Boulter, J. B. Small, Ph. D
Capt.
J. H.
Perkins, Hon. J. O. Johnson,
Elmer Small, M. D.,
Hon.
Isaac H.
Jackson. The directors subsequently elect,
ed the following officers: President and
Manager, Eimer Small; Treasurer, O. G.
White; Secretary, Francis H. Welch. Dr.
Small’s office will be at his new rooms in
Hayford block. F. A. Greer will be in
charge of the shipping and other routine
business at the laboratory. The directors

report a good year’s business, and
ing outlook for the coming year.

a

promis-

RESOURCES.

1894.

1895.

1896.

Unpaid county taxes..$ll,294.43 $9,657.13 $10,045.66

Due for wood sold...
Due from Police Court
Fees due at Clerk of

30.00

12.50

10.00
26.00

year

LOCAL

of

Mrs. E D. Ryder and Capt. John W. Ryder
Rockland Monday for a short visit.

in New

England.
Bros., manufacturers of doors,
sash, blinds, etc., had steady work
throughout the year foi a full crew on
full time, and the work, as
heretofore,
was on the best classes of
buildings, both
public and private.
The Belfast Machi ne A Foundry Co.
changed hands, and is now ppuci pally
owned by A. C. Burgess.
The concern
has had a fairly prosperous season, in-

went to

Mathews

Willis Briggs returned Monday to Amesbury, Mass., from a visit to friends in Belfast and Brooks.

Representative W. L. Littlefield went to
Augusta Monday to assume his duties in
the Legislature.
Henry L. Kilgore went to Mercer Monday
to visit his father, who is 90 years of age and
in feeble health.
Michael Quinlan, wife, daughters and sonby steamer Penobscot Monday, as
Michael said, never to return.

creasing towards the latter part

in-law left

job work both
departments.

and Mrs. H. 1).

Rankin A Co.’s

In October the
ed and he at

The plant of the Belfast Fight a I'ovve:
at tin*
Mouth of trijost Fi' i. v..is

greatly improved, iti-duding

C. Winslow. Dr. Winslow has
retired from the practice of his profession,

The dam has been strengthened and
the whole establishment put in t.-'-: < ,,ss
Tiie dam at ti e l«t giF -mill
condition.

etc.

spent the past summer at Martha's
Vineyard. He is going South tiiis winter.

weight
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a
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the matter
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out.

again in
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site,

tl

on

the

Lust week

Albert M.

and gas, has been tie.>n»ugbl\ .’Veib.i
and Belfast is now todving good sr-rvice
in both brandies of

Rich, first officer of the steam-

Comanche of the

There

Clyde

says in a note
“This i’s the second winter

The Journal:
the Comanche has
to

wish! by

same

«

he received notice that, hi- guess n is within
one-eight of an ounce of correct, anil the
doll was S'-mt him by ex [tress.

ship

short di lane* abov-a but

a

company has be* n rep Frc. and
put in good (a11!i!i*i■ •:i. The pi:.at : r’-.e
company in the I;a. both ;->r ei -t rr- ity

Warren and
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of mind.
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of
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Mrs. Anna

ago he
do!! in a store

mill of J. F
was bn in

eaiding

once

ing mill, where
good business.

Pittsburg, Pa.,
visiting his mother,

time

well par

was

Noyes at the Head of the Title

Winslow of

Thompson

mill

saw

Aroos-

ing their logs to be manufactured into tinvarious kinds of long and short lumber.

Mass.

Some

in the machine and foundry

ronized, farmers for miles around bring

Misses Nina Poor, Annie L. Barr, Sarah
H. Fletcher and Edith A. Ellingwood left
yesterday to resume their studies at Wellesley [College. Mrs. C. O. Poor accompanied
her daughter and will spend a week at Wellesley. She will then visit in Worcester,

R.

the

uf

keels were

shipments to the lumbermen of
took, and to other sections.

Rev. J. M. Leighton returned Saturday
from a visit to his brother in Biddeford,
who is dangerously ill. Later reports state
that specialists pronounce him better.

E.

\acht

shipped the usual quantity.
Kelley <fc Co.’s axes continue in good
demand, and there were a large number of

Clough.

luck.

of

The East Side industries held their own,
and improvements were made in some of
the plants. Sherman A Co. had a good
demand for leather-board, and made and

Mr. Daniel Lane and Capt. Charles Baker
have been seriously ill the past week, but
both were considered as gaining yesterday.

week

number

cast, considerable vessel, mill and .juairy
work done and there was a good run of

Hon. W. C. Marshall went to Banger last
Friday to attend a meeting of the trustees
of the Maine State Agricultural Society.

last

A

year.

Capt. E. P. Nichols, who has been doing
business in Bucksport under his own name,
changed Jan. 1st to E. P. Nichols & Co.

here

gradual

a

holds its position as the leading
industry
Belfast, but its work lias a imputation
in the market second to that of no factory

Russell Sanborn went to Augusta Mona position in Hotel North.

H.

shoe fac-

until autumn, when it worked
to its utmost capacity, and fur several
weeks many of the departments worked
extra hours.
This factory not 6nl v easily

day, where he has

Cummingham

INDUSTRIES.

Sibley 6c Co.
business, with

increase,

Miss Isabel Ginn went to Boston yesterday
take music lessons of Prof. Hubbard.

was

opening is decidedly encourag-

The Critchett,
tory had a steady

on

to

W.

now

the winter.

called

so-

the

ing.

Miss Martha Harriman of Prospect Ferry
is book-keeping for Ginn & Field.

Dr.

happenings, business,
municipal events, etc., for

So

run.

far
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she
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2,150
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1,000 been in company with La Grande Dm-lmsse | finding employment elsewhere.
250
we feel that we can hold her down.
We
works of Patrick Brogan, wib
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ancient
modern
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spend

to

is the Journal's annual re-

year 1896. As compared with one year
ago there is a noticeable improvement in
nearly all lines, and the outlook for the

stay.

Orlando Herrick of Castine
friends in Belfast last Saturday.

proved

2
Bills allowed by the S. J. Court.
WALDO COUNTY.
Paid Grand Jurors..$ 541.96
Traverse Jurors. 2.757.40
The returns for Waldo county show 8,091
Sheriff and Deputies.
828.65
323.16 persons of school age; 5,953 registered and an
Monographers..
Officers serving venires.
133 50
average attendance of 52 per cent. The averReferees.
10.00
Costs in criminal cases. 1,840.00’ age length of spring and summer terms is 8
weeks and 4 days; of fall and winter terms,
$6,434 67 |
Bills allowed by Clerk of Courts and Co. Ally.
I 10 weeks; 55 schools are supplied with flags;
Paid S. A. Payson, county commissioner.. $273 90 3 new school-houses have been built at a
M. S. Stiles,
296 19 cost of $1,958; the estimated value of school
J. W. Brock,
231.65
property is $84,469; number of male teach-

I

day

John Sylvester had his left foot quite badly bruised Monday by a sheet of iron falling
upon it, while he was at work in the National Bank building.

herself

a

line

I ed to Massachusetts.

102

Number in
44

extended

Miss May Jefferds went to Lewiston Mon-

per

mull

an

1896.

local

cial and

Rev. Geo. W. Field, D. D., returned home
to Bangor last Saturday.

Average

A

view of

Miss Esther Colson went to Boston yester-

day for

to Mrs. H. B.

18
13
7

1.96

Following

visit in Portland.

Albert Meade and son of Natick
Mass., returned home Saturday from a visit

supplied with flags.

Estimated

Quimby left Tuesday for

Wm. H.

IN

Journal’.-* Annual Review of the Events of
the Past Year.

The

Mrs.

weeks and 1 day.
Average length of fall and winter
terms, 11 weeks and 3 days.
Aggregate number of weeks of all

4 4

the

titled, “Keep Pulling.”

$12,951.76 $11,447.98 $12,771.07
COUNTY

BELFAST

Arthur went to

son

Miss Charlotte T. Sibley lectured in Oakland Tuesday evening.

8,826.42

••

words of another, “keep everlastingly at it.”
Mr. Brick closed by reading some verses enThe meeting closed with
Rev. C. H. Wells.

326.95

3,556.83

8.95

UKCKIPTS.

a

good citizenship should,

500.00

..

Mrs.
a

$5,869.53 $2,312.82 $1,594.37
7,082.23 5,078.33 2,023.33

Notes and interest..
Due
Law Library
Ass’n..
Excess of resources..

erty.3
Male teachers, spring and summer

Cash in Treasury Jan. 1. 1896. $1.778.35
Ree d, on eoun; v tax ol 1895.. 9.657 13
1896. 8,550.11
of Clerk of Courts, lines and costs.. 1,837 no
fees.
267.03
Judge of Police Court, tines and
costs..
33.00
5(H)
Rce’dofO. i). Wilson. T. J.
<
H. Buzzell, T. J.
2 00
S. (r. Norton, Sheriff.
18.34
wood sold.
1.50
90
Height on barrels..
for admission to Bar.—
60 oo
from loans. 5,000.00
fur stenogiaplieis’ services.
10.00
of J. W. Brock, for saw
75
Forfeited fees..
22.20

Education in the

is

LIABILITIES.

Unpaid bills.

1.28
6.72

resources
are

2,242.15

$12,951.76 $11,447.98 $12,771.07

7.85
9.46

$237.16
Tin-

A. I. Brown and his

Augusta Monday.

1.24

*•

of

1,778.35

1,273.29

79.42

....

Mr. A. L.

354.04

schools.
Number of school-houses in town..
in good condition.

great help to good citizenship,
and in the matter of education our city
stands well abreast of the sister cities of the
State. Our schools are crowded, and the
course of study is equal to that of any place
of our size in the State, although our school
buildings are not what we would like to
have them. There should he a general
meeting in the interests of education. The
$801.74
schools should be in the hands of the best
Salaries of ( aunty Officers.
and most intelligent citizens, and it is the Paid Sheriff (by xuling of S. J. Court)
$400 minus the fees rec’d from his
duty of every citizen to attend the primaries
deputies
$ 339.81
and see that none but good, intelligent men
Judge of Probate. 350.00 i
500.60!
Register of Probate.
are nominated for members of the School
Treasurer.
300.00
Committee. The speaker appealed to all to
Clerk of Courts. 1.100.00 ;
uphold the hands of those who are trying to |
$2,589 81
forward the good work. There are passive, I
Bills allowed by the County Commissioners.
active citizens. Hustlers are needed for Paid on bills of
1893, ’94, 95and *96...$6,204.00
Waldo Co. Law Library Ass’n, due
good citizenship. We should form a society
on acct of 1895...
500 00
not especially to forward any one line, but Paid same
68.05
association, acet of 1896_
Land damages on county roads—
in the interests of good citizenship general85,00
for Insolvency Court
31.19
Stenographers
ly—an all around society.
Interest on notes.
286.70
Note
Francis S.
8,000.00
Brick, Superintendent of
Schools, spoke on “The Parent and Child.”
$15,174,94
He referred first to the influence of every Cash on liamd.. 2,242.15
however
small. Nothing can happen
action,
27,243.31
without leaving its stamp. The country’s
Following are the bills allowed by the
condition to-day bears the stamp of the past County Commissioners in 1890:
and the events of to-day will have their effect Board of Prisioners at Jail.$1,223.70
of mittimuses.
3126
on the future.
The new education is the re- Copies fees.
57.60 !
Turnkey
sult of the work of the past. The world Physician at jail
22 50
at jail.
65.34
needs sympathy. We should extend sym- Clothing and bedding
54.00
Superintendents at jail workhouse.
pathy to those who are struggling to rise or Fuel at Court House and jail. 416.25
Water
“.
126.15
are going down.
The school has certain
26.62
Lighting
duties to perform in training and develop- Repairs
547.30
and
bindPostage,
the
stationery,
but
school
is
printing
ing,
powerless against ad707.61
ing.
verse home influences.
The home should
63.28
Indexing in Registry of Deeds office—
be pure, and then by proper school training, Janitor
at Court house, salary.
183 oO
will
result.
The
literature
good citizenship
extra labor.
10.56
of the children has a tremendous force. Monuments on new county roads
3.50
473.26
Liquor has slain its thousands, but impurity J. R. Alears, Special Liquor Constable..
25 00
its ten thousands. The efforts of the libra- Legal services.
Officers serving road notices.
2800
rians and others to introduce a higher class
Law Court entries in criminal cases_
18.00
of literature to our young should be encourto
Reloriu
School...
48
39
persons
Conveying
aged. The mothers should study the needs Agent for Prevention of Cruelty.
9.50
of the children, and all who feel an interMiscellaneous items
56.59
cation

;

nesses.

....

line of appreciation of the beautiful is work for good citizenship. We should be loyal to our city,
and ever be ready to speak a good word in
its behalf, especially before strangers. Edu-

;

1

Officers,

..

•*

roundings, and suggested the formation of
a “Village Improvement
Society” with a
view to further improvement in these partic-

:

2

...

a

PERSONAL.

403.88

$43.38

as

5.49
Allowed to officers on Commitments.
S. G. Norton, Sheriff.$21 34
Isaac Leathers, Deputy Sheriff, Brooks.
13.87
Hiram McAlister
Burnham— 54.71
F. X. Vose,
Thorndike... 15.28
M.G. Norton
Belfast.
3.92
L W. Hammons, Citv Marshal. Belfast.67
A. A. Knight, Police < dicer, Belfast.
3.35
P. S. Ldgeoinb,
14.95
M. C. Murcli,
4.64
C. W. Hears,
.67
H.
!., 'Am'table. 1. v
7.92
W. M. Welch,
1.24
A. F. dwell,
1.34
Xorthport
W.J. Magee,
I nin.
1.24
C. L. 1 (iwen,
Brooks. 10.94
E. A. Hussey,
Inity.. 33 40
John Dyer,
Burnham.
8.7(»
Jere Bowen,
Monroe. 38.98

help is essential. They can exert great
influence for good citizenship.
He then
spoke of the beauties of Belfast and its sur-

I

the number committed

Wit-

their

ulars.

of

CRIM1 TAL COSTS.

Sibley,
who spoke
a business
standpoint
man on “The Application of Good citizenship.” The subject has two sides and lie
would speak from the business side. Mr.
Tilton lias well defined the elements of
good citizenship. It. is hoped the business
of the question. The
men will take hold
ladies are interested in this question and
was

comparison

liquor selling, and furnishing liquor to
prisoners, each.
For slander, keeping a gambling-house,
contempt of Court and conspiracy, each.

say,”

cannot

money.

vagrants, tramps, vagabonds and drunks, in
Mr. Norton’s two years with two years by
each of his Democratic predecessors makes
a remarkably favorable showing. The totals
are as follows:
1891 and ’92, 398; 1893 and
’94, 935; 1895 and ’96, 195. The Jailor’s
report this year is as lollows:
Prisoners in jail Jau. 1, 1897
21
committed in 1896.135
As vagrants.88
For drunkenness. 18
assault, debt and larceny, each. 6
breaking and entering. 3

Christian, but he
the principles of

from tlie

Roberts.

He
energy and industry were, untiring.
worked through to the end. Always hopeful and genial he had a kind word for all.
There was no pessimism in the man. He
had entire faith in the progress of events
here, and a most exalted view of the great
Hereafter. His charity extended to all.
He held no revenges. He had a kindly heart
for the poor. The heavy financial losses of
later years did not much lessen this feeling.
Sympathetic and generous, a family in want
never applied at his store for help to go
away empty. This generosity was, perhaps,
his misfortune; if, indeed, such a quality can
be called misfortune. Fifty years of faithful, tender devotion to wife and family is
attested by all who knew him. Of a family
of seven children, one son and daughter, one
daughter-in-law and one grandson remain.
The services were held at the family residence, attended by Rev. R. G. Harbutt of
S. A. Rendell.
Searsport.

is to be highly commended, and the prosecution of the constables for illegally working
the tramp business tended largely to put a
check on a too free expenditure of the coun-

ty’s

Courts’ Office.
Due from Wiscasset
& Quebec R. R. Co.
Cash in treasury.
Excess of liabilities..

NUMBER 1.

..

The report of S. G. Norton, Sheriff and
Jailor, shows a very large decrease in the
number of prisoners committed during the
year, as compared with former years. The
action of the County Commissioners in providing for hard labor under a special keeper,
of all who were committed as tramps, vagrants, etc., had a salutary effect. The position taken by Sheriff Norton and his deputies in arresting none except bona tide cases,

and

1 lie second

Stockton Springs has lost another of its
most prominent citi/a-ns.
Lion. Barnabas
M. Roberts passed on to the better life Dec.
20Ui, 7s years of age. He was the son of Dr.
•Jacob Roberts >•! Brooks, a physician of wide
practice and an earnest and influential
(Quaker. Mr. Roberts came, from Brooks, his
native town, to Stockton, forty years ago,and
engaged in trade with the late Hon. N. G.
Hichhoru under the firm name of Roberts
& Hichhoru.
Mr. Mich born was a large
ship builder during bis life. Since his death
Mr. Roberts lias carried on business at the
stand,known formerly as Hichborn’s Corner.
In the early breaking up and reforming of
political parties, Mr. Roberts was among
the active and influential men who made
State history. Among the first anti-slavery
workers, lie was also an earnest temperance
worker.
He was identified with the enactment of the first Maine Law, has been always faithfully active in keeping this law
intact, and through all the years has favored
its practical enforcement.
Notan extremist
in this or other public measures, his wide
view of things took in the ultimate public
good, and to this view lie remained steadfast. A member of the legislature, both of
House and Senate, his influence was felt at
a time when strong men and strong, judicious
measures
were
most needed.
Advancing years and business cares have taken
him, later on, mostly out of public life. His

saul:

patriotism on one side and igand ambition on the other. A
norance
healthy respect for law is essential to good
citizenship. Officers must be chosen to enforce not only such laws as they approve or
such as policy dictates, but all laws. Some
laws are openly and flagrantly violated, one
of the most conspicuous of which is the prohibitory liquor law. Officers elected to enforce the laws make no effort to enforce
this, but even aid and abet the law breakers.
WTe need a liealtliy public sentiment against
any discrimination in favor of any class of
law breakers. These elements of good citizenship must be supplemented by high
moral and religious sentiment. Greece had
intelligence and Rome bad patriotism and
regard for law, but these alone do not con-

telligence

motion.

the entertainment.

Belfast F-'ree

incumbent upon

Wardwell for defendant.

ft,

Branen Mills grange,
"u in h M11 is. Friday ev«n'•ii *rtcr members, by
ndsor. Officers weie inMaster. 1L. L. Pinkham;
>'i sn a-. ; lecturer, G. M.
,y. Winfred Worthing;

•.

was

ant.

i-

M

which it

plaintiff to maintain, to authorize a verdict
Nor do we think the verlor the plaintiff.
dict is so large, that the court should interfere in reducing it,.
Fellows for plaintiff. Dunton for defend-

County Business.

The annual reports of the County Commissioners, County Treasurer and Sheriff
are in the hands of the printer to be printed,
as usual, in pamphlet.
They show a favorable condition of the county finances, and
also that the good work of keeping down
the county expenses, inaugurated by the
County Commissioners and in which they
are seconded by the Sheriff and his deputies, still prevails. In addition to the matter shown In previous reports, this year’s
report will contain a statement of the criminal costs, as allowed in cases originating
before the Belfast Police Court and the various Trial Justices of the county, and also the
amounts allowed to the various officers on
commitments. In connection with the publication of the report for 1895 The Journal

and F. S. Brick. The number present is estimated at 900 and perfect order prevailed
throughout the meeting, which was in session more than tw o hours. The music was
by the Baptist Chorus choir.
The exercises opened with “Coronation”
by the chorus, followed by invocation by
Rev. C. H. Wells of the Universalist church.
Miss Sally Durham sang “Jesus, Lover of
My Soul;” Scripture was read by Rev. J. M.
Leighton of the Unitarian church, and
prayer was offered by Rev. Geo. S. Mills of
the Congregational church.
The chorus
then sang a selection, after which Rev. G.G.
Winslow of the Methodist church, who presided, made brief introductory remarks and
called upon the first speaker of the evening,
Rev. John F. Tilton of the Baptist church.
Mr. Tilton spoke on the “Elements of
Good Citizenship.” We are living, lie said,
in a remarkable time. Varied conditions
exist to-day which point to marked changes
in tlie future. Responsibilities rest upon us
for that future. If the country and State are
to be what they should be, the citizen must
be what he should be. He mentioned as the
principal elements of good citizenship, patriotism, intelligence, respect for law and
high moral and religious sentiment. An enthusiastic love of country must be born in
the home and nurtured in the public school.
No man can be a good citizen unless be
possesses love of country. This is not alone
to be shown in coming to the country’s aid
in time of wrar, but is manifested in tlie apparently trivial duties of every-day life.
The good citizen must take an interest in the
affairs of the nation, State and municipality,
and act and vote for their best interests.
The next element is intelligence. Miltou
compared ignorance with the blind Sampson,
likely at any time to pull down the whole
structure, and Gen. Grant said the dividing
line in our politics in the future is not to be
Mason & Dixon’s line, but a line having in-

•'

PAGE
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The

obliged to go away, not finding even standing room. All the other churches in the
city were closed, and the pastors were on the
platform, together with Messrs. A. C. Sibley

inly Business..School Statistics.
ial*< ourt...Personal..Belfast in
'.tig Local Industries.
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Citizenship Meeting.

The meeting at the Methodist church last
Sunday evening in the interests of good
citizenship drew one of the largest congregations ever assembled there, ahd many were

Rescript by Foster. J. (No opinion). —The
defendants urge upon the court several reasons why the verdict in this case should he
set aside and a new trial granted. They
claim that the evidence does not show
that the defect alleged was the cause of the
s'.m < continued).
plaintiff’s injuries ; that the unsafe condition
PAGE 3.
of 1 is carriage contributed to produce his
continued ..Badly Frost Bitinjuries; that there is no evidence of due
Papers ami Periodicals.
cart-; that he assumed the risk; and finally
that there is no evidence from which the
PAGE 4.
jury was authorized to infer that one of
G. evicted.. .The
•am
Belfast
the municipal officers w as notified of the nam; i< •*.. v• l,it uary
s
Transfers in
ture and condition of the defect that caused
Churches..To tht Comrades of
the injury. All these questions wrere for the
PAGE 5.
jury to determine, and upon acli there was
last..So, ial Season.
more ur less evidence, and upon a careful exPAGE G.
amination we are not able to say that the vergua.. Begister of
Deep Water dict was so manifestly against the weight of
ii'gged Ships..Phelps on the evidence as to
justify the court in setting it
.V w \ ear's poem,.
i aside. Whatever conclusion the court might
PAGE 7.
•'
M nne Miscellany. .News [ have arrived at. had the matter been submitt;■! Maine Lditors are Saying.
ed to it instead of the jury, it, is evident that
-t
den- e. .Golden Wedding <»f
from the testimony of nearly 40 witnesses,
tes
.Barges in the Southern
and in addition to that a view by the jury,
there was sufficeut evidence upon the several
S.
Government..Good

"vov\
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BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY,

Supreme Judicial
ASSOCIATE JUSTICE

Court.

EM ERF

CUES 11)1 .VO.

The January term of Supreme Judicial
Court for Waulo County opened in the
Court House in this city Tuesday forenoon,
Associate Justice L. A. Emery of Ellsworth,
presiding. The other officials, jurors, etc.,
follows:
Clerk of Courts,

are as

Tileston Wadlin, Belfast.
Stenographer, Chas. W. Small, Portland.
Chaplain, Rev. G. G. W inslow, Belfast.
County Attorney, Ellery Bowden, Winterport..

Sheriff, Samuel G. Norton, Belfast.
Deputy Sheriffs, W. A. Bragg, Liucoloville, crier; Fred N. Vose, Thorndike : Hiram
McAlister, Burnham, Frank W. Carleton,
Winterport.
Messenger, M. G. Norton, Belfast.
The Grand Jury is the same as at the Oc-

tober term except W. S. Dolliff of Thorndike, who is unable to attend on account of
an accident.
The traverse jurors are to report to-day, by order of the presiding Justice, thus saving the expenses of two days
attendance of 28 men. The traverse jurors
summoned are as follows: Noah W. Barker,
Troy ; Ernest L. Bartlett, Thorndike; Willard M. Berry, Stockton Springs; Herbert
A. Black, Belfast; James W. Burgess, Belfast; L. 0. Carter, Montville; N. R. Cross,
Morrill; J. K. Downs, Winterport; Manley
Ellis, Monroe; Stillman W. Erskine, Palermo; A. J. Fletcher, Jackson: George A.
Flowers, Searsport: Thomas W. Gilkey,

Islesboro; Pbineas Goodwin, Burnham; J.
A. Holmes, Winterport; John Jackson, Belmont; W. P. Kenney, Knox; Lewis Kingsbury, Frankfort; James W. Libbey, Freedom; James F. McKeen, Belfast; William
H. Moody, Liberty; R. A. Packard, North-

port; Charles T. Richards, Belfast; Moses
H. Stevens, Unity; Everett Wade LincolnIra Ward, Prospect; E. J. Wentworth, Searsport; W. H. Woods, Searsville;

inout.
The docket contains 222 old and 47
civil cases; and 73 old criminal cases.

The members of the Grand Jury addressed the following letter to Mr. Dolliff, who
detained at home by a severe and pain-

ful accident:

Belfast, Me., Jan. 5, 18*.>7.

business

|

Fernald went into insolveney in
Business at the Oak Hill quarry

!

business and

good

F. M. Wood,
W.

T.

The Court

to-day.

adjourned

at

noon

This bids fair to he
on record.

until 10

one

of the

criminal docket.

The Grand Jury reported Tuesday afterafter the shortest session iu the history
ofjtliis Court, 3 hours. They found four indictments, as follows:
Sherman W. Freeman, Leonard L. Centner, and Marcellus R. Knowlton, Belfast,
common
sellers; John Mellen, Belfast,
keeping a gambling house.
noon

i.

bl

turn out

to

now

sole

owner

fine

some

cut

by

M;

of the busi-

Howard moved iiis shop

High

to

street, opposite the Pho mix House stable,
and has done his usual amount of work.
The manufacture of d*'thing has been

dull, though M. B
who had

Cates,
other

Lawrence and W.
orders

W.
bi. yd*, and

on

had

special suits,

good

a

at

run

Work has been quiet in tin*

times.

»diu t

shops.
Mayo

A

White's

bottling

>.ks L.,«l

\v<

,i:

could do, and in the fall wve culam
ed to meet the prospective demand «*f : »e

they

coming season. The firm changed its uptown quarters for more commodious ones,
and

now has no room to spare.
F. A. Howard A Son have put anolhci
improved screw driver on tlie market, he

invention of ,1. W. Jones, foreman of the
establishment.
Their drivers meet with
a

ready

sale wherever and

chanics find
had

fairly

a

prosperous

ler

henever

w

employment.

me-

The she]' lias

season.

George T. Reed made

quantity

a

rol-

<>i

for Gloucester parties in addition to his bicvcU
vl job work.
In

bushings

the

bicycle department,

e

quite important appliances
Pierce A

was

shortest terms

>b.

<•
was

although he retains the former name.

ness,

The following attorneys from other counties are iu attendance: (3. F. Fellows, Bucks*
port; L. C. Cornish, Augusta; H. W. Gage,
Portland.

a. m.

•.)

F

specimens of artistic carving

steam and

days.

a

the year.

throughout

Dear Sir:—The members of the Grand
Jury wish unanimously to extend to you
their sincere sympathy in your afttictiou
and aie unanimous in expressing their hope
that you may soou regain your health and
fully recover from your recent a< cnlent.
J. G. Harding, Foreman,
For the Grand Jury.

Wednesday but little was done. Edmund
S. Hollis of Troy, appealed fr m a Trial
Justice, on charge of trespass iu cutting hay
on the farm of Mary Hollis, and whose case
was decided against him both in the S. J.
Court and the Law Court was sentenced to a
line of $20, or 30 days in jail il not paid in 10

.j
■_

.•

and but few cargoes were shipped.
The marble-working
establishment
of Mark Wood A Son e mtinues o do a

Wilbur S. Dollif,

Bowden, County Attorney.

each h-n,

|

new

was

Ellery

Il.irrF<m. \\

Co. and llutcliins lit

to

has added two
to

his plant.

put in a number of
hot-w ater heaters in addition

Smalley

job work in piping, plumbing and tin

work.
John A.

Briggs

made

a

number of vio-

of which sold at high prices.
The harness firm of Stevens A Erskine

lins,

some

changed by

M. I.
the

Stevens

firm,

and

the death of Mr. Erskine.

subsequently bought
a

into

line of retail boots and

shoes

was added.
They have put out a.
large number of first class harnesses during the year.
The cigar manufacturing industry prospered. I. L. Perry put two or three new
brands on the market, which have become

very

the

popular,

particular is having

“Belfast"

in

A
very large sale.
newr concern, Bradman A
Carnes, began
Theii
manufacturing in the summer.
a

leader, the “Swan Lake,”just introduced,
has found favor with smokers.
Patent medicines have ceased to be

important factor in
The Dana has

long

our

an

local industries.

been a

thing

of the

a stupast. Iiodolf is in the hands of Brooks the summer by Mr. M. A. Farren,
dent at the Bangor Theological Semiaary.
is
conducted
the
business
and
parties
Rev. H. J. Allen with his missionary
there: Skoda is waiting f<>r a revival of sloop Alert visited Belfast a number of
gem-ial business, and Nutriola seems to times dining the season for supplies and
work
he.dormant. The Dalton Company con-' contributions for bis missionary
the islands and spoke at the North
tinms in ae.ive business, with several among
church one Sunday evening.
new ;*.i tides on its list, all of which are exRev. W. J. Wilson of Stoughton, Mass.,
who was pastor of the Methodist church
with
sale.
celleu: and meeting
good
ill RSoS-fi, when the {.-result chuich edifice
N. s. i. i.d, sailmaker. had a busy year,
was built,
preached here a lew limes in
both <>n new and old work, and was the
spring and has since labored in Northobiigi •! several times to send out of town port.
for help.
lie has bought the ship
lit-si NESS CHANGES.

business of .1. W. Frederick i.V

i'liand'eiy
Co.

ai:d moved his business

to

the store

formerly occupied by that firm.
D. 11. Libby, sailmaker, etc., also had
hut on cara good year not only on sails
pets, tents, awnings, cargo covers, etc.
Willis E. Hamilton had a constantly increasing business at his green-houses, has
enlarged his buildings, and is preparing
for further enlargement this season.
('apt. Charles Baker bought and shipped a quantity of pulp wood from this
section early in the season.
P. L. Strout made and burned the usual
number of brick.
F. G. W lute bought three new style nay
presses and is using them in the adjacent
fanning sections. The hay business was
slightly better than for a few years past.
Most of the product now' goes to Boston
and to the granite islands and summer
rt sorts ot the coast of Maine.
The local ice business was about the
same as formerly.
Burgess and Logan
tilled their houses and supplied the retail
Ad the larger concerns, such as
trade.
markets, hotels, etc., tilled their ice
bous.-s for their own use and the more exM iis’.-.i
farmers, dairymen, etc., each put
.vn supply from ponds uear the
a), t i;:
:
ti'
T1 <• Belfast lee Co. cut 14,000tons
-e
Liver# most of which was sold
.i:< 1
.)•;••. ito Norfolk and other points,
d.
Din ham had a good run of genv.. vk at his
ii
mill, hi sides making
«•
Co and
a .-os for < TLchctt, Sibley A
!iie M •'K u iaroi evapoiuted apples.
\i
Hoiim-s manufactured and shipGkt.-j.MW, S' oilanjl, a quantity of
"d.
He also made 02.000 staves
■I
Staten Island plaster works.
Hat b
Bros, made the usual number
pork >arrels.
(
Greenlaw and W. A. Arnold ship.: a
lombei of cattle eacli week to BanBrighton, and James H. Cuniing.-hip] <1 niilcli cows to Boston.
»

■

■

nkw

ixm'sTjnis.

question of 1 ringing new industries
.!
>t was agitated, with the result of
gel ■]:_ i'j‘t siioe laetory fully esiablisbed,
ot 175 hands.
A fur rorrewith several coup*ms in vari'ii;"- of business an airaugeineu' was
id; I.egro. ,v Spalding, shoe mamito move their
•a
;s ol I.;. Mil, Mass.,
rre.
Tiu* former Dana Sarsapat ill ;ah.p a: >ry was bought by a local
ami anotbet company formed to
1111
The comany on the siioe business.
panies are incorporated as the Belfast Industii.i! Leal Estate (.’•». and the Legro A
'spalding Shoe (
Tiu. oinmittee of the Board of Trade is
in roinspoudence witli a shoe linn in
Ilcverly, Mass., with a good prospect of
their moving here in the spring.
If they
do they will occupy an addition to be
built to the easterly end of the Legro A
w

t!

ve\v

in business
places have occurred during the year: W.
marble
T, Howard,
worker, moved from
Main street to High street, corner of
Bridge street-C. F. Cobbett, shoemaker, from Haraden building, Main
street, to shop vacated by W. T. Howard,
-Thomas Haugli succeeds Bickuell &
Cottrell, saloon and billiards-Chas.
Mahoney sold his restaurant opposite
the Post Office to H. L. Bucklin, who
afterwards sold out to Geo. C. SeaveyWm J. Gordon started a clothing repair
business in Selwiu Thompson’s clothing
factory-Firm of Mears & Pitcher, music
dealers, succeeded by E. S. Pitcher'The

Thayer

following changes

A

Adams, jewelers, High street,

dissolved.
Samuel Adams leased onehalf of E. S. Pitcher’s store on Main
he continues business and
where
street,
W. M. Thayer started a bicycle repair
shop over Clement’s bookstore—Mayo A
While, confectionery, moved their store
to the Johnson block, Phoenix Row, and
enlarged their wholesale depaitmentStephenson A Coombs opened a confectionery business in the store vacated by
Mayo A White-Bunker A Averill
succeeded II. A. Perkins in the general
store on North High street-II. W. Davis
leased J. S. Davis’ blacksmith business on
Washington street-The changes in the
granite lit ms are noted under the heading
‘‘Local Industries"-Sanford Howard,
auction store, gave up the rooms under
Hall's photographic studio.
They were
used during the campaign by the Bryan
Club, ati-1 since taken by E. L. French,
baker, who moved from Main streetWeieh A Patterson succeeded A. L. York
in the lunch car-Wm. Ilaugli set up a
lunch car on High street, in March, but it
was burned May 10th and was not
replaced-M. R. Kuowlton succeeded Robert
as
of
the
Windsor
Brownrigg
proprietor
Hotel-Fred II. Mathews bought Mr.
K.'s fish market-Charles E. Johnson
closed bis dry goods business in Johnson
Block, High street-The firm of Mitchell A Dunbar, stoves and tinware, dissolved, M. L. Mitchell continuing-R.
11. Small, optician, had rooms in Johnson
block awhile (luting the summer.
They
are now

firm,

.-erupted by

a

new

dress-making

Misses
Upton A BeverageMonroe A Co. of Searsport
Nichols.
bought the jewcln business of Calvin
Hervey and moved to Belfast; the end of
the year they returned to Searsport-—J.
C, Thompson A Son are elosiug out their
furniture business, but E. \V. Willis continues the repairing and upholstering
business-One side of the Thompson
store lias been partitioned off for Eli
Cook, meats and provisions-E. II. ( 'onant opened a market and grocery business
in the store formerly occupied by James
F.
Fernald, marble worker-B. P.
Gardner opened a market in the building
at the
foot of Main street, formerly
Daniel
Lane's
ofiiee-Howes
Mayo
sold his carpenter shop in Carter's yard
Spalding factory.
to Sewall Patterson, who lived there for a
SHIPlil ILIUNti.
time and then sold to Everett Carterone vessel was launched here during S. A. Parker succeeds Parker A Stevens
the year, the 4-masted barkentine Jose- in the laundry-J. R.
Reilly sold the
phine of t»40.87 gross tons, built by Mc- “Boston Tea Co." business to WadsDonald A Brown fer C. Morton Stewart A worth A Ames, and the business has been
Co. of Baltimore.
She was launched put into a stock
company-The grist
April 20th, and sailed May 25th,. The mill on Lewis wharf was sold to N. F.
-upliinc has proved a very fast sailer Houston-The Age Pub. Co. moved
ami is one of the handsomest vessels ever from High street to the John Peirce block
built here.
on Church street.
H. C. Martien, who
< in itciiKs.
nil
occupied a portion of the premises moved
The churches prospered during the his carriage repository to the rear of
Main street below
street-After
mar and there was
an increased
good the death of Mrs. J. High
C. Cates, Nov. 1st,
feeling and co-operation in their work.
her
business
was
millinery
bought by the
East Day Lev. C. II. Wells, Cniversalist,
Ellis sisters-Mrs. W. B. Wadsworth
preached in the Baptist church, and
Thanksgiving Day, Lev. Geo. S. Mills, moved her dress-making rooms from Main
street to the McCiiutock block, High
ougregatioualist, spoke in the Universab> pulpit.
The other clergymen of the street-Mrs. R. P. Chase opened milrooms over A. I)
Chase’s store.
pv
were
present and participated on linery
boil, "••casions.
Easter Sunday was ob- -Dr. Elmer Small moved his office
from
the
Dalton
laboratory to rooms in
\ed in all the churches, and each had
Ilayford block formerly occupied by Dr.
its hiidien’s days, Lower days. etc.
II.
II.
Johnson.
4 here has been a noticeable increase in
< ri"i
‘h.- att» mlanc** at the services of the
MATTERS.
Methodl-T cluirch during the year.
At the March election Edgar F.
At
HanMaine Conference in May Lev. S. son. Mayor, and the air izens'
ticket
i
Ilan-coin, who had been in Belfast. '.yore elected without opposition except in
pv<- years, was transferred to 'I’liomastoti
Wani'J, where f'liailes H. Waterman rail
mi Lev.
Winslow, wi o preached as ,o) independent ‘•undidaie for Common
i’.
an. .(•:! last jear,
came
icre.
New ( iue :i:iiaii.
l’he votes as counted by
slain.
glass windows, the money for the waul eHirers were. Cunningham, <H;
wig ii v.
tai.sed by the Columbian Soci- U au-rman, 92.
Mi. Waterman contested
'■
y 'Being the previous year, were pot jn the seat, claiming that 1:5 votes had his
•'•in.-, am: a number of minor
name
improvepasted over Cunningham’s by stickbts made in and around the church
ers, which if counted for Waterman would
ticc.
him
a ni ij >rity.
The Council voted
give
rim !L11»iisin continued to prosper ami to seat
and the case was
Cunningham
■i■■ inteir.-: aud attendance at the meet- taken to the Law
Court, where the action
1:
emaiu unabated.
In January and of the ward officers and of the Common
Feiu uarv the pastor, Rev. J. F. Tilton, Council were affirmed.
The question of a
a
gave
very interesting series of sermons new bridge across the harbor seems to
termed the “Great Question Series,” in have dropped out of
sight. An order was
which lie reviewed some of the great passed in
February authorizing the Bridge
questions which are or should be at tract- committee (appointed in 1895) to contract
big public attention. In October and No- with responsible parties to lease a bridge,
vember he gave another series on “The but nothing has been done.
The damage
Galatians.”
During the pastor’s vaca- to the highways and bridges by the
in
tion.
July, there was no preaching. freshet of March 1, and subsequent ones
The music by the quartette and chorus greatly increased the
expenses of that deh<ur. under the direction of Mr. E. S. partment. Other
departments have run
Pitcher, was continued through the year about
aS" usual. The appropriations for
with eminent success.
the year were 845,900, against 843,525 in
The North church has been
1895.
Two new hydrants were put in—on
thoroughly
•'■dive and in earnest iu its work the past
Xorthport avenue and 1’iver avenue.
The meetings were largely attendyear.
TIIE schools.
ed and papers and addresses on various
There were few changes in the schools
phases of church work were given by the
members which showed not only an active during the year. Superintendent O. C.
interest iu the work but in many cases Evans was succeeded by Francis S. Brick.
decided literary ability. The discourses The school census showed 1007 of school
»f the pastoi, Rev. Geo. S. Mills, have age in Belfast, May 1st, against 1344 in
been highly appreciated. This church 1894 and 1550 in 1895.
The graduating
b is taken great interest iu
missionary class of the High school numbered but
all
four,
work, and especially in the cause of the
young ladies, and the exercises
Armenians.
Several meeting were held were held in Belfast Opera House, June
19th.
The High school has a new Mason
in the interests of these people, with
speakers from at home and abroad. The cV Hamlin piano, bought with the proceutennial of tlie church was observed ceeds of two entertainments given by the
Dec. 2bt h.
pupils and their friends. There were a
The Unitarians, in addition to tlieir few changes in tiie list of teachers in the
regular sermons and lectures, bad an iu- various schools. One additional teacher
teiesting series on “World Helpers” by has been placed in the Lower Grammar
the pastor, Rev. J. M. Leighton, early in school on account of the large number of
the year.
The paiish lias had a prosper- pupils. Considerable work was done in a
ous year.
A new piano was bought for new line early in the year* The teachers
of the Primary and Intermediate grades
the Sunday School.
'Die interest in the services of the Uni- took their classes through different manversaiist church has improved and the ufacturing establishments and to near-by
average attendance at the services is points outside the city for observation and
larger than at the beginning of the year. practical study. Changes were made in
The pastor, Rev. Chas. II. YVells, is keep- the geographies and arithmetics during
ing alive the interest awakened by his the year; the former from Barnes’ to
predecessor and his labors are appreciat- Frye’s and the latter from Iiaub’s to
A new plan of promotion is
ed by bis parishioners. The vesper services Walsh’s.
the present winter were of interest and under consideration by the Superintendent and Committee.
well attended.
Instead of flying the flag on the school
The Adventists abandoned their meethouses when the schools are in session
here
in
the
ings
year.
early
In November Rev. J. F. Hazel opened Superintendent Brick adopted a series of
a Gospel Mission on Church street, and in
“flag days,’’ commemorating historical
connection with his wife holds regular events, on which flags are displayed and
services either at the Mission rooms or at history taught appropriate to the day.
Memorial Hall every Sunday, and evening Arrangements are computed for the opening of a special school for backward scholmeetings at the Mission.
The Christian Endeavor Societies of ars with the beginning of the winter term,
A new system of stormy
the Baptist and Congregational churches January 4th.
have been active, and held many interest- weather signals has been adopted.
The school celebrations during the year
ing meetings. In connection with the
Methodist Ep worth League they have con- inoluded the High school graduation,
tinued a series of meetings in the brick Washington’s Birthday, and Arbor Day,
schoolhouse on the East Side during the and flag raisings at the Boajfl Landing
fall and winter with good results. The and Hayford schools. Movements for the
fifteenth anniversary of the C. E. Socie- benefit of the teachers have also been inties was observed Feb. 2d, by a union augurated or re established. A meeting
of the Superintendents of the county was
meeting.
The Congregationalist church at the held here May 14th, addressed by State
Head of the Tide was supplied during
Stetson; a teachers' inno.

■

■

[Superintendent

trips with fresh fish until he

was accidentThere was a largOct. 26th.
er number of arrivals than usual of small
fishing crafr, bat their cargoes were light.
The number of salmon taken in the bay
was not as
large as usual.
The fresh water fishing is improving
from year to year, owing to the work of
the Waldo County Fish Protective Association.
Swan Like in Swauville, Little
River between Belfast and North port, and
George’s Pond in Liberty, have each received supplies of young fish from the U.
S. Fisheries Department.
The Belfast Gun Club held a series of
sixteen cup shoots during the season. The
cup was won by Charles R. Coombs, who
made 45 points.
A number of our sportsmen went into
the northern Maine woods for big game,
and brought home line specimens of deer.
Woodcock and partridge shooting was
fair and some of the hunters made excellent records. Charles R. Coombs and two
friends from Rockland bagged 76 birds in
4 days.

stitute was held and the Waldo County
Teachers’ Association re-organized Nov.
13th; a Teachers’ Reading Circle formed,
and there have been frequent meetings of
teachers and Superintendent.

ly drowned,

SHIPPING.

There is but little to note in shipping this year. Sch. John C. Smith got
ashore in Eggcuoggin Reach July 14th,
and was brought here for repairs. Some
ot the Belfast owners sold their interests
to Capt. F. C. Pendleton of Islesboro.
She was repaired at small expense and
has since been in active service.
Capt.
j Hiram Condon, for many years in the sell.
n
of
was
command
Farrow,
placedi
Mary
Sch. Will. E. Leggitt, 82.57 tons, of Wiscasset, and she is used in the Boston
coasting trade. Sch. Gazelle went ashore
: near Verona Oct. 7th and was quite badi
ly damaged. Sch. Alida was sold by the
heirs of Capt. Fred A. White to Capt.
Fred D. Pattershall.
Capt. Wm. F.
Welch bought the sch. Eliza Mary, 10
j
tons, of Vinalhaven parties in November,
Two or
and is to partially rebuild her.
three small steamers came from other
ports with the idea of running excursions,
establishing a tow-boat service, but after
a short trial gave it up.
Capt. Alzo M.
Carter bought of Capt. W. F. Welch the
master’s interest in the three-masted sch.
Joel F. Sheppard and assumed command.
Sch. Charlotte T. Sibley was giveu a general overhauling on the marine railway,
with some new work, including a keel in
place of a centre board.
;

TIIE YACHTING SEASON.

Almost continuous bad weather during
the months when yachting is in order
made the season a poor one.
Three new
yachts were added to the local fleet, all
sloops—the Glide, 36 feet over all, built
for W. B. Decrow, the Katherine, 22 feet
over all, built by S. B. Holt, aud one of the
same length built by I. W. Parker.
The
two first were of the Defender model, and
Mr. Parker built from lines given in The

Rudder,

a

yachting magazine published

in New York.
FIRES AN1) FIRE DEPARTMENT.
These were the first athere at modern designs and all were
The year opened disastrously as regards tempts
successful.
The Glide easily established
fires.
The Crosby Inn was burned Jan.
her supremacy, and Mr. Parker has a very
4tli.
The hotel was built in 1888 0 at a
fast and very comfortable boat. O. R.
cost, including furniture and fixtures, of Webster is
building one from the same
$48,000. The total insurance was $18,300.
but four feet longer, and this is the
Fires since then have been few in number lines,
craft now under construction. There
and of lesser consequence.
Jan.
10, only
were no races during the season.
The
James Bowen’s bouse in East Belfast was
Edna was given a new top with increased
burned.
Jan. 22<i there was a slight fire
free board and the Alice B. had a new
in J. C. Thompson A Son’s furniture
mast and larger mainsail.
Among the
store.
Feb. 12th, 8. L. Sleeper’s fish
were the sloops s isin, Capt.
market on the westerly end of the bridge | visiting yachts
Isaac Dunbar, and the Ralph, Capt. J. E.
was burned.
April 8th, the oakum shop
A numboth of Yinalhaven.
in McDonald A Brown’s ship-yard was Robinson,
ber of Boston yachts, steam and sail, call
burned.
May 10th, Win. Ilaugli's lunch ed here.
car on

High

street

was

badly damaged by

THE WEATIIEli.
tire.
Sept. 0th, the granite polishing
works of Patrick Brogan were damaged
This universal subject furnished unusuby lire and most of the contents ruined. al material for conversation and newsOct. Sih, the farm buildings owned by paper articles the past year.
This viciniCalvin JI. Monroe and occupied by John ty was visited by three heavy rains, the
H. Adams were burned.
Oct. lltli, the first of which, on March 1st, eauseu the
old carding mill at the Head of the Tide, | most disastrous Hood ever known here.
owned and occupied by James F. Noyes ! Eight bridges in Belfast were either wholwas totally destroyed w ith all its contents, j
ly or partially carried away, including a
Nov. 17th, the farm buildings of Mrs. large section of the lower bridge, and
Cordelia Brown, occupied by Mrs. B. and nearly all of the upper bridge, across the
her son-in-law. Charles \V. Stephenson, harbor. The Citypoint and Gurney bridges,
were burned.
Mr. S. lost nearly all bis the Gurney mill, and some of the smaller
household effects,
provisions, farming bridges farther up the stream, were carried
tools, etc. Nov. 24th, the house of Mrs. away. A few weeks later it was found
Julia A. Warren on Northport avenue that the White bridge was damaged, and
was burned.
It was occupied by Mrs. one of its abutments gave way.
The high
Electa B. Stone, who lost most of her fur- j bridge on the Head of the Tide road was
niture, etc. Nov. 20, the stock of cloth- I so weakened that it was necessary to reing in the store of Charles O’Connell was build portions of the stone work.
The second heavy rain was Aug. 9th, tlie
badly damaged by smoke and w ater.
There were several changes in the Fire rainfall being 2.44 inches inside of 3 hours
Department during the year. The former —the largest day’s rainfall ever recorded
Washington Hose Co. resigned in April here up to that time. There was some
and a new company was organized at thunder and lightning, though the heavionce.
An additional company was after- est part of the shower passed over the
wards formed with a separate set of offi- towns west of Belfast. The damage to the
cers, but both to be under the command highways was over $500.
of one captain.
The hydrants were lookSept. 9th occurred another storm, the
ed after more carefully than before and rainfall exceeding that of the previous
the apparatus kept in first-class condition. storm, being 5.61 for the day.
The house
Several trials of the system and drills of of P. G. Hunt was struck by lightning
the men were held by Seaside and Wash- and badly damaged. The Downes bridge
ington Hose Companies and Belfast Hook near Gurney’s mills was carried away aud a
and Ladder Company.
The hand engines good deal of damage done to the highways
have been put iu good condition and are, everywhere.
as
“old Hydrant’s’' motto has it, “ever
Other storms which were very severe
ready.” Some new appliances have been along the coast did little or no damage
a
Miller
smoke
bought, including
protec- here.
The usual cold and liot waves came at
tor, some improved nozzles, etc. New
quarters are being prepared near Vine the proper seasons. The mercury reached
street for Seaside Hose Company.
16° below zero Jan. 6th and Feb. 17th.
ACCIDENTS.
April 15th was a hot day for the season,
the average being 57°.
May 10th, the
But one resident ot Belfast met death !
average was 77'; July 12, SO.33.° The
by accident during the year. Capt. Au- | first
snow of the winter of ’96 was N'ov.
gustine Holbrook was drowned near j
but it lasted only a few days.
The
Swan’s Island while tending his trawls | 21st,
has since been bare.
The first
Oct. 20tli.
John 1'. Xower, a former res- j ground
zero weather was Dec. 3d.
ident was Killed by a fall in an elevator in
Mr. J.. M. March’s record shows as
Boston, Oct. 28th.
A number of quite serious but nou- follows for the year.
>
2
fatal accidents occurred.
Elijah Howard
broke his leg by a fall Feb. lith. a short
s
time after getting out from a fracture of
tlie same leg which occurred Oct. 23d,
j 189.*>. A little son of James Aldus fell ;
| from the lower bridge June 12th and was
1
rescued by ('lias. F. Marshall who jump- I Januarv. ...18.11 19.95 39 —16
10
44
—16
4
11
IT 5.01
February....21.50 23.10
| ed overboard and swam to the boy. Her- i March.28.28
h
8
47
31.28
10
30 7.03
I bert C. Morey had his shoulder-blade April. 44 50 43.72 68
26 8
6
5
1.18
! broken
by a fall while taking down a May.56 49 55 26 86
39 11
3 03
82
36 64.67
49 14
2.21
j framework for the Belfast hand Aug. 13: h. June.64
85
50 11
5.19
Flank Whitcomb of Waldo lost his right July. 68.96 69.57
j August.65.93 67.67 M
55 15
5.02
1
hand in a leveling machine in Critehett A j September. .57 97 60.02
74
4 » 12
10.32
56
October....
46.28
48.56
33
14
3.25
shoe
Oct.
28th.
Kobie
Sibley’s
factory
58
10 8
3
5 4 25
Alexander of Belmont was badly injured November. .38.03 37.12
43
—2
4
6
December...22.67 24.40
1 1.40
and his horses severely cut by his team
COURTS AND CRIMINAL M ATTKIIS.
| running away Oct. 20th. Howard F.
The record of the Supreme Judicial
Mason lost an eye by a wound from a
Court for the year shows:
granite chip.
William White of Searsport is supposed
s
to have been drowned from sell. Clara, in
p
the bay, off Lincolnville, Sept. 9th.
h
h
He
F*
r=
was sailing the vessel when his
companion Length of term. 14:
17
12
43
went below.
When the latter awoke the Indictments. 4
21
20
45
4
5
14
schooner was aground and White was Cases tried by Jury. 5
Divorces decreed. 11
12
14
37
missing. The body was never found.
Jail sentences.
2
4
s
2
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THE TELEPHONE.

Admission to bar.
Naturalized.

t

1

2

3

1

1

2

The New England Telephone and TeleA case of suspected murder was heard
graph Co. continues to improve its plant, j in the Police Court in
May. Benjamin
and a number of new instruments were
Vinal was accused of killing his brother,
put in during the year. A sound-proof Robert A.
of Wiuterport, by poison,
Vinal,
booth has been placed in the central ofSept. 10, 1895. After a hearing of several
fice, and the service improved generally. \
days the case came to a sudden end by
THE GIRLS’ HOME.
the report of the chemists that no poison
The Girls’ Home lias done a good work was found in the stomach of the deceased.
In July J. W. Pease, a traveling horse
during the year. Several girls have been
placed in good families and others have doctor, was severely beaten, and Eldurus
been taken into the Home.
Mrs. Izah T.
Mahoney was tried for the assault and
Sanborn of Norw.y, Me., has been in bound over to the S. J. Court, October
charge since March, and the institution term, in 8200. Pease did not appear at
is in excellent condition.
A paper in the S. J. Court and Mahoney was not indictinterests of the Home was established in ed.
Oct. 7th the store of Herbert Jackson
! the summer and is published quarterly,
at Poor’s Mills was broken into and conIt is called The Girl*' Home.
siderable
property was taken. 'I'lie store
RAILROAD ANI
STE AMRO ATS.
contained the Post Office.
Fred Davis
The Maine Central made several im- and
Llewellyn Moore were arrested and
the
the
most
improvements along
line,
tried, and sentenced to 3 months and (*>
portant of which was a new iron bridge months,
respectively.
at Burnham.
A semaphore was put in at
Several liquor sellers were prosecuted,
the yard limit of the Belfast station and
mostly on search and seizure process.
the buildings painted. During the sumThe tramps in the jail were set at work
mer the afternoon
passenger train went to in January, sawing wood and ditching on
Waterville.
The service, as for several the
county land. The number of prisonyears past, has been a passenger train ers during the year was unusually small.
a
round
forenoon
and
aftertrip
making
Last winter there were 22 when the work
j noon and making connections both east begun and not one returned after the exand west, and a freight train making one
piration of his sentence. This winter the
round trip daily from Waterville.
number has not exceeded 20 thus far, alThe Boston and Bangor S. S. Co. has
though the work yard is not yet in operagiven their usual good service by the tion.
large boats, two steamers, the City of
BUILDING AND REP AIKS.
Bangor and Penobscot making six round
The only large building erected during
trips per week during the summer season.
Steamers arrived here at 7 a.in.,from Bos- the year is the double residence of Dr. J.
ton, went to Bangor and returned the C. Ham and A. T. Condon, on Northport
The house is 40x07, two stories
avenue.
same day, leaving here at 5 p. m. for Boston.
No small boat was run between high and contains 10 rooms on each side.
The
following buildings have been given
Bangor and Rockland during the summer,
but the Rockland was put on, making extensive additions or improvements:
three trips per week, when the City of Wm. H. Hall’s house, corner of Cedar and
Franklin streets; Win. H.
Beckwith’s
Bangor was taken off.
The steamer Castine did a good business stable at the Head of the Tide; Albert B.
Otis’ residence, North High street; A. K.
on the Belfast, Isleboro and Castine line
during the summer. In November the Jackson’s farm buildings at Poor’s Mills;
D. P. Flanders’ residence, Church
Dr.
steamer was bought by the Coombs Bros,
of Islesboro, who continued her on the street; F. G. White’s store house on Front
route. Capt. C. W. Smallidge, who had street; Edward Sibley’s store-house on
been in command of the Castine, leased the wharf; H. L. Stevens’ residence on
the steamer Florence and continued also, Cedar street; A. A. Knights’ residence on
and we now have two steamers on the Bay View street.
Hartford Shute built a large barn on
same route, on the same timetable, and
the Searsport road.
landing at the same wharf.
Wm. W. Oakes of Cambridge, Mass.,
FI8H AND GAME.
built a summer cottage*on Patterson’s
Salt water fishing was not profitable.
Point, East Belfast.
Dog-fish drove away the bottom fish and
MARRIAGES AND DEATHS.
mackerel did not strike in.
PomeCapt.
There were 53 marriages during the
roy brought a number of cargoes of live
fish, and Capt. Holbrook made regular year. In 27 both contracting parties be-

j

|

of Mr. Walter B. Kelley and Miss
Annabel Swan in the Unitarian church
.July 20tli; the lawn party at Mr. John 11.
Quimby’s Aug. 12th; the tin weddiug of
Mr. and Mrs. George A. QuimbyOct. 5th;
the masked party by the Unity (dub at
Memorial Ilal), Feb. 21st; the reception
by Mr. and Mrs. Wm. M. Randall Feb. 27th:
and the Knights of Pythias ball Feb. 10th.
The various
church
societies, secret
orders and other organizations held nu-

ding

in 12 the bride only lived in
Belfast and iu 9 the bridegroom only;
1 bride and 3 bridegrooms were former
residents and married parties from abroad,
and in 1 case both were former residents.
Of this number 30 were solemnized in Belfast and IT elsewhere.
The number
by months was as follows: Janu-

longed here;

7; February, 3; March, 4; April,
4; May, 5; June, 5; July, 4; August,
3; September, 4; October, 3; November,
merous
entertainments, dances, parties
7; December3.
There, have been 75 deaths in the city and social gatherings, both public and
since our last report, all except one being private, which as a rule were largely atary,

residents of Belfast.
Forty residents or
former residents have died elsewhere. By
ages the deaths in Belfast were divided as
follows: over 90, 0; 80 to 90, 13; 70 to
80, 9; 00 to 70, 8; 50 to 00, 10; 40 to 50, 8;
30 to 40, 3; 20 to 30, 4; 10 to 20, 5; 1 to 10,
0; uuder 1 year, 7; not reported 2. There
were 35 males and 40 females. By months
there were, iu December, 1895, 2; January, 1890, 5; February, 5; March, 0; April,

7; May, 3; June, 7; July, 7; August, 10;
September, 4; October, 8; November, 8;
December, 3.
SECRET SOCIETIES.

Palestine Commandery, Knights Templar, held Easter services at the Unitarian church April 5th.
They gave a reception at Masonic Temple the evening of
to
8th
the
April
clergy and members of
the choir who took part in the exercises.
The other Masonic bodies have had a
The officers of King
prosperous year.
Solomon Council were publicly installed
Feb. 4th.
The Odd Fellows held their usual special services: the anniversary of the Order
April 20tli by services at the Baptist
church; and Memorial Day, June 28th, by
the usual services, at the Methodist church
and Grove Cemetery.
Canton Pallas, Patriarchs Militant, attended the annual
field day at Rockland June 3d, accompanied by Belfast Band.
Aurora Iiebekah
Lodge received a visit May 20th from several neighboring lodges.
Oct. 13th the
Rebekalis gave a reception to Grand Representative Samuel Adams, after his return from the Sovereign Grand Lodge in
Dallas, Texas. They gave a Children’s
Day party at the Battery July 1st. and
have visited a fevv neighboring lodges
during the year.
The Knights of Pythias had a busy season.
During the first half of the year
they added 22 members to Silver Cross
A deleLodge and in the second half 25.
gation went to Brooks in February and
asisted in instituting Golden Crown Lodge.
They have since made two visits to Golden
Ci'own Lodge to work degrees.
Belfast
Division, Uniformed Rank, gave its annual ball Feb. 10th at Belfast Opera
House. The Division attended the annual
Held day in Augusta Sept. 10th and gave
an exhibition drill.
They were handsomely entertained in Waterville, en route, at
the restaurant of A. L. York.
At a special meeting Dee. llih the Division presented Sir Kt. Captain F. H. Welch with
a handsome silver
writing set in appreciation of his labors for the order.
The Red Men, Ancient Order of United
Workmen. American Legion of Honor and
New Lug land Order of Protection have
each made gains in membership
during
the year.
Court Waldo, Independent Order of
Foresters, was instituted March 13th,
with 24 charter members.
Meetings are
held in Knights of Pythias Hall the second and fourth Tuesdays of each month.
Belfast Lodge, American Benefit Society, was instituted June 10th, and holds
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organized
stamp collectors)
Co. B. Boys Brigade, re-organized in
March.
They had a dance in Memorial
ii ,11 May 22.
Patents were issued to John F. Roger*
fur a vamp-marking machine: to M. L.

i
I
■

;

!

|
I

j

I

a

book entitled Winning Whist,
The salary of the Postmaster was reduced $100 in J line.
The use of ensilage increased. One uew
silo was built by Toothaker Bros., who
bought the Mitchell farm.
The vault of the Belfast Smugs Bank
was improved by the ad lition ot a modern
vestibule ami other changes, and tin- Beifast National is having an entire new
vault of latest make.
The Merchants’ Marine Railway Co.
Fourteen veshad a moderate business.
sels were taken out, eight of which were
The largest was tiie
J-masted schooners.
John (’. Smith 420 tons; the longest time
T.
on the railway was by the Charlotte
Sibley, 20 days.
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The campaign prior to the September
election was quite warmly contested. The
Republicans were opposed in this county
by the combined Democrats and Populists,
yet defeated the combination by an overwhelming majority. Belfast gave Powers, Rep., 721; Frank, Dem.; 280; RateW. L. Littlefield was
man, Pop., 44.
elected representative to the Legislature
to
281 for C. E. White,
of
vote
711
by a
Dem., and 50 for S. B. Fletcher, Pop.
and Demo-Populists
The Republicans
each had a campaign club and Hag and
several mass meetings were held by each,
addressed by some of their best speakers.

Best for f
E. W. WILL
Xo. 't!> Main St.. It

UPHOLSTERING and
FURNITURE

W. B. Snow lias gained considerable
fame on account of shrewd work as a IT.
S. Post Office Inspector.
O. W. Pitcher, formerly of Belfast, met
with severe losses by a fire at ( ripple
Creek in May.
Miss Frances J. Dyer wrote a series of
“Pilgrimage Letters” for the Congregaionalist of Boston, giving an account of
'the tour of the Congregationalist pilgrims
in the Old World.
Miss Charlotte T. Sibley lectured beON THIRD

PAQE.J

REP*'*'*6

ANTIQUE FUENI'l"

PERSONAL.

fcONTINUED

Tits

\

IT.

Mitchell fora (lush tank for water closets;
Mr.
Alvin T. Condon for tricycle.
Rogers' vamp-marker is in use in Critchett, Sibley A Co.’s shoe-factory.
The City Clerk licensed 22T dogs, the
smallest number ever licensed here.

Boardtnan, Esq., published

I.

Wemsn’s

to

Emery

I

>

Wen's anti

(postageMar.

I! I i 1

1

Slipper Sole;

t*>

Philatelic
was

including new |
white uniforms, with helmets, fitting up
the reception rooms, etc. March 19th and
20th, the Band gave minstrel entertainments to crowded houses at Belfast Opera
House, the program abounding in catching songs and local hits. The Band fur-

The Belfast Free Library is growing
more popular from year to year, and the
trustees and librarians are striving to
make it even more so.
A new catalogue
lias been published; and since April 3d
the library has been open Friday afternoons in addition to its former hours.
It
is now open to the public four afternoons
and three evenings each week.

MEN

MISCELLAXKOl 'S.

improvements,

nished music for the Memorial Day exercises in Belfast; for the centennial celebrations in Bar Harbor and Castine; for
the Republican State Convention in Bangor; for the Patriarchs Militant field day
in Rockland; and for other lesser engagements both at home and abroad.
They
gave the usual number of free open air
concerts on the school common.
The
Band is not only in fine practice musically
but is well drilled.

AND

local

There was little done here in the horse
line.
'There w is no trotting on the track
either under the auspices of the Waldo
Agricultural Society or the Waldo Horse
Breeders’ Association.
There were a few
sales of good horse tlesh, and but little
new stock was bought.
The interest in sports of all kinds was
light. A few games of base-hall were
played, by the younger element, with
An attempt
teams from near-by towns.
was made to revive foot-ball, but resulted
only iu a few practice games between
A little interest was start
scrub teams.
ed in checkers and a few games were played last winter for local championship.*.
The series of games arranged last Fcbruary still rein tins unfinished.
A move was started early in the\car
towards inspection of milk and the herds
Dr. F. 1..
I of milkmen and dairymen.
Freeman was appointed Milk Lispr t,.i
He
rn<
the
Council.
examined
City
by
of the milkmen's herds, and. whence,•.
called upon, examined milk ottered and
| the utensils used in handling it.
The Waldo Loan A Building A*v»eia1 lion, a branch of the Cianite Mate Provident Association, ceased Imsmess in FebI urary, the parent Association ha Hug been
I placed in the hands ot a receiver by tiie
| Insurance officials of New Hampshire.
! The Petit Mamin Land and Industrial
Co. closed its office here and is in the
j hands of a receiver.
'There were quite large shipments of
j Christmas trees from Belfast and other
points on tlie railroad to New York and

The season of 1890 was one of the m >st
prosperous in the history of Belfast Band. j
The receipts for the year ending with the |
annual meeting were 82,724.00: expenditures, 82,587.77; cash in treasury, 8130.- |
The Band has paid out 8150 in per- |
83.
manent

r,

Results Aston (,t

MS.

artists, P. A. Sanborn and
II. L. Woodcock, have added new iaureis
to their already high reput itions: their
fame extends wider each year and orders
are constantly
increasing. Mr. W. has
had successful exhibits in Belfast and
Rockland.
Miss Myra Jenkins, who had a studio in the McClintock block last winter,
and conducted a class of young people in
art work, had an exhibition Feb.
13th
which was largely attended.
Our

WORK.

BAND.

M.

Equity Grange prospered numerically

The Waldo Veteran Association met in
Belfast Aug. Hth.
A new organization, known as the Union
Veterans’ Union, was formed here in December.
The local body is named ‘'Sheridan F. Miller Command,’’ in honor of
one of Belfast’s heroes who lost his life
on the battle iield.
It starts under very
favorable conditions.
CHARITABLE

r.

and socially and has held main inter- m
ing discussions, Ac., in the regular meetings and bad a number of pleasant social
events.
Both granges have and received
visits from neighboring granges.

llail.

ANI)

no

nr. //

The Granges had a very prosperous
Seaside Giange moved into its new
year.
bail in April and dedicated it in connection with the County Grange meeting
June 23d.
This Grange lias added largely to its membership and has adopted a
of
entertainments
that lias proved
system
both entertaining and instructive.

VETERANS AND TIIEIR HELPERS.

The various temperance and charitable
societies continued in their usual lines,
each doing all in its power in its own
chosen way.
The Good Templars had a successful
year. Waldo District Lodge met with Bellast Lodge Feb. 15th.
Belfast Lodge had
interesting and largely attended meetings
and frequent social gatherings.
The Woman’s Christian Temperance
Union kept up active work in all departments.
The State Convention was held
here Sept. 29 and 30 and Oct. 1, and was
a largely attended and enthusiastic meeting. Funds for the proposed Old Ladies’
Home, are increasing, with a good prospect of the home being established in the
near future.
The 22d anniversary was observed Mar. 28th by a social gathering
and supper.
The Non-Partisan Alliance had plenty
of opportunity, and made good use of it,
to do good in its various lines.
The sixth
anniversary was observed Jan. 21st, by a
at
the
residence
of
Mrs.
Kate B.
meeting
Conant. Several of the State officers were
The sewing school last winter
present.
was very
successful.
Forty-two pupils
were registered.
The annual field day
was observed
July 29th, by a supper and
social gathering at the farm of Fred A.
Griffin.

ML’SICAK.

|

Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A. R.,
held Memorial Sunday services at the
North church May 24th, with sermon by
Rev. Geo. S. Mills.
The Memorial Day
services May 30th were according to the
usual program, with an address by Rev.
C. II. Wells and other appropriate exercises in Belfast Opera House in the evenNine names were added to the Roll
ing.
of Honor during the preceding year.
Thomas II. Marshall Relief Corps had
its usual share of work, and did much
good in assisting the needy families of
veterans.
A. L. Clark Camp, Sons of Veterans,
had a busy and notable year.
They have
had an increase in membership and interest, and have adopted the regulation uniform.
They have fitted up new rooms on
Main street, to which they moved from
Memorial Hall in October.
Feb. 24th
was celebrated as ‘‘Veterans'
Day," with
exercises on Lincoln.
The Camp is ha ving a scries of dances in Odd Fellows’

TEMPERANCE

occasions.

AM)

The leading events under this heading
are the two couises of lectures known as
the “People’s Lecture course.”
The
lectures this year in the course of ’05 0
were Rev. R.
8. Mac Arthur, Jan. 21st;
Mr. Robarts
Harper on “Around the
World in a Man-o’-War” Jan. 28th; and
the Ariel-Grilley combination, music and
impersonation, Feb. 7th. The course for
’96 7 opened with a concert by the Apollo
Quartette Nov. 24th, followed by Jahu
De Witt Miller on “The Uses of Ugli
ness,” Dec. 15th.
Rev. E. P. Parker of Hartford, Ct.,
lectured at the North Church on “Sidney
Smith; His Wit and Wisdom,” Feb. 26th.
Among the more interesting of the entertainments by local taleut were the four
act cometiy, “Me an’ Otis,” written by
Rev. C. II. Wells and presented in Belfast Opera House May 21st by the Kingsbury Social Aid; the entertainment for
the High school Sept. 24th and Oct. 10th,
and the Band Minstrels above mentioned.
The Chautauqua Literary Circle lias
held its regular meetings and some highly interesting papers were presented on
the subjects under consideration.
The Belfast Debating Club held a unmI her of highly interesting meetings last
winter, some of which were open to the
! public. They gave a mock breach of promise trial in the Court House March hitli
j for the joint benefit of the Alliance and
I W. C. T. C. and each received £2(5.62 from
j the proceeds.
We were visited during the year by
! more than the usual number of traveling
! troupes, some of which have given exeel! lent satisfaction at low prices of mlniisAmong them were Lillian Tucker,
|! siou.
a week in April; Ciias. K. Harris, a week
in June; Mora, a week in August; Nellie
McHenry, a week in September: Kthel
| 'Pucker, a week in V-vembei: Hall A
I Jouneliy1 s mi list rels .1 illy otli; and other
Scribner A Smith's circus exhibited here
Aug. 10th.

regular meetings.
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-Baccalaureate sermon to Belfast High
school by Rev. J. M. Leighton at Unitarian church.
21.
Children’s day at
Universalist
church.
23. Round party in aid of Girls’ Home.
Odd Fellows’ memorial day.
28.

|

audiences in
the Union.

ot

Diary of K vents.
.1 AN

All V.

.J

1

O O F, visited
rini.fi!)> Chase Lodge, ¥

Lodge,

■

j

■

elect

member of State
Ygriculture—W 11 Moody of
ted.
I* installation.
i.i
Lebekah Lodge installa: ail
meeting of Belfast and
lonal Banks.
De Witt Miller in People’s
to

a

\ ear Party by Columbian Soai.dial Hall.-Belfast Odd
uded installatioii inSearsport.
11 installation,
mniversary oi ? he N on- Par"i'Served.-Lev P S Mac>ple"s lecture course.
ning of Md Songs'' by Lnii y
•norial Hall.
C \\ installation.- —Belfast
Pythias attended installation
■

meeting Belfast Machine
People"> Sunday

:

at

Univer-

and MaAssociation annual meet-

ny

Mige, !•' and

M A

Harper in People's

arts

Belfast

Knights

of

Lei

Pythias

yeai party in Memorial Hall
ladies- Sleighing party to
•mil sociable at Searsport.
.nitride of Junior class. B 11 s,
;

.a

nit.
V l.IlKl Alt V.

:ith anniversary of < hristian
>.•< ieties
observed by union
-ctiou of Canton Pallas. P M.
oi inthian Loyal Arch Chapter
I" L. K of J’, annual meeting.
Solomon Council, L A s M,
^stalled.
Beth anniversary of Mrs Lydia
•ii observed.
ighride by Whist Club to Searsparty by Seaside Grange,
•tliy Chase Lodge, F and A M,

j. year

mine party by Columbian Soul Fellows' Hall.
J E Jennings, returned misLaptist church, subject, “BurBi.t Men installation-Belief
.sion to Loekland.
...on sisterhood installationation by Deputy Grand ComPalestine Commandery, K T.
ingtou sociable at North
Masked party at Memorial Ilall
« lull.
"• Knowlrou gav. a
supper to ti«*ment at the Levere House,
oi Veterans celebrated **VrtPlueuix Lodge, F and A
u
-Shakspeiv (. lub sleigh;
at B Kelley" s.
Temple Association nunnrange levee,
ate: M s W m M
Landal: had
i-nib-d reception.
;\

\ i.i

a

11.

auniiai supper to ( itv Gov!:. veif House.
ale! musical b\ Misses Stelia
Myi a A < al ter at Cniveri a tter carriers" ball
r -.I
1 tisti iet Deputy to Timu■dge, 1" and A M.
Charlotte T. "ibley lectured
itiiinople." at Baptist church.
B. C. reception to Kind's
("iiy election.
ning with Dickens” by Unity
B-

T. B. Dinsmore s reception
B dinah E. Moore— —Concert at
eh by Choral Ass nation,
in! visit of District. Deputy to
dge, F. and A. M.
ach of ProiniseCa.se” at Court
> Debating Club.
Government and School Cornwall i zed for the year.
Belfast Band minstrels.
G
D. B. Pepper. D. D. at
lurch.
■sing of the People’s Lecture
the Aricl-Grilley Combination,
.'ter Sale at Belfast Opera House
salists.
■

A

PHIL.

sale continued.
-k Jubilee Singers at Belfast
'■•use-Lord’s Supper observed
finalist church and services ap»• to Good
Friday.
<>!er Sunday—generally observed
irelies and by Kniglits Templar,
niton Pallas, P, M., I. O. O. F.,
u*i

eting.

<;>tine Commandery gave a banmusical to the choir and clergy.
S. A. social in Memorial Hall.
•
publican caucus for delegates to
i District Conventions.
I lev. \V. J. Wilson; former pastor,
< hurcli.
Hast Gun Club annual meeting,
•pening fair aud dance at Seaside
m-w hall.
iiiidren’s Aid Society annual
S. J. Court opened.
:‘eestrict Skule” at Memorial
u tli Church
society.
List Day.
<1 Fellows’ anniversary observed
••s at Baptist church.
■i rewell
reception to llev. S. L.
M A V.

chorus choir, and gen•ption
*!c at Baptist church.
Parish, Unitarian, annual
to

1

Day, observed in the schools,
t J. (’. Whitten gave a musical
misor House in honor of Chief
I’e'ers.
■•Ifast Humane Society annual
Missionary meeting at North
addressed by Misses Washburn
home missionaries,
twentieth anniversary of marriage
and Mrs. Altana E. Stevens,
aside Grange visited by Granite
'-a

■

Memorial Sunday, service at North
Miss Charlotte T. Sibley lectured
vpt” at North church.
Republican caucus to choose' deleState Convention at Bangorkalis visited by several neighboring
■

Memorial Day.

Lev. N. T. Dutton of Fairfield at

hurcli

in

exchange.
■JUNE.

hev.

*at(;s

elect dele-

A

<■

VST.

1.
Special meeting of Odd Fellow
Building Association.
2.
Rev. \V. E. Noyes of Little Wanderers’ Home, at Methodist and Baptist
churches.
*■>.
A'aldo Veterans' Association met at
at Belfast.
Large excursion by str Gov Bodwel! from Knox county ports to Northport and Belfast— Rev G G Winslow and
Rev ,1 E Tilton exchanged-Rev C G
McCully lectured at North church on
‘•Florence.”
i>.
Belfast Band excursion to Bar llarb( *r.
25.
lion W R Frye spoke on the political issues.
2>>.
Reunion of Ilerrick family at J A
Wiis< >n‘ s.
2s.
Hon Henry Cabot Lodge and lion
7 >lo,it Eassett spoke on the political issues.

Ralph

Gillam at North cliurcli.

belief Corps public installation.
Democratic caucus to choose deleh» State and District conventions.
Children’s day at North church

Literary and musical entertainment
by Seaside Grange.
lion George Fred Williams spoke on
the political issues.
C
Rev J T Buckley, I) D, at North
church, subject, “Aims and Objects of
the Christian Endeavor Society.”
7.
Annual meeting of North church.
10.
Reunion of 20th Maine llegt at
Roekport. Belfast delegation went by
buckboards.
12.
Hon II B Cleaves and Hon J R G
Bitkin on the political issues.
14.
State election.
17. Belfast Division, U. R., K. of P.
1.

went to

15.

Augusta—Field Day.

Rev E W

church, subject,

Hammond at M E.
“The Freedman’s Aid

S

j

Waldo County Grange met with

Equity Grange.
25.
Flag raising at Board Landing
schoolhouse.
27.
Rev. ( has. A. Moore of Rockland
at North church in exchange.
OCTOBER.

IS.

K. II. Basmajian at Baptist church,
subject, “Armenia aud Turkey.”
20.
s. J. Court.
22.
W. C. T. U. annual meeting.
22,.
Good Templars “hard times” sociable.
20.
Halloween party by K. S. A. at
Memorial Hall-Mason Family at Seaside Grange Hall.
NOV

EMBER.

1.
North Church Y. 1’. S. C. E. annual meeting.
Natioual election.
5.
“Book
Social”
at
luiversalist
church-—-Rebekahs visit Miriam Lodge
of Rockland.
>.
Rev. \Y.
11. Spencer of Waterville
i>aj>iist church in exchange.
12. » clehi aiion of McKinley's election.
ih.
Teacher's Institute.
Fifth anniversary of marriage of
lo.
Mr. ami Mr.'. A. \\ Keating.
Memorial service to Winlield Maombei at Mctliodist church.
2h.
Inspection (». A. R.
21.
ApoliifcMale <Quartette in People's
1 eci uic ( nurse.
2< ■.

Thanksgiving Day.
I»h< KMBER.

Washingt«>n

Hose Co annual meetlm-cting.— i.o) D Ayres at l uiversalist
vestry, r m and evening, subject “Theosophy," (also 2d |.
G \ R annual meeting.
5.
Seaside <1 range annual meeting.
7.
S ol \' annual meeting.
s.
Reunion of Forty-Niners at B P
llazcltine's.
Fipworth League Mag drill,
etc., at Memorial Hall.
Cnitarian fair.—Endowment Rank,
0.
K of P, animal meeting.
15.
Jaliu De Witt Miller in People’s
lecture's course, subject, “The Uses of
Ugliness.'5— Penobscot Encampment annual meeting.
10.
Universalist fair and “Circulating
1.

Library.”

important

DEATHS.

Date.
Dee. 21).
29.
Jan. 8.
9.
15.
18.
20.
Feb. 1.
kk

4.

4.
13.

20.
Mar. 14.
15.
10.
10.
21.
29.
April 0.
0.
10.
23.
25.
20.
3o.
May 10.
20.
28.
June 10.
11.
12.
18.
18.
21.
20.
July 4.
4.
17.
12.
21.
25.
31.
Aug. 4.
8.
12.
13.
10.
20.
22.
23.
23.
27.
Sept. 8.
19.
24.
30.
9.
Oct.
10.
*•
10.
20.
2o.
22.
25.
28.
1.
Nov.
3.
5.
5.
*•
15.
20.
25.
20.
Dec.
9.
11.
28.
••

•k

kk

k*

kk

kk

kk

,k

••

Kaihe.
Yrs. Mo. ha !
Julia Me Keen Blazo. 3
lo
3'
.lane Davidson.52
Isabel Cunningham.43
Merl H. Grady.]
2
Louise H. Howes.
»;
;
James D. Mathews.77
4
Sophia Si. Caldwell.72
Harold l*.'Coombs.
9
28
Arthur W. Robinson.49
William Chaples. .89
Bertha M. Hart.17
7
Aeeneth L. Knowlton .55
William Holt .Hr
3
Manila L. G. Francis..70 1«»
Eunice W’oodbury
85
0
New. 11 Mansfield .83
4
Eflie G. Harrison.
1
3
19
t buries Wadsworth.09
2
15
Win. M. Erskiue.5o
4
29 1
Benj. French..80
Ola Al. Tibbetts.17
0
Daniel R. Maddocks.85
5
Daniel J. Roberts...
70
Lois R. Marshall.58
0
17
9
Henry Weed .20
Thomas A. Sawyer.02
8
..

Mary Melody....
Maurice C. Hervey.39
George (). Partridge.37

Nahum J. Pierce.25

9
11

Mary Stephenson.84

0

Oliver H. Stoddard

2

George B. Briggs. .01

Beatrice W. Freeman..
Walter L. Walker. 35
Delila W. Carter. 70
Eliza E. Ryder.44
Helen M. Havener .50
Bertha L. Hammons.17
Stillman Ellis.71

Joseph Clough.77
Mary A.Shaw..73

Horatio *1. Johnson.51
Hattie Pillsbury. 45
Alvin F. .Jackson.
Frances W adi in.57
James W. W hite.70
Abbie H. Eames.00
Deborah Smith.53
Jeremiah D. Parker.02
Altana E. Robbins.
Frederick C. Pendleton
00
Grant L. Hanscom.
Samuel F. Sliaw.(54
DoraJ.Varnum. 27
Hannah D. Curtis.82
Zibiali Sanborn
.84
Sarah L. Merrill.58
Almira Buckmoie.87
Elina J. Tjler... 3
MaryC.Kaler. .87
Valentine H. Patrershall..45
Margannar Robbins.04
Harriet A. Hall, Dockland.40
Amelia S. Cates....57
Daniel Haraden.85
Anna C. Round'.44
Albert M. Davis.
Irving I evi Roderick.. 9
Mae E. Ingalls.20
Emily P. r>haIt >. 44
Cora*V. Stephenson .28
(trace A. Young,..,. 23
MarvL. Mnrch.
Nelson Hi h.84
—

The following named residents
dents have died elsewhere:
Date.

Do
Jau.

*'
••

...

or

7
1
2
0

17
17
8
10
5
22

3
3

18

0
8

4

0

5

9

5
1
9

10

3
9
11
4

9

17
15

8

lo
2

7

11
9
7

0
14

8

8

4
11

5
23

7

4

3

12
3

8
4

2

5
20

9

former

only kind

that

supplies

\ rs.

Lawr nee Mass., Laura 1*.
Russell...
3.
Malden, Mass., John A.
Whee.'er.
12. Mniitvillc, Lizzie A. Whitcomb..
2*'.
l.iiii oli,\il e 1'. i/a Shcldoii
21. Seaisnu-ni,
Nathan
('.
Whitten.
22. Sear? mont.
Emma
S.

23.
24.

Mo.

29

8
4

7
2*>

Mt

Boston

L> nn. Mass.* V

..

quite

Diekeusy flavor, ami
higher praise than that.

a

no

Seattle, Wash., Nellie M.

7.
24.

Northport, Abby Mathews 79
Northport, Rufus K. Pat-

24.

Bristol, R. I., Horace M.

Towne. 35
terson.

5
3

We have all sizes in stock.

choice

Also

OIL STOVES of all kinds.

Glenwood
Are the best and

Ranges and Heaters
sell them.

we

we

we

are

demanded by the

best issue of
s^eu

for

a

knew

the difference be-

tween

straight goods and

sham stuff.
”
“
All men know B-L
stands for best leaf tobacco
—finest flavor, and the
kind that satisfies.
Once used it's always
chewed—so most chewers

can

of the

day.

with

interesting
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BELFAST.

Waldo.
Brooks
Knox
Thorndike.

7 2o
17 25
t7 30
7 48
8 02
8

in

8 2o
Unity.
Burnham, arrive. 8 45
Bangor.. 11 50
...

Waterville

or

011

PM
I 25
1 30
1 4o
151
;2 ('3
2 12
2 22
2 42
4 35

P M
3 40
to 50
14 10
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rrotects the Membrane rrom Coins, KeSenses of Taste and Smell. Is quickly
(lives relief at once. 50 cents at Drug-
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by mail; samples 10c. by mail.
BROTHERS, 56 Warren Street, New York.
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this great blesshw
is beset with trials
and
dangers.
Sometimes
they
seem so heavy as
balance
to
over
the blessing; this
is not right nor
natural.
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DISEASE

Opens and cleans the
Nasal Passages, Allays
Pain and Inflammation,
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take the fastest press in America
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high.
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This remedy does not
contain m* rcury or any
other injurious drug.
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1,502,480,000 pounds, while it would
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Winterport, Me,,

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.
Over

a daily newspaper tiiat
loug lime was the Bos-

Herald of Dee. 20th.
news

Fred Atwood,

in-

telligent chewers—for they

of Caribou, began its j.Sth volume.
evident that it is receiving the generpatronage it so richly deserves and will

have

"5m*hstr“t.
Belfast, Maine.
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Flag station.

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at$5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest via all routes, for sale bv F. K Crowley,
GEORGE F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Geneial Manager.
F. E. Bootiiby, Gen’l Pass and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Sept. 28, 1800.

the

Men’s All Wool Suits

Fishing

Clay Worsted Suits

Commencing Monday, Get.gin, !>!»«>. tin rate or
tare for through tickets between Belfast and
Boston will he reduced from $ i.oc toi$2.25.
Between Searsport and Boston reduce d„ Com
$•1.25 to $2.50, and a proportionate reduction
will be made In the price of through tickets

1 1 OO

advent of the little
Bucksport crew.
stranger may be
altogether avoided
Gloucester, Mass., Dec. 28. The fishif the prospective
ing schooner Masconomo arrived to-day
Reduced to $5.00.
mother will fortify
in
tow
the
schooner
Elizabeth
Foshaving
her
constitution
ter, of Bucksport, which she fell in with
arcd strengthen the
Chicago.
25 miles east of Thatcher’s
maternal organism
A SPLENDID LINE OF
Jan. 27. Geo. R. Brier and Kate C. Cunning- yesterday,
Island, Hying distress signals. With great
with Dr. Pierce’s
ham of Sear>p<>rt: in Searsport
Feb. 5. Calvin 11. Monroe and Cora E. Murray, difficulty Captain Porter sent a boat to the
Favorite Prescripor if you go
It gives
tion.
by Rev. Geo. S. Mills.
Foster and it was found that her master
Feh. 5. Claude W. Rich of London, Eng., and
health and special elasticity; purities the
and crew were frost bitten and nearly exAbide 1.11. Burke, by James S Hardman, Esq
Put
yourself in touch with the great frablood; tones the nerve-centres and invig- I
Feh. 24. Cnarles M. Wood and Martha J. Al- hausted and that the vessel was leaking.
ternity of sportsmen by reading their parorates hoih bodv and mind.
For
dus, by Rev. L. W. Hammons.
The work of transferring the crewT in a
ticular medium, Forext and Stream
$8 to
Taken early during gestation, it renders
March 17. George H. Mitchell and Caro E.
if you are not so in touch, you are missing
small dory through the heavy sea was atthe mother strong and cheerful; carries heT
Michaels, by Rev L W. Mammons.
for
has
about the best thiug this country
March 21. Frederic W. Pitcher, formerly of tended with great danger, but was sticthrough her time of trial with perfect safety
a sportsman.
Belfast, and Charlotte J. Durstou of Brooklvii;in cesfully done.
A hawser was made fast
and little pain; insures healthy nourishThe Forest and Stream Is a weekly journal—alBrooklyn. N. V.
ment and increased constitutional vitality
and the abandoned vessel taken in tow.
though its readers often say that it ought to be a daily
Fred 1). Crosby and Lillie F. Wilson;
March 24
for the child. It is the only preparation
—filled with sketches of shooting and fishing, stories
in Searsport.
Capt. Harriman, of the wrecked schoonof woods life, and camp experience. It is national
devised bv a regularly graduated, experiMarch 27. Ernest L. Hall and Mabel .Jones of er, says he sailed from Boston Saturday
MARKED DOWN 25 PER CENT.
in scope and interest —an American sportsmans
enced physician for the cure of all weakBangor, by Hev. Levi Walker.
journal, of sportsmen, by sportsmen, for sportsmen.
with a general cargo consisting
ornesses and diseases of the feminine
Get this week’s from your dealer and look it
April 12. Oscar B. Hodgdon and Cora B. Moody morning
etc.
off
Boon
When
of
through; or send us ten cents for a copy, with illusof Northport, l>\ Rev. L W. Hammons.
oil, flour, iron,
ganism.
Everything in Mens and Boys’ Cloth
trated catalogue of books on outdoor sports, and
Mrs. F. B. Cannings, of No. 4320 Humphery St.,
April 14. Carl M. Lawrence and Inez M. Haney, Island at midnight his ship was struck by
circular
describing our beautiful premium pictures,
St. Louis, Mo., writes: ”1 am now the happy
formerly of Belfast; in Portland.
ing at lowest prices.
four of them, in colors: Jacksnipe Coming In Bass
a squall that carried away all her sails and
mother of a fine healthy baby girl. I feel that
April 14. Daniel A Wadlin of Northport and
Fishing at Block Island; Quail Shooting ; and VigiHe was knocked
has
done
xne
more
Emma M. Walls; in Worcester, Mass.
nearly capsized her.
Favorite
We send Wrest and
lant and Valkyrie Yacht Race.
Prescription
your
Stream one year (price $4) and the set of four picApril 15. Albert H. York and Emilie L. Lewis; down by falling rigging and severely hurt. | good than anything I have ever taken I took
HI'Y OF THE MAKER,
Forest and Stream
tures a
for $5.
the
convalue)
and
Or,
in Rockland.
three
bottles
of
the
‘Prescription’
The vessel then sprung aleak and the ;
6mos ana choice of two of the pictures for $3.
sequences were I was only in labor forty-five
May 14. Chas. H. Bowen and Maude F. Thurs- crew were called to the
SAND SAVE INTERMEDIATE PROFITS,
pumps which they
minutes. With my first baby I suffered eighteen
ton. bv Rev. G. (J. Winslow.
CO.
PUBLISHING
AND
FOREST
STREAM
hours and then had to lose' him. He was very
May 10. Herbert S. Morey and Susie M. Ander- kept working until daylight. The weathP. O. Box 2832, New York City.
delicate and only lived twelve hours. For two
son, by Rev. J. F. Tilton.
er was so extremely cold that the men’s
years I suffered untold agony, and in the meanMay 17- Willey A. Doe and Daisy L. Heal of hands were frozen and
time had two miscarriages. I cannot speak too
they were about to
Bangor; in Bangor.
highly for your medicine, as I fee! that it has
May 23. Frank E. Pntt of Plymouth, Mass., give up from exhaustion when the Mascosaved both my child and myself. I took it
and Nora G Arey, by Geo. J. Grotton, Esq.
nomo came to their aid.
MANUFACTURER, WHOLESALER,
Capt. Harriman,
through
my confinement. Find it very strengthMay 23. Charles V. Jipson and Ada Cross, by in
AND RETAILER
—_
assisting the crew at the pumps, had
ening to myself and to the baby.”
Geo J. Grotton, Esq.l
Dr. Pierce’s thousand-page book “The
June 2. Charles L. Millhouse of Peoria, 111., his hands badly .frozen.
Adviser”
is
sent
Medical
and Josephine Thumbs, by Rev. J. M. Leighton.
Common
Sense
and
II.
Powers
Mens
The vessel is owTned by M.
June 1
Elbert J. Monroe and Lovina M. Greer
free, paper-bound, for 21 one-cent stamps to
of Bucksport, and carries no insurance.
of Morrill in Morrill.
World’s
I shall be at my office in Memorial building
cost of mailing only.
Address,
Next Door to Phenix House,
pay
and
Belfast.
M.
and
Addie
Weed
is
for
Warren
G.
The
June 4.
Bucksport
Hopkins
cargo
Saturdays from 1()a. ^ to 12 m.. and 2 to 4 i\ m.
Dispensary Medical Association, Buffalo,
4w51
of Portland; in Portland.
Maine,
The schooner is 58 tons, was built in EsBelfast,
N.Y. Send 31 stamps for cloth-bcund copy.
! until January 1. All persons who wish to avail
Roland C. Patterson and Ella E.
June 21.
sex in 1854 and was
formerly in the fishHunter, by Rev. J. M. Leighton.
themselves of the discount of two p< r cent, on
trade.
June 27. Wallace M. Shaw and Annie R. Hall,
SUBSCRIBE
ing
I their taxes must pay by January 1, 1897.
by Rev. J. J. Tilton.
CA8TOHIA.
Julyl. Elroy P. Michaels and Alzina E. Ward
Itching Piles, night’s horrid plague, is inThe
H. F. MASON, Collector.
of Providence, R. I., by Rev. J. I. Brown.
” “
relieved and permanently cured by
simile
July 11. James W. Bennett and Mary A.O’Brien stantly Ointment. Your
dealers ought to
signature
•
Doan’s
1896.
of Verona; in Winthrop, Mass.
Belfast,
25,
Sept.
wrapper.
0f
July 20. Walter B. Kelley of Minneapolis, | keep it.
sufferings of

of

Soapstone Foot-Warmers,

continue to deserve.

Barns. 73

Terrible

catalogue
premiums.

HOW IS THE TIME TO BUY

M
L Mitchell
J"'J"
■*-"

publiran,

spondence and

6

for

Sold by all Grocers, I2c. Per Package.

exchanges, not alone for the. items and articles of interest to the craft, but because of
the. genial Rays on the editorial page. It

L. Moore.

14.

Frost

Write

and Printe" with Ray Thompthe helm is one of our most welcome

Stimpson.57
independence, Iowa, Win.

Badly

The J. B. WILLIAMS CO.,
Glastonbury, Conn.
Maker-; of Williams Famous
Shaving Soaps.

The annual report of W. W. ‘Stetson,
State Superintendent of Schools, submitted to the governor and council, shows
134,140 scholars in Maine schools for 1896
and 6,786 teachers employed, showing an
increase of 150 over 1890.
There are 4,
301 schools, with an increase of 15 towns
having high schools, with 16,868 pupils.

the

...

in

THE SCHOOLS.

ton

5

needs

Superfine Toilet Soap
Every Package.

The annual report of the State assessors
lias been submitted- to the Governor.
They lind that the late act, to relieve sin, ;
ping in part from taxation, places the present value at $2,531,693, as against the
value in 1894 of $4,022,028.
They give a
total State valuation of $328,500,949, as
against $324,478,321 in 1894, when the valuation was last tixed, an increase of $4,022,628.
They find an increase of 3,491 polls
from 1894, the returns last spring showing
the number to be 180,176, and a corresponding increase iu population of about 15,A feature of the returns which is
000.
to be regretted is the falling off in the
Iu 1894 the agvaluation of live stock.
gregate value of this stock was $14,120,398; in 1895, $13,293,628; in 1896, $12,869,105—a decrease of more than §i?200,000 in two years.

Tin*

28

it

TIIE STATE VALUATION.

ous

15

family

Splendid Cake of Wiliiams

A

It is
1G

fur-

without extra cost.

With last week’s issue the Aroostook Re5

••

Dec.

Soap

game.
The guides maintain that more game
has been killed this year than ever before
and they assert that caribou will disappear unless a more stringent law is made.
One guide estimates that there were 10,000 deer killed during the season.
A prominent guide places the number
of deer in the woods at the present time
at 15,000, moose 12,000 and caribou 10,It is thought 30,000 hunters tried
000.
their skill iu the woods this season.

think of

2
2

time

with all theToi let

Woodcock, deer, caribou,
years.
moose and bear have been plenty and in
Franklin
northern
county hunters have
been especially fortunate in bringing down

has

«'.5
4n

......

the

many

son at

9

pow-

at

nishes the

The Press
1

and

same

Da.

59

washing

der

With Dec. 31st the shooting season for
1896 in the Maine woods came to a lawful
end.
Jt has been one of the most satisfactoiy hunting seasons for sportsmen for

37

Mar\ L. Warren.. 25
m. J. Pen8
dleton
68
24
Fre.-iim, Col., Angelina J.
Knox.7 0
27. Rockland, Eunice 15. Linscott
39 11
Feb.
7. Portland, Elizabeth Lud1
79
wig.
9. Lynn. Mass, Jesse Ii. Ed4
wards
73
Mar. 13. Fresno, Cal., Frank W.
Berry. 74
17. Springfield, Mass., Abby
W. Nickerson .76
22. Portland, Marv Scanlon.. 74
12.
Walla
Walla, Wash., Jas.
Apr.
1L Patterson. 81
1<>
24. Denver,Colorado, Fred C.
4
Haraden. 45
5. Somerville,Mass, Julia A.
May
Warren .55
11. Bangor, Mary Faliy.70
12. Atlanta, Da., William B.
31
Rivers.
1(5. Searsmont, Abigail Dodge 62
30. Ellsworth,Henry L.Murcli 69 1"
June 3 6. Yellow
Jacket, Idaho,
Henry (). Patterson- 60
Charlottetown, P. E. I.,
William R. Waterman.. 755
Aug. 12. New Yark Citv, Mary E.
Hatch..90 lit
20. Deer Isle, John Dunbar... 31
Sept.
Bay City, Oregon, John &.
Patterson
..78
20. Stoughton, Mass., Sarah
J. Mathews.
74
23. Portland, Dana C. Pendle
1
ton
18
26. Lewes,Del., Lucian P.Collamore. 50
Oct. 16. San Francisco, Cal., John
Moore. 44
19. Lisbon,
Portugal, Win1
field Macomber.31
26, Swan’s Island, (’apt. AnHolbrook.42
gustine
28. Boston, Mass., John P.
45
Tower.
30. Roxbury, Mass., Nancy J.

MARRIAGES.

fect

most per-

FISH AND GAME.

29.

Griggs..

with the

Papers and Periodicals.

Name.

the

and Laundress

In other words, Maine’s share in the
harvest of the sea amounted to more than
That
four and a quarter million dollars.
is an amount not to be despised.

—.

Rev. C. H. Wells.
Jan 7.
David Allen Webber and Esther M.
Randell, by Rev. J. F. Tilton.
Jan. 13. Wm. C. Whitehead and Jennie T. Jordan, by Rev. ,J. F Tilton.
Jan. 15. Jonathan W. Jordan of Lowell, Mass.,
and Ma el W. C'onant, by Rev. J. M. Leighton.
Jan. 18. James H. Stinson and Clara J. Welch,
by Rev. Geo. E. Tufts.
Jan. 23. Horare Cbenery and Grace Fuller; in

The

Housekeeper

resi-

—.

following marriages, in which one or both
parties belonged in Belfast, have been solemnized:
Dec. ‘28. Herbert R. Ryder and Annie R. Pat
terson, by Rev. .1. F. Tilton.
Jan. 1. Percy R. Fol'ett and Maud Fernald, by

Powder

N?vA2-,

A O U W annual meeting.——Bap17.
tist Church annual meeting.
lo.
Equity Grange annual meeting.
20.
Observed as Christmas Sunday at
Baptist C hurch.-Baptist Y P S C E
annual meeting.
22.
Rebekah annual meeting.-The
Knights of Pythias visit Brooks.
25.
Christmas-Waldo Lodge I. O. j
O. F., annual meeting.
Reunion of State College students
20.
at Revere House.
Christinas concerts at Baptist,
27.
Methodist, Universalist and Congregational churches-North Church Sunday
School officers elected.
A. L. of II. and N. E. O. P. an28.
nual meetings.
Nov. 14.
31.
Sons of Veterans first annual ball.

The

Washing

licensed, being
employing
report,
yield
industry
imagine:

10,122

']

•k

Society.”
22.

Ivorine

by

••

SKl’TKMBER.

ix i.

m

to

Deputy

gates to county convention.

li.

v

A O U W.
caucus

Harvest of the Sea.

Maine’s

in

Whitten’s

|

;\

Statistics.

only

J.

Enterprise Lodge,
31.
Republican

State

Waldo.
That the sea and shore fisheries of
Aug. 12. Lewis F. Gannon and I ffle Astle of
still large and valuable
Maine are not
Houlton; in Houlton.
24. Elmer F. Hartshorn and Bertha
Aug.
Las- but are not declining, is made evident
sen ; in Waldo.
fie
report.
Sept. II. Wil iam F. Patterson and Annie M. Commissioner
Robinson, by Rev. Geo. S. Mills.
states that 012 vessels of a total tonnage
Manfred Lawler ot
Mass.,
and Nellie 1. Gordon, by Rev. J.Maplewood,
F. Tilton.
70 more
I of
tons are
Sept. 20. Fred P. Nason and Sarah c. Hassell,
and
by Rev. J. F. Tilton.
than at tbe last
Sept. 30. Wm. H. Kimball, Jr., and Tlieresa B.
tbe
Patterson, by Rev. J. F. Tilton.
14,960 persons. The table of
Oct. 21. Charles B. Eaton and Lena A. Jackis more
for 1896 shows that tbe
son, by Rev. J. E. Tilton.
Oct. 31. Joseph A. Achorn of Morrill and Anthan many persons
nie 1.. Wentworth, by J. o.
Whitcomb, Esq.
.§1
Oct. 31. Albert M. Parsons and Lillian L. Fer- Sard i
nald, by Rev. G. G. Winslow.
EdwinE Bird of Kansas Citv, former- Herring.
251,lbo
ly of Belfast, and Pearl Foster of I.angiev. Kan
71,704
Smelt.
in Kansas City, Mo.
<39,524
Sword.
Nov. 17. Forrest Wentworth and Ida
Rowell, Alewives.
76.204
by Rev. L. W. Hammons.
10(i,b97
Smoked
Nov. 18. Cushing E. Wade, of New
herring.
London,
Ct„
248,(342
and Sarah A. Frishee; bv Rev. G. G. Winslow
Clams.
Nov. 19. Francis Pendleton and Mabel E Ra- Salmon.
12,288
leigh, by Rev. J. E. Kealv.
.84,566
Mackerel.
Nov. 25. Fred A. Tibbetts and Ada F. Steve is,
202,530
Sait ..
by Rev Geo S. Mills.
504,294
Fresh ..
Nov. 25. John L. Towle of Dexter and Celia F
30,727
Shad.....
Bowler, by Rev. C. H. Wells.
5,000
Nov. 21). Chester W. Cottrell of New Haven Scallops.
772
and Sadie N. Merrill of Newluirvport, both for- Eels.
ut
in
791
merly
Belfast;
Newburyport, Mass.
Sturgeon.
Dec. 24. Henry W. Webber and Man E. Doe,
363
Bass...
by Rev. C. H. Wells.
H.320
Fish
oils
Dee. 24. Addison F. Pendleton and Lillian A.
20,000
Scraps.
Hammons, by Rev. Geo. E. Tufts.
1.366
Dec. 25. Rev. Andrew T. Kingold of Gardiner Tom cod.
and Miss Harriet E. Robbins, by Rev. A. T. Dunn,
D. j). of Waterville.
Total.§4,326,692

Hartshorn;

FLY.

Rebekah’s children’s day observed
by a party at the battery.
;11 meeting.-Grand Army |
4.
National holiday; no general observance in Beltast.
Hose Co's annual ball.-j
12.
Rev. Evarts Pond of Springfield,
in‘f in People's lecture course,
j Mass, at North church.
iiian Loyal Arcli Chapter, an- |
Lawn party by Miss Jane A. Mc18.
-Sous of Veterans instal- i
Lellan to Miss Beatrice Jennisonof Lowi
ell, Mass.
.Solomon Council, L and S M,
23.
Alice Kyle, Field Secretary of the
ling.-Penobscot Encamp- | Woman’s Board of Missions, at North
*
F, installation.-Uni versa- church.
annual meeting—S J Court,
23.
Epworth League visited Searsport
v isit
of District Deputy to
League.
at
Luitari"Object Farcy"
to
30.
Official visit of District

Lodge, 1 O O F, installation,
mu of Agricultural Societies of

and Annabel Swan,
by Rev. J. M LeighJuly 29 Sumner W. Lothrop and Mary Augusta Blake of New York; in New York Citv.
*• Everett G. Payson of Waldo and
Addle
M.

ton111"

The

price of

rooms

on

accommodating

PenobscoC

two

each will be reduced from $2.00 and
*1.50 and $1.00 each.

pe

rsons

$1.50

0

These rates will he continued Tiu
sea>se of the ri ei
son, ami until the
Steamers will leave Belfast, weatlu-t ami j.-e
for
Camden. Ri.cklaml at;.I 15■ -1-• n
permitting.
» :
>i.
Mondays ami Thursdays at ul n;
For Bangor, via way'landings. Wednesdays ,.m
Saturdays at (about; A.ito a. m or uj-.m: arriviF
Steamer from Boston.

RETURNING

:

From Boston, Tuesdays and Friday at 5 >o u.m.
From Rockland, Wednesdays and’ Sat ;rda\s at
(about) 5.00 a. m.
From Bangor. Mondays and Thursdays at 1! 00
A.

M

LOCAL

H IX TER StEl ICE.

Commencing Tuesday. Nov. 24. ’.s i..
w
Rockland, ( upl. K. V\. ( urtis.
1
7 a m.. Tuesdays, Thursdays and s.i:ur> ,.\> .mni
closing «-1 river, tle n irom Biick>j ..:- c' s
v
M.

for Rockland via all river lamlu._-.

Searsport.
Returning from Rockland
Wednesdays and Friday s.

;r

s

■•.,

in.!].-,.

M,

F. W. TOTE. Agent.
WILLIAM II. Hll.I.. I, :,
M.

,-t

p.

$15.

Mens & Boys’Ulsters & Overcoats

&ilE(

SWAN

CO,

JOBIJft I»S OH

■

=

Wm. A.

Clark,

To Tax Payers.

Boys’ Clothing,

FOR,^^^^

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

|

CRAIN.

FEED,
SEEDS and

GROCERIES.
Importer's
Dealers in the finest

of

Suit.

quality of

Anthracite and
Blacksmith

~

I

LOEIS.

IHTORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

33, 33, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me.
TELEPHONE 4-2.

Itf

The Herbert Fuller

.•

HallLL.-i

(

im

Journal Pub. Go.
I

Editor and
business Manager

The

Journal begins

i.ri

1 IL. BL R\

A.

xceeded the resources

81,200, and

at

by

re-

exceeded the liabilities by 88,gain in two years of 810,099.71.

sources

82*i.42—a

This satisfactory condition of affairs is
due to the reforms instituted by

hands on the wheel could see into the cabExperts testified that under existing
^Sheriff Norton, in which he has had the in.
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unquestioned abilities. From 1850
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course.
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where
and

protection if nothing
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Yet he not

remained at Hie wheel but later allowed
himself to be

placed

in irons without

men-

tioning what he had seen. This gives rise
to a suspicion that there may have been

orator

and .i'lthoi —and in all he has been a suc>s
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'Ugh no one will claim that it j an understanding between Brown and
i>iC,nly ••histum." Minister Thomas will | Bram. Monks conduct was
peculiar, but
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go hack to his old place upon j
advent of the m-w administration. | is readily accounted for by the novelty
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the death of Capt. Nash, and took charge
vessel, and had calculated the

pins in a rather large
distinction in behalf of the late
Kditoi Mc< iillagh when he credits him
w ith organizing and carrying through the
movement in the Philadelphia convention
of 1>7-, by which the renqmination of
8. hu>ler Colfax for Vice-President was
defeated, and Henry Wilson put on the
ticket with Grant instead.
There is a
populai impression in Massachusetts that
Henry Wilson himself played the leading
hand in that movement.
[Boston Herald,
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against Bram was something of a surprise, for while few entertained any doubts as to his guilt many
who have followed the trial closely do not
amount
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to estimate its value and they stood from
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Boynton knows whereof he writes.

The counsel for the defence has been al-

turned down and Wilson

lowed two weeks iu which to file exceptions, the Government another week in
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combination of

a
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newspaper

mainly Washington correspondents,
and while some *f them have passed from

which to examine the same, and then will
follow the arguments, after which the
Court will decide whether a new trial
should be granted.
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the plan of operations was fully known.
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power of the press ever given in this
Colfax owed the position he atuntry.
tained to the press, and his marked dis•ciutesy to its representatives at the
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successful
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L«>ri-. Dec. :U. Editor Joseph B.
J-IcCullag'h, of the (Hobe-Democrat, was
kii cd 1>\ falling from the third story wint>w ..f
his residence in West Pine street,
eailythis morniug. Mr. McCullagh had
lain confined
his room for the past
ia.. months with as thmatictroable and
2; ight's disease.
Ha was about o'J years
of age and unmarried.
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was

of t lie best known

spa per correspondents in t his'eountry,
md his letters to the Cincinnati Com-

xiew

mercial

were

widely copied.

He has been

aill-.d “the father of the interview” beof his writing out a conversation at
the White House with President Johnson,
cause

and which created
the time.

public

men

a

decided sensation at

Xow-a-days interviews with
are regarded as a matter of

coursb*.

school opened Jan.
attendance in all the.
several changes in the
of

M.ss Ella M.

Folsom,

Central Intermediate scho >1,

assistant in

grantterm by til

evening

Great

Schools.

was

ed leave of absence for one
school committee, and her pi ace is supplied
by Miss Alma F. Tilton of the Gramm ir
school of the Head of the Tide. Miss Edith
Ladd, assistant to Miss Bird, is transferred
to the Head of the Tide and her place is
taken for the term by Miss Mabel Brown,
who lias been assistant to Miss Rov*e rts in
the North Primary. The latter position will
remain vacant for the present.
The special school opens very favorably
with 15 pupils, all boys except one. They
are the larger pupils in several grades of the
lower school, who by reason of sickness or
other causes have got behind in their studies. There are others who will attend the
school as soon as room ami accommodation*
can he made for them..
Supt. Brick will he pleased to meet all
who are enter* sted in the proposed evening
school at the High School room next Friday

a
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were

winter term

teachers.

the gloat dailies of the country, and scc•!:('. to none in enterprise or ability. But
his letters
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4t.li, with a large
grades. Th*-v«- are

lily witness. While not well known,
perhaps. to eastern readers it-.s one of
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inaugural address
begin business
with a cash balance of *203,500 in
the State treasury, but it is generally accepted that in his inaugural he will advo
cate

1 i.c press
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Governor Powers will

to-day.
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generally has paid t ribute to
MeCiillagh's great, abilities as an

Legislature

yesterday and Gov.
gurated and deliver

undoing.

Mr.

during two years of which she had been
nearly blind. She was born in Prospect,
now Stockton
Springs, Jan. 8, 188b, aud was
a daughter of Ira and Caroline Blanchard.
Her first husband was Capt. Robert A. Hanson of Stockton,
by whom she leaves one son,

Records,

Wellman L. Hanson of Belfast. After Mr.
Hanson’s death she married Henry E. Shute
of Stockton, who survives her, with one
daughter, Miss Sarah M. Shute. Two brothers aud three sisters
remain—Mrs. Celia
Herrick, Mrs. Anu Lafolley ami Mrs. Clara
E. Griffin of Stockton Springs, Mr. J. Hartford Blanchard of Portland, Oregon, and S.
Veazie Blanchard of Camden, Maine. Mrs.
Shute was for many years a member of the
Universalist church and her daily life was
such as to commend her to the highest regard of all who knew her. She was kind
to the poor and sick, and never allowed a

the witness stand in-

ou

at 7 o’clock.

—rr I

two sons, viz., Mrs. Simon
Knowles and Wm. Hogan of Jackson and
Charles Hogan of Thorndike. Mrs. Hogan
was possessed of one of those
bright and
generous natures that made everyone whom
she met feel better for the meeting. A lov-

The Churches.

Oman’s'

The beautiful city (Belfast) at the head of
Penobscot Bay awaits with high anticipation
the coming of the State Conference. [Christian Mirror.

ork

Is never done, and it is especially
u,ar,
and wearisome to those who.-impure and unfit properly to

Services at the Unitarian church next
ing mother, a generous friend and a kind
sermon by the pastor,
ueighbor, she will lie long and lovingly re- Sunday will include
membered by a large circle of acquaint- Rev .J. M. Leighton, at. 10.43 a. in., subject,
ances.
The funeral was from the house “Public Sentiment,” followed by Sunday

The late Horace M. Barns of Bristol,
Rhode Island, though long retired nominalfrom

business,

from being au
idle man that his activity at times overtaxed
his strength and became a menace to health.
His extensive and exact knowledge in a
wide field of financial enterprise, combined
with

tenacity

of

and renew the wastiior
muscle and tissue.
It is m..
this condition of the blood

school.

Tuesday morning.

ly

tain,

was so

far

purpose and

uncommon

down,

are run

The services at the Uuiversalist Church
will be as follows: .Corning
next Sunday
worship with sermon at 10 43, subject, “The
Unknown God.”
Sunday school immedi-

ately following. Young people’s meeting
o'clock, topic, “Seeming.”

at

six

At the Baptist church there will be preaching next Sunday morning and evening by
the pastor. The morning subject will he
“Preparation for Service,” Josh. <:3. The
evening subject will be, “The Shadow upon
Life Consequent upon Rejecting the ChristLife," Mark, 10:22. The music will be as
follows: Morning—Selection, “The Lord is
in His Holy Temple,” ar by C. II Wells;
anthem, “The
Homeliglit,” by Maey.

Tired, Weak, Nervous

j

Than because of the work i
physician says so, and that n
edy is in building up by tax
nerve tonic, blood
purifier *,■
like Hood's Sarsaparilla. For;
Peculiar to Women at changclimate or life, or resulting fr
work, nervousness, and iip.
thousands have found relief an

sagacity, made him a trusted counsellor to
the many who sought- his advice and found
it cheerfully given. Nor was it by personal
Golden Crown Lodge, K. of P.,of Brooks,
friends and neighbors alone that his services
has elected officers as follows: Chancellor
were valued.
His ability was recognized by
Commander, T. A. Elliott; vice chancellor, a case of
suffering, sickness or want to go financiers and men of business. Important
E. H. Littlelield ; prelate, Geo. W. Lewis;
j
unheeded. Her greatest enjoyment was in corporate bodies
sought his services. Large
keeper of R. and S., E. G. Roberts; M. of doing good for others, and through a long
corporate interests were at times rescued by
F.
W.
M.
of
F.
K.
Roberts; and active
F.,
E.,
Pingree;
Evening—Selection, Choius, Trio, “Father, The One True
life she found frequent and bis skill and devotion from serious
Blood Purifier.
entangleM. at A., C. A. Lane; M. of W., Dr. C. Wt
ample opportunity for good deeds. In her ments. At the time of bis death Mr. Barns, Lead me by Thy Hand,” from Belshazzar. ; Prepared only by (’. I. lloud&< '■>
Jennys; I. G., E. T. Bessey; O. G Geo. B. family she was ever devoted to the interests in
Rev. (1. G. Winslow, pastor of the M. E.
addition to his duties as a prominent diMiller. There will be a public installation. of those
near aud dear to her; in the comrector in one of the principal Trust com- Church, sent his parishioners each at New
Hood’s Pills
Fort Knox Lodge, No. 129, I. O. O. F., of munity she was beloved for her ever kind
panies of Rhode Island, was on the boards Year's a neat lo.der with the cut of the
Buckspurt has elected the following officers disposition and warm hearted charity. The of directors of no less than five of the lead- church and words of cheer and greeting, lie
for the year 1897 ; A. B. Ames, noble grand ;
funeral was held Dec. 29tli, at her late home, ing
manufacturing corporations of that great feels much gratified at the attendance at the
Zebby Heath, vice grand: W. H. Gardner, Rev. C. H. Wells of Belfast officiating. The industrial centre, Fall River, Massachusetts. meetings and Sunday school, amt at the outsecretary; R. H. Emery, treasurer; Havener floral offerings were many and beautiful and The following testimonial
copied from the look for the future. Last Sunday forenoon
Belfast, Main
Webster, janitor; Geo. O. Mitchell, G. W. included a pillow marked “mother" from the “Providence Journal’* of Dec. 30,
admirably one person was consecrated in baptism, and
McAllister and Geo. D. Crane, trustees.
husband and children; a basket of flowers expresses the regard in which be was held four were received into full membership.
Installation this, Thursday, evening, Jan. from the employes in the treeing room in by his business
associates, personally, a.** Tin* services next Sunday will be at the
7, by District Deputy Grand Master Sargent Critcliett & Sibley’s shoe factory, of which well as in his character as a man of
affairs, usual hours, aud tin* weekly prayer ami
of Castine.
Mr. Hanson is foreman; a handsome floral
and to which expression had previously ela^s meetings during tin* week as usual.
Silver Cross Lodge, K. of P ele. ted the piece from Mr. aud Mrs. Eugene Greenwood been given in another way, by Moral offerThe Christian Mirror in reporting the
following officers at its regular meeting, of Medford, Mass., the latter a sister of Mr. ings from the several Boards of Directors, North church centennial speaks of Rev.
Open from 3 to 12 A. itV
Dec. 80th: Chancellor Commander, Jacob Shute. The interment was in the family lot and by personal attendance on occasion f Gecrge S. Mb's as “the young pastor who,
the funeral services in Bristol, Rhode Is- in his
1
K. Dennett; Vice Chancellor, Joseph S. at Sandy point.
year ami one-half with tin* mil church,
1 to 4 P, M
land, on the 28Mi of December.
has proved himself a worthy successor of j
Burrows; Prelate, Rufus C. Barton; Keeper
DKl’OSI
I S
SOM i [ i f
HORAC E M. J1ARNS.
of Records and Seal, Freeman M. Wood;
the good men and true who ha v» ministerHenry G. Chandler passed away at his
At an associated meeting of the Boards of ed to the
Master at Arms, Andrew S. Fahy ; Master home in
1
of
1.
f
a at.;" and uf I)r
>.
Ge
people
East Knox, Dec. 25th, aged 74 years
Direction of the several corporations m Fai
of Finance, Jesse E. Wilson; Master of Exand 2d days. He was condned to his hed River, of which the late Horace M Barns oi W. Fi«*ld as “a narv- of l'-. 'fasT, born m
R.
Geo.
Master
of
the
Poor;
chequer,
Work, only a few days but was a great sufferer for Bristol was a member, the following mem- :lit* church, its pi on* ami its g.ory as the unit
a
orial was
as a testiJoseph A. Monteliore.
surpassed preacl.ei of the State of Maine." !
several weeks. TV,e last 41 hours lie was un- monial of unanimously adopted
the esteem and loving respect in
In another column the Mirror says.
»*■»*.» aaaa**...
The Supreme Lodge, A. O lT. W., has deconscious and passed away in that condition.
which be will ever be held by Ins business
Dr. Field dal a gracious deed for his na- i
signate d Monday, Jan. 18th, as memorial Mr. Chandler was born in Montville and associates in this community.
11
ve
tow n in t la* masterly address v\ bn 'a was |
On the morning of the 24th day of De.•emday, for deceased members. Enterprise Lodge lived there several years. He had also lived
ber, 1SIH5, Horace M. Barns, our eo-direet.or, the feature of I'm sd i\.
j ili-wt
! of this city w:l! hold memorial services at
in Albion and East Maehias, Me., and in
business associate and personal friend,
passed away at his residence in Bristol, K. I., m
the Methodist church Sunday, the 17th, at Connecticut. He was a
ship-carpenter by the 74th
I
year of Ins age.
'-’.o'clock p. in., with an address by the pas- trade, aud was a member of the Order of
A(’KNii\vi.kim’,mkni's
The Journal
ac-|
M. Barns had a long and in many
respects
tor, whose son, the late Dr. B. Henry Wiu- Free Masons. He was three times married, a remarkable business career,
the
of
a
useful
knowledges
;
very
receipt
having in r
than
Enter- llis tirst wife was Emma
the abutted "three score years writing pad f-om Loring, Short & Harmon,
: slow, was a member of the order.
Sylvester of Free- and luliiiied
ten," but up to the tune ot his lining booksellers and manufacturers of blank
! prise Lodge was instituted June lb, 1888, and
dom, by whom he had one sou, Augustus, stricken with his last illness his mind was
1 has
lost six members, C. W. Haney, Fred who
passed away about one year ago. His as active, his judgment as keen and Ins busi- books, Portland.. .The calendar issued this
so
A. Carle and Geo. I. Mudgett of Belfast,
year by tie- pi. | rietors of Heed's Sars .pa- !
second wife was Priscilla Snowdeal of Pork- ness perspicacity is clear and far reaching as
villa is one of the prettiest ever sent out by
(Quincy F. Bean and James Leman of Lib- laud, aud one daughter, now Mrs. William ever.
It is given to few men, with a
multiplicity this firm. Every one who gets a Hood’s
j erty and Geo. L. Moore of Searsmout.
B. Smith of Cambridge, Mass., blessed t is
id business cares, such as occupied the attention
of our honored friend, to so strongly
Sarsapar 11a eabuidar of 1X!»7 secures somemarriage. The third wife, left to mourn
To the Comrades of Co. A., 26h He. the loss of
impress upon their associates the better and thing that will
prove
interesting arid
one who was ever thoughtful and
more personal side of themselves.
His was
valuable as well us a beautiful specimen of
a nature ever
Hale’s Honey of Horehound
The Regimental Association is collecting kind,was Margaret McElroy of East Maehias.
thoughtful, ever watchful for
a medicine that has
For nineteen years, they .had lived together, tiie success of whatever lie undertook, most the lithographer’s art. Tic* cnVr.dar ;s ae
lontr bet
material ft
a history of the regiment to he
ii} private practice. Sold b\
printed early the coming spring. It is de- sharing each others joys and sorrows.To Mrs. vigorous iu action, \ et with a just regard lor coinpani»al this s.-asou hy an aini>;ng little
generally.
the
of
all.
rights
sired that every man who served in the regibook on “The Weather."
-\sk your drugChandler the past fifteen years have been
IN tie’s Toothache Drops cure m
Many times in the last few years lie has
ment shall receive due notice.
I have the
gist for 11".uEs Coupon Calendar, or send
blanks for Co. A.
Comrades, will you kind- years of constant suffering due to her having come from his home to attend some corporation
t
cents
in
one
H•
at
much
for
C.
1.
meeting
stamps
personal inconvenly write your names and post office address rheumatic fever three times in succession.
ience and bodily suffering to himseil, but
on a postal card and send to me, that l may
Lowell, Mass.
She is left a cripple yet she is ever cheerful
always to the great advantage of h;s fellow
correspond with you, in order to get the inaud pleasant, bearing her sufferings with directors.
He came from a sense of duty
formation that shall make our history as
complete as our services in the field entitle great patience aud fortitude. Mr. Chandler and responsibility, a sense that was never
dulled within him, and was a distingushing
us to.
I). O. Bowen.
freely spent all he had to restore health and charateristie to the last.
Morrili, Me.
i
The words we use and the phrases which
strength to his dear companion, but to uo
we coin are soon to be forgotten, lor
they are
avail, yet no want for the comforts of life but
outward clothing of our estimate of the
ever came to them.
The daughter, who is value and worthiness
of our friend, hut the
blest with a generous aud noble husband, spirit which animates them is that ot the
sense of personal bereavement which
deep
has left no want unsupplied. All that love
has fallen upon us, and which will forever
Is Better Thau Two Afterwards.
A aud kindness could do for the dear father live in our hearts anil memory.
and his companion has been done. He was
stock c\
Chance to Protit by a Boston
a good neighbor, an affectionate husband
Transfers in Real Estate.
Man’s Experience.
in
funeral
services were held
aud father. The
Sunday afternoon, Dec. 27, at the East Ridgb
The following transfers in real estate were
Most torturing and dish.-g of itching,
{From the Boston Herald.]
hmicrs is inburning, scaiy skin ami
church, Rev. H. I. Holt otiiciatiug. The recorded in Waldo County Registry of
It is a strange thing how people will put away
stantly relieved by a warm lath wuh ('inrelatives have the sympathy of the friends Deeds for the week ending Jan. (5, lS'JT:
I'Tiu
ci ka Soap, a single application of Ct
an opportunity until too late; it’s only little
and neighbors in tlieir sorrow Mrs. Chand- Geo. H. Kimball, Cleveland, Ohio, to
(ointment the great skin cure, and a full dose
things that go to make up uur every tlav existof
Mood
(
ticeka
Of
Kesolvent,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Smith
wish
to
greatest
and
extend
ler
Thomas Robinson; land in Islesboro. Geo.
ence; the trouble is we don’t pay sufficient attenpurifiers and humor cures, when all else tails.
thanks to all for the kindness shown them in If. Kimball to Wyndkam C. Jones: land in
tion to them. “A wink to the wise may be suffitheir trouble, and especially to the young Islesboro. Wm. J. Bliss et al., Bedford,
cient," but sometimes we don't get that wink, and
their Christmas enter- Ohio, to W. C. Jones; land in Islesboro.
we are not all w ise. Now, for instance
Backache people who gave up

I

|

Hoods
Sarsaparilla
witil'ii
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CARLE & JONF

a little thing. Sometimes it comes after a hard
day’s work, ora slight odd. It will pass otV, you
say ; it’s only the result of overtaxing my back-

ment.

This is where you are wrong. It isn’t the fault of
your back, but your kidneys. The exertion or
straining has interierred with their delicate

have died

mechanism

bridge, Mass., about 40 years ago, and was
one of our most respected citizens, always

is

of

Three

Jackson
within the past week. Daniel
the

citizens of

older

Hanson, whose funeral occurred Saturday,
came with his wife to Jackson from Cam-

You call it

backache, but it really
is kidney ache. If the kidneys are not relieved,
chronic disorders set in, and this is where the
little thing” should not be passed over. A Boston man has learned to appreciate what delay
means.
We refer to J. H. Matthews, who resides
a
Xo. 4 Clarland street. This is how lie speaks
about it: “Some eight years ago 1 had a bad fall,

noted

ing.
was

his strict integrity and fair dealQuiet and unobtrusive in manner lie
for

intelligent beyond

the average

in the

circle in which he moved and was kind and
generous to everyone. He leaves none but
friends behind him and they will all unite
in sympathy for the bereaved widow and
son, his only surviving relatives in this

which rendered my back lame and sore. I was not
surprised at this, as my accident was a bad one,
but as time went on my back did not appear to
improve and I wondered at it. I never seemed to
It would hurt me to stoop over
get perfectly

vicinity.
Elijah

well-.

He

was

nearly

SO years of age.
died Jan. 1st, aged To

C. Fendersou
anything heavy. I suffered with dull headMr. Fendersou was an honest, indusaches; colds, drafts, and even dampness had im- years.
a generous and impulsive
mediate effect on my back. I was always looking trious man, with
for a remedy for my ills. At last I found it. I got disposition. He wa9 a soldier in the late
a box of Doan’s Kidney Pills at Bradbury’s drug
[ civil war, and a member of E. M. Hillings
store on Washington street.
They were highly ! Post, G. A. R., the members of which attendrecommended and I began their use at once. ed his funeral, which took place from the
Their action was ‘like unto magic,’ and day by sclioolhouse at East Jackson on Sunday
day the pain began to lesson in my back. I am forenoon. Discourse by Rev. D. Brackett.
glad to give the public the benefit of my experiMrs. Abigail Hogan, the oldest resident of
ence. Doan’s Kidney Pills are excellent medicine,
the town, died Jan. 2d of typhoid pneumonand strike right at the point of kidney troubles
ia at the advanced age of 92 years. She was
Doan’s Kidney Pills are for sale by all dealers,
the relict of the late Samuel Hogan, whom
price 50 cents, mailed by Foster-Milburn Co.,
she survived many years. She leaves one
Buffalo, X. Y., sole agents for the United States.
or

lift

Fire,

*

daughter and

Obituary.
Mrs. Philena E. Shute died at her home in
Stockton Springs Dec. 25th, after a lingering
and painful illness of rive years duration,

Masters, elected the following officers Tuesduced some to believe him innocent; day evening; T. I. M., S. A. Parker; D. M.,
while others regarded his display of nerve J. H. Howes; P. C. of W., Chas. O’Connell;
Robert Burgess; Rec., C. E. Johnson;
as just what would be
expected of the Tr.,
C. of G., H. J. Chaples; C. of C., F. E.
man who could commit wholesale murI Crowley; S., D. T. Guptill; Sect., H. W.
der.
There was conflicting testimony as
[ Marriuer ; Standing Committee, E. S. Carter,
to whether a man standing with both
A. W. Keating, O. G. White.

over

the close of 1890 the

Societies.

an

straight story

The finances of Waldo county are in
Two years ago the
excellent condition.
e

Secret
remarkable

insane man, and Brown’s
Couant; Keeper of Wampum, F. H. Welch.
previous record seemed to point to him as The chiefs will be raised next Monday.
the murderer.
Brain’s cool manner and
King Solomon Council, Royal and Select

volume 09.

liabilities

a

Perkins;

the deed of

Willi this issue

is

Timothy Chase Lodge, F. and A. M., will
and lias been followed with great inhold its annual meeting this, Thursday,
terest, especially by sea-faring people. It | evening.
has brought out various and conflicting
Tarratine Tribe, I. O. R. M., has elected
opinions. Suspicion has pointed to Bram to
the following officers: Sachem, E. M.
and
even
to
the
Brown,
Monks,
passenger.
Crocker; Senior Sagamore, R. C. Barton;
It is so difficult to find a plausible motive 1 Junior
Sagamore, W. G. Sawtelle; Prophet,
for the triple murder that many thought it Chas M.
B. H.
Chief of

PUBLISHED E\ KKV THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

Republican

case

one

BELFAST. THURSDAY. JAM ARY 7. 1897.

...

Convicted.

Bram

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

I KKK

j

*

Smoke

WILL

BE

Alzadia H. Berry, Haverhill, Mass., to
Sarah Patterson, Belfast; land aud buildings in Belfast. W. B. Sargent, Brooks, to
Ethel Stover, do.; land in Brooks.
Levi
Staples, Stockton, to Lydia M. Staples, do. ;
land and buildings in Stockton.
Samuel
Staples, Stockton Springs, to Lydia M.
Staples; land in Stockton Springs. Lydia
M. Staples to Manly E. Richards. Stoi ktvn
Springs; land in Stockton Springs. E11/. t
A. Prescott, North port, to Frank L. Harmon

al., Belfast; land and buildings in Belfast.
E. P. Twitchell, Jackson, t<> Dora P>.
Carpenter, do.; laud aud buildings in Jacksoil.
Eliza J. Leathers, Brooks, to diaries
W. Ward, do.; land and buildings in Brooks.
Cbloe E. Atwood, Winterport, to Jos. L.
Eldridge, do.; land and buildings in Winterpo: t. Henry C. Goodenow by trustee, Bangor, to Jos. L. Eldridge.; land and buildings
in Winterport.
Reuel Mussey, Unity, to
Frank Mussey, do.; laud aud buildings in
Unity. Chas. W. Lord, Brooks, to Dora B.
Carpenter, Jackson; land ami buildings in
Brooks. J. F. Parkhurst, Bangor, to Susan
A. Parkhurst, do.: land and buildings in
Nortliport.

Is sold throughout the world. Potter Ditro and Chem
trie.
Cori*., Prop».. Boston. How to Cure Salt Rheum,

FALLING HAIR

The Alliance will meet to-morrow, Friat 2 30 p. in., at tlieir rooms on Main

day,

SAIL MAKERS

Am! Successors

t«<

J. \V. Eredericl

Ship Chandlers, Ship
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feo, 31 Front
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TRY
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FOR
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ami

HEADACHE.

powders

is SAKE

a--

\\<

!

e

of

Mamma

gives me
RELIEF,

For Coughs? Colds, Collo. Cholera
Morbus, Dysentery, Croup, Sore
Threat, Diphtheria, eto.
I THINK IT IS REAL NICE TO TAKE.

t-

f
V

1

POOR & SOF
j
j

For Sale
A

or

Water

to R

tave, square piai
condition.
Apply

seven-o*

in

t'ropaied l>y NOR-./AVMEMOlNE Co.,Norway,

GREAT SALE
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good
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BROWN’S INSTANT
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; li is taking tlie |* 1.i.

pills
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_

QUICK

street.

*

A

(uticura

POOH, IE
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-CLOTHING, MENS, BOYS and CHILDREN'S SUITS, OVERCOATS, ULSTERS, REEFERS.
Odd Pants, Over-Shirts, Underwear, Cloves, Mittens, Hose, Mackintoshes,
Hats and Caps and the General Line of Furnishing fiooris
^

^

AT

FjRE

SALE PRICES, AND YOU KNOW WHAT

<£ Come to this great sale and get your winter clothing for

a

THAI MEANS,

small

The sale is now

WHITE STORE, 83 MAIN STREET, RELFAST,

sum.
on

30 TO 60 PER CENT LESS THAN COST.

Do not miss it.

It will be

just

like

finding

your outfit.

-r|

at the

MAINE,

chas. o’connell,

Prop’*

^
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at 7 p. in.

and 7 p.

2 do
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These

Cash and Prizes given each month

ted by Mrs. M. C. Clapp

i.

Total given during 12 mos.

granted as follows:
Grindle, Blue Hill;
etc., Mary E. Spencer,
special, Eliza F. Borue-

'cen
T.

increase, Joseph

ison;
!

12

on

42, G. A. R., at Mei l.ursday evening, Jan. 7tlr
N.u

supper to which all
ribute.

!

I

W
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evening except Saturday
to April 1st.

lib.

The weather record
the mean temperin her
to have been 22.67°,
1 >ecemher, 1895, and 24 40°
athek.
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I

re}', shows

past.
highest
13th day, and the
27th day. Rain

7 years
43
the

;
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The

I
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The

purposes of
manufacturing and sell-

ire

soap, oil,
and sell-

dressing,
buying, holding

S

larness
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as

may
business.
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!

or.

Manufacturing
Waldo County Reg-

week.
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;

of

Coudou

iii the
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Certificate

l’ion.

ne

be necessary for
The amount of

rJ«hhi; already paid iu»
shares, >10. The direct*
udeii, Frank R. \Viggint
c.
P>.
Patterson and
■s.
Alvin T. Condon is

1

K

The annual meeting of the Board of Trade
be held next Monday eveiling at 7

will

o'clock.

The quilt recently disposed of by Pine
Circle, King’s Daughters, was drawn
by D. E. Sheldon.

Tree

,J A, .1 diusou and wife of Union, evangelists, will speak in Memorial Hall next Sunday evening at 7 o’clock.
The meetings of the Debating Club will
after the adjournment- of the

be resumed

.January

We

1 b iuiont

The annual

were

un-

correspondence

what was said
T1
Christinas tree and
•ii at the sehoolhouse in
i.e “Lend a Hand” circle
"ti Christinas eve was a

.;ve

now

"•

'Mi

ething

■

there is
1'

a

lot of

acted

as

Mrs. Santa

as

gentleman of this

A

horse from

a

and it

talent in

A lien w .od
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speak,

to

E. Elms

[

laden until

was

ami tlie remaining
the tioor.
Many of

,e

one

of

'.ike the animal out to the

miiuntabaeook Pond, kill it,
carcass there as a bait for
M iller was further entrust'"»s;ige to a resident in that
!
he preferred to keep this
"ite oue of his own he was
so.
The recipient of the
'king for the sender, with
>
is not the whole of the

jl
S

|

'•

[

|
1
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killed,

was

as

agreed,

anti

ight to Belfast and sold for
dollar was received from
:ety for killing the animal,
informant put it, 84

;is our

;
use.

Messrs. A. C.

t’HF.AMKijv.
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ikit'-n
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a

f

-mi

Bangor

were

in

the place
;i creamery here.
and A. I. Brown

*K;ng
li>! mg

Mr\

over

the city and vicinity and
umber of available buiUl-

it

••

■

f

Perkins on North
the most favnri ocated for the business.
Brooks, S wan vi lie and
J. H.

irded

G

as

sending cream to
is thought the
hauling the cream will
are

•mis

here and it

*•

'in

for mU concerned,
been connected with the

•r.'litable
10

Eaton is
■lnpany. Our farmers and
i will hear from them later.
and Mr.

Arrangements

'■>

are

be-

steamship line between

-v

1

vears

rtland.
A company to be
Eastern Despatch Steamship
put on the steamer New
make three round trips per
g at all the Penobscot river
it Rockland and
Boothbay.
s
of the
Company are now
cements.

People

the towns
favorable to the plan. The
"r Co. of Portland is said to be
"!,‘d in the project. The steam*• >se connections at
Portland
York steamers. It is proposthe service in May, 1897. The

1

i;angor

will be at.

of

McLaughlin’s

Head; at Bucksport, Central
fast, While’s wharf; at Rocker Tillson’s wharf, it is
no}
1

which-The steamer Goverc-'V
makes but one round trip
Rockland and Vinalhavenmilhaven f

Rockland every
luck and Rockland for Yinafternoon at 1.30, touching at
>r

>

1^1 mhI

each

way-The placing
between Portland
must be a benefit, to Portland,
•nvenience to the traveling
n

■

the route

•perly managed the line will
steamer
Penobscot left here
u hoou
for Boston on her last

'•mson.
a

large

She bad a good passeufreight.... A severe storm

the week.
!"'tot, which left here Monday
had not arrived in Boston vesterami the Lewiston did not leave
msday night, but was announced
o’clock yesterday.
oast,

h

the

first of

Not
IHp"
«Wj*
grain of salt is
even

a

^

'PyB

wanting to emphasize and
make perfect the flavor
of'J

NONE SUCH 1

J

MINCE MEAT.

Pure, wholesome,— an econom-JP
^ical luxury. Sold everywhere. 3
»

Take

■tat

r~~

substitute.

no
8®rnl name and address for
booklet,
Mrs. Hopkins' Thanksgiving."

H^R«ELL SOULE

CO..

>9
9
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SYRACUSE. N.

y|

I here lias
probably been more infringe,“‘‘"Uo“ the genuine “BELFAST” 5c.
I>!ai than
any other brand made in New
1
''-land. Did you ever notice how
peo
try to imitate a good thing?

Society

Agricultural

will

i>e

held

at

the
at

1

annual meeting of the C ub of Thirty
Hon. Joseph Williamson

The
was

In Id «lau. 1st.

was chosen president, and the meeting adjourned to Jan. 2‘Jth.
I. C. Libby, Esq., recently brought to his

farm in ins city irom Burnham a flock of
I, 100 slu-.ep, which he is to fatten ami ship
the water. Mr. Libby is now feet ling
1*0 bushels of feed a day to the stock at
his barns. There, are a great many farmers
v. ho would think they were doing a pretty
big business it they were feeding out that
much grain, but it is only a pastime for Mr.
Libby
[Watervilie Evening Mail.

across
out

Fikk, Smoke

our

winch he paid $2.

fur

meeting of the Waldo County

Court louse next Saturday afteruoju
o'clock.

••

1’he tree

term of Court.

su:A delegation from A. E. Clark Camp went
to Lim--nnviile Centre Thursday to attend
the funeral of their comrade, Charles Young.

Thombs, treasurer,

i' i; l.MdXT,

barred from competing.
4. A printed list of Winners in Competitor’s district
be forwarded to Competitors in about 21 days after
each competition closes.
5. Lever Brothers, Ltd., will endeavor to award the
fairly to the best of their ability and judgment,
>ut it is understood that all who compete agree to accept the award of Lever Brothers, Ltd., as final.
LEVER BROS., Ltd., New York.
will

great sale is

and

now

on

Water Sale.
This
the White Store, 81

at

street, Charles O'Connell, proprietor.
The delay will benefit buyers, as prices
have been further marked down to meet the
advanced season; and winter clothing in all
lines may now be bought for a song, as the
saying is, or at tire sale prices, which means
Main

Unclaimed letters remaining in the Belfast post office for the week ending Jan. 2,
1807: Helen I).
Carver; Miss Flora E.
Drake.
The Christmas entertainment at the Girls’
Home was repeated New Years eve in the
presence of a number of visitors, and as before the children aquitted themselves finely.

of"the dawn of better times and the revival
business is the reappearance in our advertising columns of Geo. W. Burkett, proprieter of the big dry goods store in Odd
Fellows block. His clearance sales have always been marked events with shoppers,
and this year he proposes to out do all prerecords.

Gem rally speaking goods
low before, and the prices
quoted are lower than the lowest. In this
connection it may be stated that one of
Burkett’s clerks, Miss Julia E. Brown, is receiving congratulations on the result of a
voting contest in which, as the “most popular clerk m Belfast,” she became the recipient of a gold watch.
vious
were

never

Sons

so

Veterans’ Installation. The
meeting of A. E. Clark Camp, Sons of Veterans, last Monday evening, was of unusual interest.
There was a large attendance of the
members and invited guests.
The officers
for the ensuing year were installed by Past
Captain Charles E. Merriam of Lincolnville.
Following is the list: Captain, Ulysses G.
Hussey : 1st Lieut., W. W. Shaw ; 2d Lieut.,
of

Hobbs; Camp Council, A. S. Stoney,
J. W. Pendleton, C. M. Smalley; Chaplain,
A. S. Stoney; Sergt. of Guard, W.
J.
Havuer; 1st Sergt., W. J. Clifford; Qmr.
Sergt., O. J. Dickey; Color Sergt., Geo. L.
Shaw; Principal Musician, C. M. Smalle3';
Corp. of Guard, A. J. Colcord; Picket
Guard, Koy E. Young: Camp Guard, E. S.
Whitehead. W. J. Clifford is delegate to
Department Encampment, and O. «J. Dickey,
W. S.

poem entitled “Ode to the
Sons of Veterans," written by Ella Alwilda
Wentworth, was read by O. J. Dickey.
Rev. li. I. Holt of Morrill gave an address
on “Our Order and its Objects," which was
highly appreciated by those who heard it.
A poem, “A. E. Clark Camp, S. of V.,*’
written by Gena Smith Fairfield of Natick,
Mass., was read by W, J. Clifford. A. S.
alternate.

A

Stoney gave some interesting stereoptlcjn
views, accompanied by brief explanatory
remarks, The Camp was presented with a
tine large portrait of Capt. Clark, for whom
the camp was named.
It was the gift of W.
A. Clark, W. S. Hobbs, W. J. Havner, W.
J. Clifford and O J. Dickey
Ice cream
ami cake

were

served.

Shippim; Items.

Last week's issue of the

Shipbuilder. New York, containsupplement a fine picture of the fourship May Flint, formerly the steam-

American
ed

as a

masted

ship Persian Monarch. She is commanded
by Capt E. D. P. Nichols of Searsport and
arrived at San Francisco Dec. 2-1 Lb, 155 days
from New York... .The big four-masted sch
William B. Paimer, built at Bath and commanded by Capt. Frank Dyer, arrived at
Antwerp Dec. 25th. She made the passage
from Hampton Roads in 27 days_Tlie
President Dec. 31st issued

a

proclamation

promulgating the action of Congress providiug regulations for preventing collisions at
sea and setting July 1, 1897, as the
day upon
which they shall take effect_The famous
Bath ship Solitaire has met the fate of many
of her predecessors and henceforth will be
utilized as a coal barge. She was built iu
1879 and her register was 1531 tons_Sch.
Sarah E. Palmer, Whittier, arrived at Bath
Jan. 1st, in tow, for repairs_The mastery
and crew of the sch. Masconomo have libelled the sch. Elizabeth Foster for salvage,
having towed her in to Gloucester as before reported-Sch. Arthur V. S. Woodruff of Bucksport, from that port for New
York, is at Bermuda totally dismasted, but
crew safe.
Capt. S. S. Heagan was in command, with George McVickar as mate, Louis
Tuttle, John Hall and Jerry Bridges, Jr., of
Bucksport, before the mast; Jerry Hutchins
of Veroua, steward.Sch. Lavolta discharged phosphate yesterday for Lewis A.
Knowlton, and hauled up for the winter_
Sch. Maria Webster sailed
yesterday for Mt.
Desert, with hay from Fred G. White.

*'*

After

article quoted in this advertisement just as
represented
arui when sold
will be withdrawn

,

ifr

—

^

silence in these columns, and with prospects of better times
ahead, we make our bow to the public with the
shall present to you the most stupendous bargains ever recorded in
this section. We propose to SELL our
goods, rather than MEASURE them, at this stock-taking time. All are invited to attend this GREAT
SALE and look at
the alluring prices presented you.
******
*
*
*****
a

long year

assurance

that

s

we

*

2 Cases Fruit of the Loom Cotton, 6ic. per yd.
“
4 Cases Standard Prints, worth 7c., only 4Jc.
2 Cases Standard Ginghams, all perfect, 4oC.
“

2 Cases White and Colored Blankets,50c. per pr.
100 Chenille Table Covers at (unheard of

price),

20 Eider Down House Jackets

only $1.00 each.

the Children’s

Chandler R. Merrill of Winterport lias entered an appeal to the Supreme Judicial
Court, April term, from the decision of the
Conuty Commissioners on the land damages,
8300, awarded him on account of land taken
for the Winterport Water Co.
He alleges
that the amount is insufficient.
Baked Pig

Messrs. .J.

P.

Sipp

of

New

York, W. S. Zin and John Salter of York,
Pa., who are putting in the new bank vault,

READY MADE JACKETS.
We

happy

to state that we have not got an old cloak in the
store—all were bought this fall.
We have jo Jackets left, and
in one week’s time we think the lot will be closed.
are

49c. each.

Festival in Memorial
Hall Friday evening the Unitarian young
people will present the laughable farce entitled, “Aunt Charlotte’s Maid.” General
admission twenty-live cents.
At

Our centre

counter will

hold the finest assortment of these
goods
city. We propose to create a little excitement in the sale of these goods, as prices will be
ever seen

—

pencil has been busy making sweeping reductions on all
Dress Goods. Splendid values marked down to
19c., 25c., 33c. and SI.OO per yard.
The

in this

MIGHTY TEfMPTisir.

^

our

This price $1 00, takes all of our Novelty Dress Patterns 40 Rolls All Wool Extra
that sold from $1.50 to $2.50 per yard.

Super Carpeting o..l\ 45c. per yard.
(Comment unnecessary.)
SO Rolls of Oc. Straw Matting only
19c, per yard

a supper to a party of Belfast friends
the Ocean House in Northport a few days
ago. The principal dish of tin- occasion was
a baked pig from the pen of Michael Collins.

gave
at

Bargain Sale.
Staples & Cottrell, 12
Main street, have inaugurated a great bargain sale, and for the next sixty days will
sell winter goods regardless of cost, to make
room for their large stock of spring goods.

They guarantee

goods

all

All short

Ladies and fees Winter M

lengths have been measured and will be closed.out
REGARDLESS OF COST.

Marked down 25 per cent, to close.

and the money

refunded if not satisfactory. They
can
only quote prices on part of their
stock, and invite the public to call and see
for themselves.
will be

Mrs. Penney Dead. Mrs. French, formerly of this city, whose marriage to H. C.
Penney a few years ago created such a sensaa long way below cost.
The opportunity is
tion, died in Lewiston Dec. 31, aged about
one that should not be overlooked.
87 years. Penney, who survives her, is about
Burkett s Bargains. A good indication 40.
He is at present going through insolof

Every

*k

{irises

L. L. Gentner has a new and improved
horse-clipping machine at the Phenix House
stable.

urday.

*i

|

■miP’Competitions

Dwight C. Greenlaw shipped a large Hock
sheep from Belfast to Brighton last Sat-

6 days. The total
li; precipitation, rain and
inches.

i"

--ne
u competitors who send in the
Next Larsest Numbers
of coupons from the district m which they reside will Each receive at winner’s
option a lady’s or gentleman’s Gold Watch, price $25.
will Close the Last Day of
Ea.cn Month during 1897, Coupons received too late
for one month’s competition will be put into the next.
3* Competitors who obtain wrappers from unsold
soap m dealer’s stock will be disqualified. Employees
of Lever Brothers, Ltd., and their families, are de-

Seaside Hose Co., lias re-elected its old
board of officers.

of

snow on

——

UUinillc

Waldo District Lodge of Good Templars
will meet with Belfast Lodge February 20th.

zero, the

[

nil

GIGANTIC CLEARANCE SALE FOR JANUARY lt)Y

will receive $ IOO t'asli.
The 5 Competitors who send in the
Next Largest Numbers of coupons from the district in which they
reside will Each receive at winner’s
option a lady’s orgentleman’s Fierce
special bicycle, price $100,00.

are to

urnt nun nru

etc., will close their stores

■>

•r\

^Send

RULES.

of the DISTRICT Competitor lives in.
No. ot
NAME OF DISTRICT.
District
New York City, Brooklyn, Cong
and Staten Islands, New Jersey.
1
New York State (outside of' N. Y. City#
a
Brooklyn, Long and Staten Islands).
Pennsylv nnia, Delaware, Maryland, West Virginia and Dis3
trict of Coinmbia._
The New England States._
4
"The Bicycles are the celebrated Pierce Special*
1897 Pattern, m'Fd by Geo. N.Pierce* Co., of Buffalo, Boston and New York. Fitted with Hartford
Tires, First Class Nickle Lamp, New Departure
Bell, Standard Cyclometer, and Hunt Lace Saddle.

clothing, furnishing

men’s

!

are ex*

earn

Wrapper (top left hand wncr)witliMJMBtR

wives, Relief Corps
are invited.
There

WRAPPERS

1. Every month during 1897 in each of the 4
districts
prizes will be awarded as follows:
1 lie
Competitor who sends in the
this top portion
Largest Number of coupons from
the district in which he or she resides

be sent, postage
Fully paid, enclosed with a
sheet of paper stating Competitor’s full name and address
and the number of Coupons
sent in, to Lever Bros., Ctd.,

installation of officers of T.

.-t era us

01

wrapper, that portion containing the heading “SUNLIGHT
SOAP.” These (called “Cou-

B.

pons”)

their

portion

top

me

OVJrtl-

1897, $40,800.00

HOW TO OBTAIN THEM.
Competitors to save as many SUNLIGHT
SOAP Wrappers as they can collect. Cut

•»x.

,d

-GEO. W. BOEKETTC

$3,400.00
_

v

EACH MONTH

•

at

x
tt

given free

PRIZES

As follows!
4 First Prizes, each of $100 Cash
$ 400.00
20 Seoond
$100splc55ALBicycles*2,000.00
40 Third
$ 25 Gold Watches
1,000.00

the People’s Mission
eet,opposite Ginn & Field)
Id

I

a

in its power to

The deceased was a noted medium
past and at the time of her marriage
to Penney had a comfortable fortune.
She
has always said that her husband treated
her kindly and that she was satisfied with
her choice.
vency.

in years

We cannot enumerate all the

goods

that will

to make this stock look very
early spring stock.

lean,

under this GRAND REDUCTION SALE, suffice it to
say that we propose
inventory the balance, and then for a trip to the Western markets for the purchase of an
come

Sales
bundle for

Dzi|T|fktr|Kpkf__Our Bargain
get

GEO. W.

a

big

are
a

money.—

Fellows’ Block, Belfast.

BURKETT._Odd

miniature horizontal engine and upright The Raines Law in New York
City.
boiler built by Geo. C. Trussed are running
A friend writes The Journal from New
a good steam pressure in Geo. R. Poor’s
York city as follows: “Under the Raines
window.
Two tramps, fearfully anil wonderfully
law all the saloons are now hotels, and are
P.
Whitehouse
lias
Judge W.
appointed
drunk, were arrested Tuesday by police ofon Sunday through the
family entrance
Widiamson, Jr., of Augusta, master open
ficer Jipson. They went up town in the Joseph
is generally on a side street) and
in chancery to determine the amount due (which
foreuoou aud as they were apparently steerclaimants in the case of the Petit Menan you have to order at least a sandwich—
ing for other parts were allowed to go on.
which m most cases is all they are prepared
Land
and Industrial Co.
About noon they got into a wrangle after
to furnish—for the modest sum of five
cents,
There was an error in the obituary notice
taking a few extra drinks from a bottle, aud
and then you can order all the beer or
of J. Whitmore Wentworth, recently pubone picked the other up and threw him into
stronger drinks desired. If you are known
lished. He died at the home of Mrs. A. C.
a pool of water by the roadside.
Mr. Jipson
there will he no charge for the eatables
in
where
Littlefield
he
had
been
Knox,
was called and the larger of the two men
aud it is a social crime even to look at them.
a
a
little
more
than
year.
showed tight, but he was placed iuagrocery boarding
In fact, some do the same service many
The annual meeting of the Merchants’ times. ’*
wagon with his companion and hauled to
the cooler where they spent the night. The Marine Railway Co. was held yesterday j
men were
discharged without a hearing afternoon and the following directors were j
The genuine “BELFAST” 5c. cigar
Wednesday morning on condition that they chosen: W. F. Triggs, L. T. Shales, W. B.
has already found its way into nine difleave the county.
Swan, E. S. Carter, J. W. Frederick. The I
ferent states in the Union, also the Dobusiness of the year is briefly reported in
A Tragedy in Clinton.
At (i o’clock last
minion of Canada, and strange to say, it
our annual review on page 2. The directors’
Monday afternoon John L. Webber shot his
is less than two years ago this brand was
was adjourned to next Monday.
wife aud then himself. He is dead and she meeting
The only cigar
The friends of Mrs. Fannie A. (Frye) Bur- placed on the market.
will die.
Mrs. Webber sustained three
1 mdc in Belfast that is
stamped “BEL=
wounds—two in the right breast and one in rill were shocked on receiving news that she
the right shoulder. She remai lied conscious was the victim of a serious accident which FAST.”
after the shooting. She gave the alarm and occurred in Lynn, Dec. 29th, when she slipHow’s This!
Mr. Webber was found in the room occupied ped and fell on the sidewalk on Summer
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any
and
sustained
a fracture of the right
street,
as
a
dining room—dead—with a bullet
case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall’s
wound in the right temple. The cause of hip. She was taken to her home, 329 Essex
Catarrh Cure.
the tragedy was jealousy. The couple had street, and afterwards removed to the HosF. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
had several separations, the woman leaving pital, where she can be under the best mediWe, the undersigned, have known F.J. Cheney
home recently with three children, who saw cal treatment.
for the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly
the father shoot their mother. Webber was
Thomas Gannon & Sou have bought the honorable in all business transactions and finana well-to-do farmer aud owned three farms.
grocery business of Charles H. Sargent and cially able to carry out any obligation made by
He was about 38 years old, and prior to his will continue at the old stand in Hayford their firm.
marriage was always considered a sober and block, Church street. The new firm cousists Wf.^t& Tiujax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Kixsan & Marvin, Wholesale Drugof Mr. Thomas Gannon, who was formerly Walding,
respectable citizen.
gists, Toledo, O.
in the blacksmith business here, but now
“Sunshine.”
The third lecture in the
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
lives on a farm on the Perkins’ road, and his
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
People's Course is to be given next Tuesday,
the 12tli, in the Opera House, by Dr. A. A. son, Lewis F. Gannon, an enterprising young the system. Price 75c. per bottle. Sold by all
Willits, for many years one of the foremost man, and a graduate from the Bangor Com- Duggists. Testimonials free.
mercial College.
lecturers and writers ou the platform. His
subject is “Sunshine; or How to Enjoy Life.”
The Social Season.
Among the many choice testimonials by
the public press is the following from the
'
There will be a 5-cent sociable at Seaside
Boston Post:
The lecture was tilled with apt illustrations Grauge Hall, this, Thursday evening, to be
and felicitous anecdotes; and the audience
followed by a social dance.
was one moment moved to mirth and anSTOCK TO BE SOLD AT
other to conviction of the good sense that
Washington Hook & Ladder Co. will give
was so profusely uttered.
The lecture was its annual levee and bail at Belfast Opera
one of the best that has been
given in Bos- House Thursday evening, Jan. 14th, and
ton for years, and should he heard everyfrom present indications it will be equal to
where.
any fireman’s ball given here for several
New Advertisements. Poor & Sou have
h l'oin maker to wearer and save interyears. The supper will be served at (i
a quick rebel for
-mediate profits.
headache, safe, effective o'clock, and as our citizens never fail to
A

I

PEOPLES NATIONAL SANK.
L

A. KNOWL

cheap.

They

selling faucy art cal- contribute liberally to that feature of the
prepared to repair at- occasion, an abundance of the best the city
omizers at slight expense-Burkett has a
affords may be depended on. The music
big clearance sale-The tire, smoke and for the dance will be by Sanborn’s Orcheswater sale is now on at the White
Store, SI tra. F. H. Welch will be floor director.
Main street-Big bargains for the next t>0
Admission 25 cts., supper tickets, 25 cts.
days at Staples & Cottrell’s, 12 Main street.
The entertainment by the ladies as a testi-A seven octave square piano for sale or
monial to the Belfast Baud, given at the
to reut.
Apply to C. O. Poor_W. A.
Opera House last Tuesday eveniug, was an
Clark, next door to Pbfenix House, conartistic success in every respect. The Opertinues his manufacturer’s sale of
clothing_ etta, “Bazar of All
Nations,” was given with
See advt. of Dalton’s Imperial
Almond
new songs and new features, and was most
Cream and Dalton’s Coraliue, with special
In costuming,
offer to buyers.... At Bailey’s you can get enthusiastically received.
and singing it was alike admirable.
good trades in ail kinds of hardware. See acting
prices quoted for special bargains. You can The concert by the band,which followed, was
a treat to music-lovers and well sustained
buy a good sleigh for $25, and use it on the
first snow.... Clark, the clothier and tailor, the high reputation of a local organization
83 Main street, is having a special clearance which is the pride of our city. The enterendars at cost, and

are

ulsters, overcoats and reefers. There
is plenty zero weather ahead of us, when a
nice, warm garment will be needed, and

sale of

now

is the time to

get them at way down

tainment closed with a dance. While the
weather was unfavorable there was a fair attendance and receipts of about $(>0. The following letter explains itself.

Belfast, Me., Jan. 6, 1897.
prices-See card of Samuel Adams, Jew- Mr. C. O.
Poor, Treasurer,
eler to the People, 75 Main street_NewDear Sir: Considering the rather slim atton S. Lord & Co., sailmakers, and success- tendance and consequent light receipts at
the Band benefit entertainment
ors to J. W. Frederick & Co.,
ship chandlers, evening I am glad to add a trifle toTuesday
the net
ship brokers, and dealers iu tents, awnings, proceeds of the occasion. I will say that there
will
uo
be
made
cart covers, duck, cordage, paints, etc., are
for the use of the
charge
now ready for business at 31
Front street, Opera House on that evening.
Yours truly,
Belfast.

MEN’S and BOYS’

are

Give them

a

call.

Charles W. Frederick.

Ulsters, Reefers,
*
Overcoats,
* Suits and Pants.
If

we

haven’t

IS. |s»».
$311,3M.till

Feb.

July 11, IMIS.

THE MAKER
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statements loth
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DEPOSITS In Hie INTEREST l)BP VUIHIENT |> ,>-.»•>!•ary 1st ami July 1st. Deposits durimr tin* lirs: three days of
of that month. This department offers much or- -c. r <ti-„rii
much as every depositis a In m /•> I !,■■ /. mk, an ! ..!!
amount of our Capital Stock.
This Bank bein_r the latest esnblUh 1 B ink in \V.Jdo C n
mentsiu Fire an l Burglar-Proof work. h ov'iy
bank in tliis eountv.
We still have a few H5.WMIVK tt'WOStr V.iXKi.
VI
tr
locks, so they m iy be taken to an 1 fr mi the Bank if desired.
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Clearance Sale of.*—
‘Ulsters, Overcoats and Reefers.
This has been too warm a season to create a big sale on heavy goods, ami hi
we have more than we want, and in order to clean them out .purk]\. shall )• ;»
price on them. Are you aware what this means?

i*»*quence
wu third*

IT MEANS
An elegant Blue Kersey Overcoat, satin trimmed, which formerly sold for
$15.00, can be bought now for $10.00.
IT MEANS: A Black or a Blue Kersey Overcoat which sold for $10.00, can be pur
chased now for $0.68.
IT nEANS: An $8.00 Ulster for $5.32 ; a $0.00 Ulster for $6.00 $6.00 Reefers for $4.
These are hard, cold facts, for it represents a loss to us on most of
but we are obliged to have the money to put into spring goods.

CLARK,

“Jeweler
75

ihese

the CLOTHIER AND TAILOR.

SAMUEL
to

>ds,

Mam st.,

ADAMS,
the People,”

Main Street, Belfast, Me.

Atomizers Repaired
AT SLIGHT COST,
have just received a lot of Covered and
Plain Bulbs, Valves, Tubes and Fittings.
Can make your old atomizer as good as new.
We

CHEAP.

CARLE & JONES.

MANUFACTURER, WHOLESALER,
AND RETAILER IN —,

TO SELL

NURSERY

WANTED

We

Next Door to Fhenix House,
4sv51
Belfast, Maine.

Cashier.

JULY 14, 1896,
8172.093*16.

ill, Oil.',.

These ft ) lire* are taken from

agents

Boys’ Clothing,

Dec.

$T!i.Im>..Vi

SIHO.M1s.it.

of the Currency, Washington,

Wm. A. Clark,
Mens and

Dec.

the garments in stock to

OF

WIGGIN,

FRANK P.

July 21. I MM.
$>!l,lso.2!i

$123,1185.53

fit you, will make them to order
without extra charge.

BUY

TON, President.

Deposits Solicited

INDIVIDUAL
DEPOSITS:

RETAIL!

ami

and the earliest customers will

genuine

little

are

,

STOCK

planning next season’s campaign
and need more traveling salesmen. We hold
good
men for successive
years, proving satisfactory
treatment. Write for full particulars.
WHITISH .NTRSKKT (10,, 457 Blue Hill Avenue.
Boston, Muss.
now

POOR &

SON^

E. H DURGIN, M. D.
of Glasses and Diseases of
the Eye a^d Ear a Specialty.

Fitting

Office hours until 9 a. m.
From 12.30 to 3 and 7 to 8 p.

SEARSPORT,
Telephone

Connection.

m.

MAINE.
I3tf

and

hand-saw of clumsy
Verily; patience is a virtue of
the Nicaraguan! It requires several weeks
of pushing and pulling, day after day—all
day long—before a large tree can be re-

Rivas, in Nicaragua.

pull

an enormous

It brows.

duced to boards.

The timber

is

of

a

139 Full-Rigged Ships.

“SHE DRESSES WELL.”

pattern.

One of ibe bid Spanish ill s that were Rejuvenated bj me banal Enterprise. Why so-called
“Chocolate*’Cost?, less in >ew York lhan where

i

But Her Clothes Often Cover
Living Death.

now fljlng the American Flag.
Prior to the rebellion the “American
clipper ship” was the pride of the world
and the
consignees of all cargoes felt at
ease when
they knew their goods were
saftely stowed in the holes of one of these
famous vessels, but the late rebellion
caused our shipowners to place their vessels under foreign liags and at the end
of the war the navigation laws of the
country would not allow them back, and
consequently at the beginning of I860 our
shipowners started in to build new ones.
England, in the meantime, had made up
her mind that the carrying trade of the
world was worth having and started in
building iron ships; later on steel ships,
then iron tramp steamers, until to-day she
has .almost driven the American ship from
the seas.
The following table will show the number of ships, barks and barkentines built
in the United States for every fiscal year i
ending June 30, since 1845:
1881.29 f
1845.124
1803. 97

That te the number

a

va-

which takes a high polish and would
[Special correspondence of The Journal, j riety
be very valuable abroad, anil it seems a
Nov.
Rivas, Nkaragva,
14, 1890. pity to see it mangled in this fashion. BeAmong the several old-new towns in Nic- sides the sawyers, two or three dozen
workmen are engaged in getting out maaragua which owe their rejuvenation,
terials for house-building, while others
after a century or two of slumber, to
are making handsome pieces of furniture
American enterprise, the most important
with the most careful and exact labor.
is Rivas,—or Ribas, as it was originally
When completed the furniture shows the
christened and is still called by the nasame painstaking workmanship on hidden
tives.
It lies about 40 miles below Gre- |
portions as upon the outside parts, and is
nada, near the western shore of Lake Nic- very heavy, being “solid.” In
this coun-

Beauty Is the Shrine of Men’s Worship,
and Women Vie

With

Each Other

to Make Themselves Attractive.

The remark, “She dresses elegantly,w
is a very common one in this age o1
wealth and progress.
Women vie with each other in mak*
ing themselves ab
for
men
tractive,
f admire
a
stylishly
dressed woman.
Good clothes add
^
kl to the charms of
gj the woman in perfeet health, bnt

aragua, and is the nearest town of consetry where the best classes of wood are as
quence to the line of the canal on the
cheap and plentiful as the poorest in other
Pacific side of the country.
To reach it,
parts of the world, there is no object in
you go to Sau Jorge, the lake port at the
veneering; and those little tricks of the
point where the western end ot the canal
cabinet-maker, commendable or otherand
the
where
Americans
have
begins,
which economize labor and material
built a pier which extends far out into wise,
are ill-befitting
in the United States, yet produce a fine
deep water. Rivas is four miles inland, appearance, are here unknown.
those who
and the road between is the best that the
The population of Rivas numbers about I
t b rough ign or*
Nicaraguan government has constructed
Its streets are laid out iu the
a nee or caresince the old eamino leal of the viceroys. 12000.
usual checker-board fashion; its adobe!
It is 1U0 leet wide, graded and bedded !
have
with
tiled
outside
and
casus well plastered
j
with stone, and along the middle of it
suffered the
1
oots which project far out over the uarruns the new tramway line of Mr. J.
T. roA sidewalks.
inroads of feShould you happen to be
Mr.
Forrest, formerly from Chicago.
male diseases
in Rivas when it rains, take my advice, !
Forrest's concessions give him the light
founded upon sad experience, and walk |
to stamp them
to extend his line to any or all of the!
in the middle of the street. The over\
as physical
neighboring ’owns, as well as to Biito, !
are provided with
little
eaves
\ wrecks. It is
the Pacific terminus of the canal.
Tiieie i hangingset at intervals to let off the suris not nnieh to be said of sleepy old .>an j spjuts
unfortunate,
plus water—which pours gently down tin*
but true, that
dome, f>aint George), except that it is a ii
back of your neck as \ou pass beneath
H
some physigood landing place —thanks to Ameiiean term -11 the sidewalk. \b*u wonder where
The greatest portion of the vil- j
mom;..
cians allow
the people are gone, for at all times the
htgc lies half a mile from the lake, and’ streets
women to suffer
are as quiet as a New England vilhas remained absolutely unchanged tor
lage on Sunday afternoon—no bustle, and
needlessly, betime dandled years.—except dial it has i
can
man
cause
apparently no business of any sort going
grown a 11ilit* grayer aud stupider, and its i on.
Y• t considerable business is accomwork from theory, and at beat only
suecessivc general ions of inhabitants have I
only
a
plished here,—Sundays and all—in quiet patch up. without removing the cause.
g"in tiie way of all t he earth, the last gen- i
way and after the peculiar fashion of the
‘•r nioi: being leithful
Proof is abundant that Lydia E.
copies oi the lirst in ! country. There arc 4s mercantile houses
morals
and
diess, m.mneis,
ignorance. ; in the town, including wholesale and re- Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound reTie- oldest inhabitant of to day cannot
moves the cause, gives strength to the
tail dealers, importers and exporters, silted you when this
that house was built 1
and groweakened organs, vigorous health to
it stoi>d there from the foundation of versmiths, jewelers, druggists
cers.
The shops have no indication of
the system, and therefore beauty to
the earth for ail lie knows: lie has never ;
their contents on the outside—only a sign
the face and form.
ventured beyond the rim of hills that j
the
name
of
over the doorway announcing
Mrs. Pinkham, Lynn, Mass., gladly
bounds the visible horizon, and could not
Within them you find
I the proprietor.
be made to believe that there is any world
answers, free of charge all letters.
French
and
German
of
English,
w-ojtb mentioning outside of Nicaragua. goods
Here is one of the results :
but very rarely anything from the
The one event of the week in the village make,
Three months ago, I wrote you a
United States. This lamentable lack of
j
is the arrival of the weekly steamer,—alletter describing my troubles, "which
every day trade with our little sister Reways anticipated by numerous female
is largely due to the long-credit
were inflammation of the womb and
venders of fruit, fowls and carved jiearas, public
bladder. I had not seen a well day
system which prevails throughout Spanw ho sit upon the
pier among their wares ish-America,—a year’s credit being gen
of my second child, 16
w ith bare
legs sticking straight out. Great 1 eraily required by these merchants and since the birth
clumsy ox-carts, with wheels which are I readily accorded to them by European years ago. I had spent hundreds of
each the solid section of a tree-trunk,
iollars for doctors and medicines.
In most cases this credit is not
houses.
come creaking down to
the wharf, to
Such pains as I endured. My back
a
the merchants being quite
necessity,
transport merchandise of all sorts to its able to
ached, my feet and limbs were swollen,
for tlieir goods when purchaspay
destination.
The road to Rivas is lined
and it was almost impossible for me to
ed; but it is la custumbre, from away
on either side with line estates, in whose
stand ; I could not walk ant’ distance.
back, and therefore as the laws of the
enclosures fat cattle are grazing.
This is Medes
and
Persians.
NotwithstandI received your answer to my letter,
the very garden spot of Nicaragua, of exa
that
tariff
U
on
imposed
imports,
and followed closely all your advice,
haustless fertility and the most delightful jI ing
! manufactured articles are generally cheap
and I have been using Lydia E. Pinkclimate imaginable.
Traveling over any !j er here than in the United States. Beof the highways and byways hereabouts, j
ham's Compound for three months.
| cause of the lack of a more complete Now I can work all
you are never out of sight of tile-roofed I
day without pain.
between the United
banking
system
and cane-thatched houses, each surroundI have recommended the Compound to
States and the Central American Repubed by orange or cocoanut groves, banana i!
many of my friends, and gladly recomlies, all clearances have to be made
and bread-fruit trees.
Coffee, sugar and i! through London. The merchants say,
mend it to all women in any way
tobacco are extensively raised, besides \
afflicted tvith female troubles.”—Lydia
too, that they can seldom find in the
|
corn and northern
vegetables. Cacao is ; United States just what their trade deBatie, 221 Spring St.. <ireensburg, Pa.
king, however, and many haciendas de- ! inands, while many European firms manvoted exclusively to its culture are found j
! ufacture a special line of goods for them;
on
the holders of Rivas.
The product | and while American firms
Register of Deep Water Vessels.
persist in packsells foi mi cents per pound, but is so |;
!
invoices for these countries just as
popular among Ispanish-Americans that : ing
would for those which are well supSHIPS.
home consumption prevents the sale of they
plied with railroads, the European firms
Abner Coburn, J P Butnam, sailed from
any portion of the really large crop. |
them
in
bulks
of
not
over
125
up
Most of it is used in making tiste—ai| put
Hiogo Oct 14 for New York; passed Anjer
pounds, when necessary, thus facilitating Nov 10.
a mixture of cacao with sugar and
corn, J their transportation on mule-back or in
A G liopes, David Rivers, arrived at San
tin* latter parched and. ground.
From1;
Now-a-days, however, the im- Francisco Get. 15 from New York.
tins a lie.dthful and extremely refreshing bongos.
A J Fuller, T J' Colcord, sailed from
cities of Nicaragua may be reachRev, rage is made, which all classes of portant
ed by railway or steamer, and only to Delaware Breakwater Oct 50, from PhiladelNan acinus use.
for Nagasaki.
Right here let us settle the smaller towns must goods go
phia
by
the 'difference between the meaning <»f the
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, at Ilong Kong
mule-transit.
Rivas lias several fine old Dec 4 for New
i•
York.
w
ds, *i *;i, c.taao and '-ora. ('<»coa is churches
dating hack to the days of the
Daniel Banns, G C Arpe, sailed from
the name of the speei -s of palm that proseveral
monasteries
and
conZanzibar Dee 4 for Singapore to load for New
Vice-kings,
de, e. > the envaiii;\. a imit too well known
vents. now ch voted to secular uses, a York or Boston.
I
dso the liber so
El Capitau, A L Carver, sailed from
a
a
bank,
eiu'i-house,
plaza-de-toros
hirgilv .sed f.»r makimj matting, Inns. wlu re occasional
Nov 21 lor Baltin.ore.
bull-figlits arc held, and Ilong Kong
f 'ac t" is tie
•*1 •'av.--.
fraii <
anb \\ bitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
Emily
.1
cock-pit which is the great centre of from New York
•'
lit*.
("I'lu-nbi "111
.June ‘JO for Shanghae.
from at rac; ion a fter M ass on
)
.Sundays. A muse" !
*’:■ i’chocol.aU*. and w iii.-h is
li 'V>
Emily Reed, 1> C Niehois, saihd from
no ms an. few for the gen; lei sex.
There New York No', pi *,,i
•••••■
J
!>i .:iM'd
Japan.
|.\ ni:inui'a>l U! er- ate
no theatres, no concerts, or
Gov Ruble, Nichols, sailed from New York
lectures,
(
<■
-i N the name given to lie
and they mi;} not even go n-shopping, Dee 5 for Melbourne.
h A ’»;« iean >hiui». (Erytln oxyh»n
Great Admiral. Rowell, sailed from Holike their skiers in Northern countries.
) tin- ieavis
which are UM-d by the
forbids it for senoritas bart Tow n, YDL, Sept. 22 for Marseille.-' ;
iJ;‘tives nt Peru, < liili and Bolivia as the Spanish etiquette
of the better class, for the Moorish notion passed Gibraltar 1 )ee *j5
b<
I is in Asia, to ai a\ hunger and thirst
Henry B Hyde, arrived at San Francisco
still prevails that women are not to be
Get bl trum New York,
and i■' supply a stimulant which gives
trusted anywhere with male creatures.
:i1
Josephus, P R Gilkey, sailed from Ilong
cinlure extraordinary exertion,
emogy
Tlu; dons and hidalgos have tin ii well-ap- Kong Get 1 for New York;
passed Anjer
h r-uii tlies
leaves the weli-kuown di ng,
and
club-houses
devote
Nov
G.
most of
pointed
"'-.line, is prepared.
The earn.* trees oi’ tlu*
J
L
N
houi.s
l-»
its
sailed
attractive
“bilMary
Pendleton,
Cushing.
waking
1
rural Anieiica rarely exceed
feet In
lar«Ls" am1 liquid refreshment.
lint the from New York Sept 17 for Sydney, N S W ;
ht uht.
11m leaves are large, oblong and
5
Get.
lat
S.
lou
52
W.
51,
hulies must be content >-u rasa, with their spoken,
}"' 1 -cd; 111e nuts contained in long, ovalMay Flint. E D P Niehois, arrived at San
nil
with church
guitars
Francisc Lee 24 from New York.
pointed pods, it j.induces two crops a liestas and theembroidery,
making nf vestments for
Puritan, A N Blanchard, arrived at San
ycai. beginning to bear when about seven the Saints.
The houses, built in the old Francisco Nov 2 from
liiogo.
years old and continuing from forty to
style without windows, except
Reaper, G C Young, sailed from Batavia
liny years. The trees are planted 15 feet Spanish
such grated opening's as the doors have in Nov 21 tor Tagal.
a]-art. and when young, require to be
R R Thomas, C G Nichols, arrived at Hong
them, all enclose central court yards,
sheltered from the sun. in the same manKong Nov 25 from New York.
where most of the family life goes on.
lier as is practiced in coffee
Sachem, H T Lancaster, at Hong Kong
plantations. There is
always a well or louutain in the Dec
At first bananas, or plantains, are used
4 for New York.
middle of the court, with tropical trees
S D Carleton, Amsbury, at Hong Kong
for that purpose,
in order that some
and sinubs growing around it; and under Dec 4 for New York.
piolit may be derived at once from the the tiled-roofed
corridor that surrounds
St Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at San
huir of those
last-growing plants; but the court the meals are
eateu, hammocks Francisco Dec 17 from Philadelphia.
meanwhile anotiiei tree, also of
speedy swung and post-prandial
State of Maine, H G Curtis, sailed from
eigarros and New
-rowth bur less quirk than the banana, is
York
4 for Shanghae; spoken Oct
are smoked.
Only in the even- 5, lat 8, louSept
set out
r intervals.
In Nicaragua it is cigarettes
28 VV.
ing is the great bare .s«la, or parlor, oc'' A the beautiful tree with the
Tillie
E
Eben Curtis, arrived
Starbuck,
is!.!
bright
the family and their callers. at New York Nov 1G from Honolulu.
(i
blossoms, known as the mad re de cupied by
Then
the
wooden
doors
that
Wm
H
< "a
great heavy
Macy, Amsbury, sailed from New
“mother of the cocoa.” Of course
do
as windows are swung wide
i:
open York Get 51 for San Francisco.
-quires some capital to start a plauta- to duty
Wm H Conner, Frank I Pendleton, sailed
the street, and passers by may see the
*1"!!. although cacao-trees grow wild in
fair prisoners swinging in their Venetian from Hong Kong Get 17 for New Yrork;
great numbers in the Central American
Anjer Nov G.
rocking-chairs, and of course flirting out- passed
I "rests and land
W J Hotel), Sewall C Lancaster, at Hong
may be had almost for |
with all male comers, as their
rageously
the asking by intelligent
4 for New York.
Dec
Hong
foreigners. One
has to wait longer for the lirst return in seclusion and education has fully preparBARKS.
ed
them
to do.
The
rocking-chairs, by
cocoa than in
coffee; but the price of the | the
Adam W Spies, C N Meyers, at Singaway, are a comparatively new fashformer is much higher and there is little
Nov
10
for
New
York.
introduced a few years ago by some pore
competition. When once a grove of either ; ion,
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, sailed from
successful drummer.
be- Rio Janeiro Nov 23 for Montevideo.
They
speedily
is well established and in full
bearing,
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, arrived at New
the fortunate possessor is ‘Mixed” for came “the rage” in Nicaragua, and now
j
house with any pretensions to style Y'ork Dec 20 from Savannah.
with
life,
large, sure and steady revenues j every
a
lias
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from New
many of them, all just alike,
lor very small annual
outlay of money and set in great
straight rows around three sides of Y'ork Dec 19 for Port Natal.
labor.
One curious fact about chocolate !
Edwrard May, arrived at Hong Kong Dec
the
sala.
is
the
one
universal
Dancing
is that it costs a
good deal more where it j
15 from Honolulu.
and the young ladies
grows, if you buy the manufactured arti- I evening amusement,
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, at Montevideo
all excel in it.
But the older ones, those
Nov 5 for New York,
cie, than in New York, duties and all.
beyond the old-maid or matronly mark of
J lie reason is because here
Harvard, Colcord, sailed from Astoria
you get the ; 25
are generally to obese for the
years,
Sept 7 for Santa Iiosilia.
genuine, unadulterated article, while in ]
for age and fat and
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, arrived at
“light
fantastic,”
our markets
you get mostly pipe-clay,
which is cheap, heavy and harmless. moustaches very soon overtake these Acajutla Sept 8 from New York.
Henry Norwell, Cushman, sailed from
I he planter dries his cocoa-beans in the tropical flowers that bloom too early.
New Y'ork June 29 for Brunswick, Ga.
Fannie Brigiiam Ward.
sun and sells them on the
in
their
spot
lolani, McClure, sailed from Honolulu
crude state for* from 50 to 80 cents a !
Aug 20 for New Y'ork.
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, cleared
pound; yet you can buy “chocolate,” so- $2 a Year for The Journal and Tribune.
from New York Dec 29 for Hong Kong.
called, in New York for 45 cents a pound!
Mabel 1 Meyers, Wm Meyers, arrived at
The Yankee manufacturer adds
The
Recorder
of
New York lias disconpipe-clay j
Montevideo Nov (> from Boston.
liberally, but judiciously, giving his cus- tinued publication and turned over its entire
sailed from New York Dec 19
Matanzas,
tomers the utmost they will
stand; and mail lists to the New York Tribune. The for Havana.
nobody is the wiser, or the worse, maybe, Weekly Recorder was a
Penobscot, E G Parker, arrived at Hong
very popular paper
tor the adulteration.
Pipe-clay weighs and many of its attractive features are now Kong Nov 19 from Newcastle.
five times :is much as cocoa; and as tlie
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
pi"lit in lager-beer is in the foam and in found in the Weekly Tribune, which is furn- Rotterdam Dec 7 from Brunswick, Ga.
1 ished free to all who
Rose
lunis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at
their
in
the fizz, so in manufactured
pay
subscriptions Santos Dec
ginger-pop
12 from New York.
chocolate, the profit is iu the adultera- I to The Journal one year in advance. With
Serrano, li G Waterhouse, sailed from
ti'’ii•
Native manufacturers grind the ; The Journal
furnishing all the local news, Sourabaya June 9 for Garontolo.
beans to a fine powder, which is of a
St Lucie, Smeed, arrived at Port Natal
gray and much other matter of local interest, and I
color, and looks much like Graham flour.
the Tribune to supply the news of the world, ; Dec 20 from New Y'ork.
With this they mix the pure juice of the |
Thomas A Goddard, W S Gridin, sailed
political find general, with fashions, house- ! from Rosario Dec 2 for Boston.
sugar-cane, called papillion, and flavor
WillardMudgett, AC Colcord, arrived at
the combination with the fleshly-express- hold science and mechanics, literary and
New York Dec 29 from Barbadoes.
ed juice of the vanilla bean. After
being i other departments, stories and miscellany,
SCHOONERS.
boiled for a certain length of time, it is 20 pages in all, it is a very taking combinapoured into moulds and allowed to cool j tion at $2 a year. Subscriptions may begin
Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, cleared from
when it becomes the rarely-seen genuine j at
New York Nov 28 for Barbadoes.
any time, and if desired the twro papers
Hattie McG Buck, H F Sprowl, arrived
chocolate of commerce.
will be sent to different addresses.
at
Portsmouth, N H, Dec 9 from New York.
Having once tasted the thick, delicious !
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, cleared from
chocolate grown, made and brewed a la
Philadelphia Dec 18 for Cliristianstadt.
Centro-Americano, you cease to wonder
Horace G Morse, Harriman, arrived at
at the early enthusiasm which named the
Savannah Dec 15 from New York.
Theobroma—“Nectar
of
the gods.”
plant
John C Smith, Kneeland, sailed from BalIt is not a stimulant, like tea or coffee,
timore Dec 22 for Curacoa.
Is especially true of Hood’s Pills, for no medibut answers for both meat and drink, beLester A Lewis, Kimball, sailed from Boscine ever contained so great curative power in
ton Dec 10 for coal port.
ing a mild nourishing food in a very con- so small space. They are a whole medicine
Lucia
Porter, Farrow, arrived at Wilmingdensed form.
ton, N C, Dec 23 from Ponce, P. R.
Approaching Kivas, you notice a large,
Mary A Hall, Haskell, cleared from Wilroofed space where some queer performmington,N C, Dec 29 for Union Island, Ga.
ances are going on.
It is the combined
R F Pettigrew, Morse, at Rio Grande, Nic,
saw-mill and carpenter shop of the disNov 17, for Boston Nov 20.
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, cleared from
trict, worked by hand in lieu of machinBoston Dec 20 for Baltimore.
ery. A great log, 3 or 4 feet in diameter,
chest, always ready, alSallie I’On, W H West, arrived at New
rests upon an elevated trestle.
Beneath
ways efficient, always satYork Nov 11 from Buenos Ayres.
it is a pit, four feet deep, in which stands
isfactory, prevent a cold
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at New York
a man,
stripped to the waist, while his or fever, cure all liver ills,
Dec 10 from Demerara.
fellow workmen straddles the log above.
sick headache, jaundice, constipation, etc. 25c.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
With slow but regular motion they push
The only Pills to take with Hood's Sarsaparilla
New York Dec 13 from Brunswick, Ga.
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fifteen years and five months, 305

SHIPS.
* are no doubt
lost, conhave been cut down into barges.

The five marked
A G Ropes, New
A J Fuller, New

York,.2342
York,.1782
Abner Coburn, Bath,.1875)
Agenor, Boston,.1414
►Alameda, Bath.1400
Alexander Gibson, Thomaston, .2121
America, San Francisco, .1952
Aryan, Bath,.2017
B P Cheney, San Francisco,.1200
Baring Brothers, Thomaston,.2001
Belle of Bath, Searsport,. 1'47
Benjamin Sewall, Boston.1802
Benjamin F Packard, Bath.2020
Berlin, Bath ..1553
►Blue Jacket, Sail Fram-isco.1530
Boln mia, Bath,.1055
C F Sargent, San Francisco,.1500
Caravan, New York,.1;;05
Centennial, Boston,.1225.
l'!*!<
Challenger, New York,.

Hon. E. J. Phelps of Burlington, Vt.,
has expressed himself on the Cuban situation as follows:
“I have no doubt that the position of
Sec. Olney as recently published is entirely
correct.
“The question what goverment shall be
recognized in a country where an attempt
at revolution is in progress is certainly for.
the executive to determine* and not for
No legislation by that body
congress.
can
under any consideration decide it.
They can of course pass resolutions upon
the subject if they please.
But they in
no respect control the discretion or
the
action of the president.
“Besides, no government can be recognized until it exists.
The government
recognized by other governments when a
in
to
it
exists
is always the
dispute
respect
defacto government.
The recognition by
other nations of a government once in existence must always continue until it is
actually subverted and a new one is in its
place, when it is overthrown and another
established that becomes entitled to recognition.
“The rebels in Cuba have no organized
government, and not even an abiding
place which they can call their own. They
are merely a guerilla force, which would
speedly be annihilated it it allowed itself
to be drawn into a general engagement
with the Spanish army.
“It preserves its existence by its dexterity in avoiding such an engagement. |
It would be absurd to say that such force
j
constitues a government, or that the Spanish government in Cuba has been overthrown or that any diplomatic relations
could exist between these rebels and the
government of the United States.
“If this country interferes by arms in
that contest it must be by assisting the
rebels in Cuba to replace the Spanish
government and to set up another. This
would be a declaration of war against
Spain, a country with which we are and
always have been at peace, and from
which we have received no injury and no

John,
St Mark, New York.1892
St Nicholas, New York.1723
St Paul, New York.
1824
Samaria, Rath.1439
Sam Skolfield, 2nd, Portland.1514
Santa Clara, New York. .1474
Sea Witch, Boston.1224
Servia, Bath.1773

Shenandoah, Bath.3258
Siutram, Portland.1590
Spartan, San Francisco.1376
Standard, Bath.1493
State of Maine, Searsport.1467
Sterling, New York.1636
Susquehanua, Bath.2629
T F Oakes, New York.1897
Tacoma, Bath.1672
Tam O' Shanter, Portland.1522
Therese, New York. 986
Til lie E Starbuck, New York.1931
Two Brothers, San Francisco..1263
Vigilant, Boston.1723
W F Babcock, Bath. 2029
Wachusett, San Francisco.1479
William H Cornor, Searsport.1425
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It
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too

simple,

safe and

cure

Cramps,
Colic,
Diarrhoea,

Rheumatism,

Colds,

Neuralgia,

Croup,

Toothache.

Two sizes, 25c. and 50c.

Keep it by

you.

Beware of

Buy only the
Genuine—Perry Davis’.

Imitations.

Sold JFcsrytrAere.

House for Sale.
A story and a half house, pleasantly located;
fine view of Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished
fi ne cellar, city water in house; nice garden, under

cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees,
etc. Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
M. C. DILWORTH,
44tf
Or C. B.-HALL, Main St.Belfast.
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Rupture Cured
WITHOUT OPERATION

8. J. Sherman’s Method.
book of full information,

Send
etc.
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Address

175 Trent out St., Boston.

$50 REWARD

N

KA 1C ('• iKM’H

ttui'.s
i'

!■

BOSTON.
Hours, 12 to 2. Other hornonlv.
October, 1805. -lvlf**

BY

cents for his

S. J. SHERMAN, Hernia Specialist,

TWO TONS MORE

.‘hn44

$50

reward of $50 will be paid for information which will lead to the conviction of
the parties who entered the Howes and
Lakeside cottages at Quantabacook l^ake
within the last month.
(’. H. HOWES.
F. (L WHITE.
B. D. FIELD.
Information as to articles taken can be
had on application to the above signed.
Belfast, Dec. 24, 1896.—4w52*
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queting and song,
To the hopes that round our lives out, and
to things beloved and dear;
As the old king has departed let us join the
mil Honed throng,
And bring abundant welcome to the new
one that is here.
[From Truth.
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Silken curls his head is tossing, youthful
bloom is on his face,
And he brings to us expectance, and a
hand chock-full of tricks.
Yet. a few ol us remember how we welcomed to his place
The gaunt spectre th it departed: Eighteen
i i undred Ninety-Si x.

To
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ed out it faint good-bye
He's a monarch, and they call him
teen Hundred Ninety-Seven."
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Salve.

per

blood

So many people make
the mistake of taking remedies which
at best are only tonics and cannot
possican cure

Salve in the

New

Reaper, Bath.*.1395

New York.1820

SIGNATljf

AVege table Preparation for As

similating the food andRegula
ting the Stomachs and Bowls of

Rheumatism

DM you see the little fellow eomi ug down
the eastern sky,
On the midnight ear in splendor, from his
high and natal heaven,

Sutton, New York .175*
Sail Francisco,.1550
Edward O'Brien, Thomaston,.2157
El Capitan, New York,. 1419
5.'>s
►Eh/.a Adams, New Bedford, whaler,.
Elwell, San Francisco,.15*8

St

Best

Price 25 cents
money refunded.
For sale b\ Kilgore & Wilson.

E 1!

Sachem, Boston.1312
St David, New York.153(5
St Frances, New York.1811

FAC-SIMILE

Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or

Eclipse,

Reuce, Bath.1828
Roanoke, Bath.3400
S 1) Carletou, Rock port.1788
S P Hitchcock, New York.2178

THAT THE

world for Cuts.
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever

Barnes, New York,.1450
Dashing Wave, Port Townsend,. 1012
Dirigo, Bath,.2*50

Occidental, San Francisco,.1470
Oriental, San Francisco.1(525
PN Blanchard, Boston.1508
Parauiita, Portland.1498
Paul Revere, New York.
1(557
R D Rice, New York.2184
R R Thomas, Searsport.1888

[

to Its Own Affairs.

Bucklen’s

Daniel

Lucille, Portland,.1325)
Louzou, New York,.1339
M P Grace, New York.18(58
McLaurin, Boston,.1813
Manuel Llaguno, New York.1(550
Marianne Nottebohm, New York,.1117
Mary L Cushing, New York.1575
May Flint, New York.3288
Mindoro, Salem,. 971
►Niger, New Bedford, whaler. 891

Britain Upholds Secretary
Olney and Says Country Needs Time to Attend

The

San Francisco.15mi!>

L ewellen J Morse, San Francisco.1271
Louis Walsh, San Francisco,.1497
Louisiana, New York,.13(55

KX'MiniMer to «reai

worse

Commodore T II Allen,Bath.2271
Conqueror, Boston,.1540
Cora, Boston.1417
Cyrus Wakefield, New York,.l'.'U

Emily Reed, New York,....14*9
Emily F Whitney, Boston,.1249
Eureka, Bath_'.19!h;
hawu, New York,.1015
Florence, Bath,. 1004
Francis, New Bedford,. 1974
George Curtis, Boston,.1740
George Skolfield, San Francisco,.1270
George Stetson, Bath.1780
George R Skolfield, Portland,.1045
Glory of the Seas, Boston,.198JI
Governor Robie, Bath,.1027
Great Admiral, Newport,.1497
Hamilton Fish, New York.1581
Hecla, Bath,.147(5
Henry Failing, Portland, Ore.185)9
Henry Vi Hard, New York,.1475
Henry B Hyde, New York.2408
1 F Chatman, New York.2088
►India, New York.1230
lndiaua, Bath,.1413
Invincible, San Francisco,.18514
2025
Iroquois, Bath,.
Isaac Reed, New York,.1481)
J B Brown, San Francisco.1407
J B Walker, Thomaston,.2105
Jabez Howes, New York,.1521
James Drummond, Bath,.1479
James Nesmith, Bath,.1(583
John Currier, Boston,.1848
John McDonald, New York,. .2172
John A Briggs, San Francisco,.2038
John C Potter, San Francisco,.1182
John R Kelley, Bath,.2255
Joseph B Thomas, Thomaston,.1851
Josephus, Damariscotta,.1397
Kenilworth, New York,.217!)
Kennebec, San Francisco,.2025
L Schepp, New York,.177(5
Landseer, Boston,.1348
Levi G Burgess, San Francisco,.153(5

Situation.

political agitators.

Charles E Moody Bath,.1915
Charmer, New Y.Dk,.175• 7
City of Montreal, New York,.1117
Clarence S Bement, Philadelphia,.1*1''.'
Columbia, San Francisco,. .L'.p.s

Commodore,

Cuban

in the eyes of the world.
“It would, in my judgment, be fatal
to that restoration of business prosperity
which is now our most vital necessity,
and which has been so long postponed
that it cannot be much longer delayed
without the most serious consequences.
“We caunot afford to go to war with
any country at this time unless a war
should be forced upon us in self-defence,
which would be a grave calamity of
which there is no danger.
“We need above all things, rest and
peace and opportunity to attend to our
own affairs without the interruption of a
constant panic and alarm set on foot and
kept up by reckless congressional and

Loss in fifteen years and five mouths 1049
The following is a list of the full-rig %ed
ships owned in America and flying the
American flag to December 1, 1890:

j

the

on

trate

antines for the same period:
Had on June 30,1881.1530
Had on December 1, 1890. 41)0

or

Phelps

“It would be a gross and utterly unjustifiable violation of international law,
which no country can afford to perpe-

following table will show the loss of
square-rigged vessels, which includes
ships, barks, barkentiues, brigs and brig-

demned

H Macy, Rock port.2092
H Smith, New York..1908
H Starbuck, New York.1272
J Rotch, New Bedford.1664
Yosemite, San Francisco.1104

provocation.

The

1

1

....

Full-rigged ships owned in America
June :U), 1881. 444
Full-rigged ships owned in America
December 1, 1890. 139

|

•1

112
1804
1805.109
90
1800.
1807. 95
1808. 80
91
1809
73
1870.
1871. 40
45
1872
28
1873
71
1874.
1875 .114
1870. 70
71
1877.
81
1878.
1879. 37
23
1880..

The three vessels mentioned in 1894
were the uaik Doris, 897.10 net tons: the
ships Aryan, 2017.57 net tons, and Dingo,
2805.79 net tons, since which time no full- j
j rigged ship has been built in this country, j
\ and only four barks and barkentines
have been constructed.
They were the ;
Omega, 555.07 net tons, built during the
fiscal year ending June 50, 1895; the Josephine, 811.04 net tons, and Addenda, 037.05 net tons, built during the fiscal year
ending June 50, 1890, and the Echo, 050.50
net tons, built since.
No brigs have been built in the United
States since 1892 when the Geneva was
built at Benicia, California.
The following table will show exactly
the loss of American full-rigged ships
since June 30, 1881:

j

-‘

1840.100
1847...151
1848
.254
1849
.198
1850
.247
1851 _211
1852
255
1853 .270
1854 .334
1855 .381
1856
.300
1857 .251
1858 .122
1859
89
1800 ...110
1801 .110
1802
00

William
William
William
William

30c.Tea 30c.
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Col. Frederick E.
:1l passenger agent of the
lilroad, will shortly round
: continuous service with
It was in 18<>4 that Mr.
Maine Central man. He j
of transportation at!
it
years which followed j
and prosperity to the j
*ry<»ml its expectations, !
F. E. Bootliby, who has
-MMiger agent for almost a
ntury, takes an honest
did his share to bring
results.
He is a model
f the best known and
Maine.Gov. Cleaves
1 rank K. Shaw judge of
ourt of Waterville, to
\\ C. Phil brook, resigned,
the recorder of the court,
rstood that Fred A. Shaw,
.iptor, will ask for the priviting a design for the Hamr-tatue in Bangor, before any
>
Mr. Shaw visited
made.
the time of Mr. Hamlin’s
tde a death mask, with the
not it might soon be needed
purpose as the erection of a
a recent trip of the lobster
,«
and Mildred from Port>,
Kennedy rescued a fislierwning off Swan’s Island. The
-.lie accident fell out of his
Oiaged to cling to a lobster
It was terribly
near by.
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and he

was

thoroughly

u Captain Kennedy arrived
mil rescued him_The Dec.
county supreme court at
•,cd Dec. 24th after a two
It was not a prosperous
•unty, the receipts from
amounting to only *21)0.
were granted, the latest
Martha P. Fowler of
lines V Fowler, Jr., of
rare
M Watts of Rockley Id Watts of Union: |
re from Kdward Meinj
Armstrong of Rockland,
msirong of Moncton, j
oity, New Brunswick;
iroin Marv S. Braun of
e
T. Knowles of RoekK. Knowles of Lincolnfor many years a
n
Wintlirop, and the
e.ci-. has made an assign( nfortunate inWood.
■o "i n real
estate caused
C. Hyde,
md tin »st prominent
died it his home there
was
president of alie
! ink.Fred J. D uv. a
lead in Ills bed at Rocklie was do years
a v\ Flow, a daughter of
Heal
lailure is
;y.
•>f Mr. Dow’s death.
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tin- general pension
ii'-y appropriation bills.
ide the naval bureaus
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enough money
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Somerville.Newfoundland officials report that the herring fishery at Fortune
Bay, mainly undertaken by American vessels, is a total failure, and that thousands
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St. Thomas, Dec 0. Soli. Ella (1. Kells, Rushman, from New York for Point-a Pitre, (iu.ol..
with general cargo, put into this port Nov. 30 in
a disable* condition.
She sailed for destination
Dec. 4
Baltimore, Dec. 24. Ship Helen Brewer, ('apt.
.Mahauy, bound from Japanese and ('hiuese ports
lor Baltimore, with a general cargo, passed St.
Helena prior to Dec. 15.
The ship is moving
quickly, and may he expected here in about five
weeks.
Barkentine Josephine. Capt. McCJean,
w ill sail from Bahia
to-day for Rio Janeiro, Brazil,
to complete discharging her cargo from Baltimore.

Portland, Me.. Dec. 20. Sell. Robert Inglee Carof Newport, R. I., Towne, from Perth Amboy
for this port, with coal, went ashore at daylight
this morning on A1 den’s Rock,off Cape Elizabeth.
The crew were taken off by the life saving men.
The vessel lies in a bad position. Her bottom is
badly damaged and she will probably be a total
loss. She was valued at $20,000, and was partly
insured in Boston Marine. An attempt will be
made to strip the vessel when the sea goes down.
.Brig Jennie Hurburt, 30 days from Georgia,
has arrived after a very hard passage. She encountered winds of hurricane force, lost 20,000
feet of deckload, had sails split and carried away,
but made this port with the crew all well.
Charters. Scb. Mount Hope,40.000 cases oli,
New York to Canary Islands, 13 1-2 cents. Bark
Fred P. Litchfield. Hong Kong to Callao, general
cargo, p. t. Sell. Eliza J. Pendleton, (previously)
Trinidad to North of Hatteras, asphalt at or about
$1.90 and discharged. Sch. R. W. Hopkins, Baltimore to Cienfuegos,coal, $2, Spanish gold. Sch.
(fen. A. Ames, Philadelphia to St. Pierre, Mart.,
coal, $2.10 and port charges. Sch. Austin D.
Knight, Sabine Pass to Tampico, lumber, $4.12
1-2. Sch. Levi Hart, St. Simons to New York,
lumber, $4.37 1-2. Sch. Charlotte T. Sibley, New
York to Jacksonv ille, coal, 75 cents.
Fkewhts. The Freight Circular of Brown N:
Co., New Yo£k, reports lor the week ut ing Dec.
20 As is usually the case during the closing days
of the year the disposition has been quite general
to call a halt upon chartering operations, hence
the business completed during the interval has
been chiefly where necessities have been urgent in
character. Long voyage tonnage continues in
rather limited supply for prompt and early loading. and though the demand is by no means urgent,
owners are quite firm in tln-ir \ ievvs, showing a
general reluciance t*< the acceptance of rates I>t*lovv those recently obtained. Distant \ essels. however. are offered quite freely, and upon rather an
easy basis both bn case oil ami genera! cargo, but
shippers in view ot the -itnaii n arc not piumpt
to open negotiations, though some little business
in both lines has been completed since lust report.
There have been no additional South African
trades, liii*. vessels it is said are not obtainable
bob>w the ;uwimis basis ot say 25s. to port Natal.
Bartel petroleum freights are quiet, while rates
continue low amt unsatisfactory. There is little
tonnage available for this trade, ami the offerings for forward are exceedingly limited, owners
abroad not being encouraged to seek in this direction. There is no action of special eon sequence
in the line of naval store ireighrs from the South.
Rates Co n*>t imp:. ve, hence but fewvcsscls are
offered firm to shippers. Lumber lreights to the
River Plate <•■ mi inm- veto uub.but there are n<*
indications <u a break in rates either from the
From the former $$</S9 to
Province or Gulf.
Buenos Ayres ami Rosario is quoted lot medium
size vessels, and a charter iroin
pensmola to
No improv eBuenos Ayres is imported at si 1 75.
A vessel from
meni is noticed m brazil freights.
Savannah
I’arahiba accepted So cents upon
rosin, and s 13.50 upon lumber. There continues
a
steady, moderate inquiry for coal and lumber
tonnage to West India ports, and with general y
Backward business confirm rates prevailing.
tinues very limited. < oast wise lumber freights
remain quiet, and the lack ol animation serves t>>
hold in cheek any improvement it: going rates,
foal lreights to the East want arc quiet, but, the
market appears firm upon the basis of previous
ter
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by signing allegiance to
"'in.Wyzeman Marshall,

well-known to the Boston
manager, and instructor
died at Ills home, 45 Pinckney
'a. Dec. 25th. lie was in his Slst
death was caused by advances med
by bronchia] affection.
■; <»ne son survive
him.Col.
-iiisoii lately celebrated his 75d
He hopes to sail for England
aj. where be will spend the sum5 van’s lecture tour
begins with
■'l l ointment to those who heard
tliat means that the discount
•n and that lie is a failure.Miss
E
Willard, President of the
and National Woman’s Christian
ance Union,
who is at the sani•t
Castile, New York, has suffered
*■ and is
quite ill. Pier physician
lied all her engagements and she
main at Castile for some months.
■

us

•tor.

1
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Game. The legislative comthe Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and
Association after a two days’ meet'<i in Augusta
urges the following
"ant recommendations to be
brought
Hie legislature for the protection
ai.i^
season
for
deer
and game
Open
extend from Sept. 15th to Nov.
Moose and caribou open season
b-’t. 15th to Nov. 15th.
Killing
s''
caribou out of season punished
"prisonment.
Guides shall be li" at a nominal
fee.
All hunters emC' A ng others shall be subject to a fine.
:"gs shall be taken into the hunting
.The fish and game commison their trip to Knox
county eon1
led two
men, Thurston and Crouse, of
'g-rinor deer anrj
them $240. The
were killed. The
hearing was held at
\\'n

4

many people who would be glad to
abandon the habit of
drinking coffee if tliev could
only find some substitute for it. That substitute
is (Train-O, made from pure
grains and, in the
opinion of those who have given it a thorough
trial a beverage in every way
preferable to coffee.
Grain-0 is not a stimulant,—it is
something better.
It is cheering, nutritious and
strengthening. In
other w, rds it is a food-drink, as coffee is
not
it
is acceptable to t lie most delicate
stomach, and
agrees even with confirmed dyspeptics, u.tlik
C'dfee Grain-0 iproduees no nervous action
It
m ver interferes with
sleep. As for the liator of
Gram-0, people who use it say that after using it
a week or two they like its taste better
than that
1,1 e.offee. Grain O is sold
by all grocers at 15c
and 25c. per package. Try it.
I mol

Miscellany.

Th oroughly
nutritive and

purified of everything hut its

antiseptic properties,

Petroleum, by Angier’s process, becomes a tasteless, odorless oil which, emulsified and combined with the hypophospites, is doing wonderful work in the treatment of lung and
bronchial troubles. This preparation, known
as

Angier’s Petroleum Emulsion, has proved

welco

a

me

substitute for Cod Liver oil ami

is

greatly superior in its results
Leading
physicians in this country ami Europe are
prescribing it. One of its peculiar features is
its adaptability to weak stomachs, being
perfectly agreeable to take ami a help to di-

gestion.

The

Ideal

Panacea.

James L. Francis, Alderman, Chicago,
says: “I regard Dr. King’s New Discovery
as an Ideal Panacea for Coughs, Colds and
Lung Complaints, having used it in my family for the last five years, to the exclusion of

physician’s prescriptions

or

tions.”

other

prepara-

Rev. John Burgus, Keokuk, Iowa, writes:
“I have been a Minister of the Methodist
Episcopal Church for 50 years or more, and
have never found anything so beneficial or
that gave me such speedy relief as Dr.

King’s New Discovery.” Try this Ideal
Cough Remedy now. Trial Bottles Free at
Kilg >re & Wilson’s City Drug Store.

Adalbert Uphara, aged 24 years, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Orison B. Upham of Rockport,
died on board the bark Jennie Harkness,
bound from New York to Saigon, when
seventeen days out from New York.
Last
July Mr. Uphain shipped with Capt. Fred
Amsbury, thinking the-trip would be one
of great pleasure
He died of fever. The
news of his death was a great blow to his
parents, and a host of friends iu Rockport
and Camden regret his early demise,
HOOD'S

PILLS

Liver Ills,
Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache.
A pleasant laxative. All Druggists.
euro

What Maine Editors are

County Correspondence.

\

are

of people along the harbors in the vicinity,
where the herring are usually caught, are
threatened with starvation. It is estimated that about 4,000 people are injuriously
affected and that most of this number will
become a burden upon the colony.

News of the Oranges.
and repair
iiad assurances that the
mi id become available and
The following lines, entitled “A Peep into
those bureaus at the vari- Our
Grange," written by a member during
was ordered continued as
a recent contest, are published “per order of
is were
u
already in hand_
River Grange, Liberty ."
.egation have agreed upon Georges
'hail Brown of Portland as As some of you are strangers here
I think ’twill he in range,
Beal for the Maine memAnd surely nothing out of place,
•ud of managers of the naTo introduce our grange.
ernes.President Cleve- It is rmt large, we only have
Some sixty-two or three,
ally recognized the new
’ic of Central America, But most of them, by glancing round,
Here in this hall you’ll see.
-•alvador. Nicaragua and
receiving in the East room First let us walk up to his stand
ative Mansion tlie envoy of
And to our Master how.
-vc-11'm nt.
D. Ilodriguez. G. H. Cargill is the name he bears,
He’s
»11 ai -Directory has
■i’_
sitting there just now.
h\ tinlerk < f printing A Worthy Master, kind and good,
He tries to do just right,
an Puisifei
under the diBut if we stop to talk too long
c.uemitteeon printing,
We shall not get through to-night.
d ;
Ti for this last session
We cross the hall in silence then,
h congress, and tin* issue
Our Overseer salute;
suggestion of the corninterest of a more com- His name is Walter N. Cargill,
His worth none can dispute,
iii the direction of econOur Worthy Steward next comes in view;
give more fully and acBut ’twill not do to stay,
id dresses of senators Except, to drop a pleasant word,
cand other data per- j
And hurry on our way.
H's of
the members of Our
Worthy Lecturer comes next,
v-considered by the
j A Br >. Johnson is lus name,
1 he
had
better
one can nut he found
directory
grown
remedy this to some ex- j in the good old State of Maine.
the congressional dis- And, now, again we'll cross the hall
And to our Chaplain hie:
d from this edition. j
But now we will not stop to speak,
ier, chief marshal of
But quickly pass her by.
iiteii Col. 11. c. ('<>rbin,
The Secretary, next on the list,
mi Goneial. and Howard
Is faithful, prompt and true,
Y
chief of staff of the
And if advice is what you need,
ssimi.
The right of line,
She'll help you safely through.
hon *i coveted by the
And, then, our worthy Treasurer.
-y'vauia National Guard in
His name is Edward Glidden,
not be assigned on the
He’ll tell a story and guard the money
.-uitism. Ohio claims it by
And keep it safely hidden.
i‘ esideney.
Gen. Porter lias
Across the hall sit the Assistant Stewards,
hat i; shall go in the order of
Walter Ludwick and Edith fair.
States into the Union. This
Their emblems, the pruning hook and crook,
iware to the front.
They use with proper care.
Then comes our worthy Gate Keeper,
'I he Boston News says:
Llewellyn is our boast,
best information we get, the He is faithful, watchful, vigilant,
And always at his post.
,if Treasurer Frank C. Miles,
-■t .mi Safe
Deposit and Trust com- Ceres, Ponoma, Floral
;»'•!) higher figures than at first
W*e crown them with bright flowers,
At the same time the As emblems of our motto,
\ "ssible.
Faith, Hope anil Charity are ours.
uf
will
resurplus
$1,000,000
We’ll not forget our Organist,
i- the undivided
profits and inSo worthy of great fame,
I.40P, more than offsetting all We could not
dispense with her.
"sses.”.It appears tliat the
Blanche Moody is her name.
Herrmann took in sorue$'•1 >0,000during his professional Then, here is Brother Moody,
Our Worthy Master Past,
tiiat lie spent something more
We thank him for his kindly aid,
udsome sum.The supreme
May it forever last.
nminced the city charter of And hail to our
worthy Captains
a
line
of
for
$2.50
We are with them heart and hand,
imposing
«*'e, unconstitutional.The We are sure this matchless contest
Will ring throughout the laud.
Vi-lends payable in Boston
lose to thirteen millions... Wm.
has severed his connection
Petroleum for the Lungs.
i':

YOU HAVE WAITED FOR THIS.
There

Saying.

concert and
Islesboro.
There was
Galveston, Texas, Dec. 20, 1896. The
Christmas tree at the Free Will vestry steamer G. W. Pride arrived here to-day
Christmas eve... The Second Baptist church with tiie barge Ocean Belle in tow from Balhas been newly shingled and they are put- timore. It is the longest distance a cargo of
ting in a corrugated iron ceiling and a new coal lias ever been towed by a tug—1,800
altar. The church wi 1 look finely when | miles. The barge Atlas and steamer Shawfiuished. Rev. Geo. E. Tufts is preaching niut are loading cotton here for Boston.
A few years ago when Morse & Co.
there at present... Sell. Charles E. Raybegan
mond
arrived recently and went into to wing coal around Cape Cod seafaring men
winter quarters in Seal Harbor. Sell. Heury said it could not be done. There are at the
R. Tilton is hauled up at New Haven and present time some 280 sea-going barges towCapt. Raudlet is at home. Capt. W. Small ing coal, besides the numerous barges in incame home recently from New
York and land waters.
Last Jline the barge Forest Belle was
Capt. Lord is going a trip for him in sell.
Gen. Adelhert Ames. Capt. P. G. Pendle- chartered to load railroad ties for New York.
This

Camden. A very fine crayon portrait of
Rev. Theodore Gerrish stood before the Hon. Edward L. Freeman of Central Falls,
insolvency court in Portland several hours R. I., has been received by the trustees of
Thursday while his financial affairs were in- the public library, a gift from Mr. Freeman,
vestigated. Oh, that the preacher had stuck who
has been an interested friend of the
to his text!
And “Amen,” say the investlibrary since its inception-Miss Mary N.
ing brethren. [Waldoboro News.
We regret to hear that several persons Hopkins,who has been teaching in one of the
have become insane over politics as a result schools in Merrimac, Mass., the past few
of the late campaign. There is nothing in
this world worth going crazy over. But the months, has resigned her position owing to
ill-health, and is now at home with her sisman who would go crazy over politics did
not have far to go.
| Bridgton News.
ter, Mrs. E.E.Hosmer... .Christmas concerts
Think of it, 1,472 twins and 27 tripletg were held at the Methodist and Baptist
were
born in Massachusetts last year, a churches December 27th. A
special featrecord never equalled in that State before
and enough to make the other New England ure at the former church was singing by a
States ashamed of themselves. [Rockland male quartette from Thomaston. The four
Star.
churches had Christmas trees different evenIt is almost proverbial that the clergyman
ings of the week_Liquor was seized at
gets the truth about a family when he en- several
places December 24th. The warcounters its small boy.
Over in Manchester
the other day a youugst.er was asked by a rants were issued at the instigation of the
clergyman: “Does your brother Willie fear W. C. T. U. aud the trials of the different
the Lord?’ His reply was, “1 guess lie does,
parties possessing it will soon be held.A
for he takes a gnu with him every time he
new lunch-room has
recently been opened
goes out Sunday.” | Boothbay Register.
by Fred D. Aldus....Eli Edgcomb has reBaldness is either hereditary or caused by signed his
position as principal of the High
sickness, mental exhaustion, wearing tight- school. It has not
yet beeu announced who j
fitting hats, and by over-work and trouble.
bis successor will be.Miss Louise HosHall's Reuewer will prevent it.
j
nier spent Christmas week iu Boston. ...Miss
His Satanic Majesty.
“What’s the terriAlice H. VVetherbee lias returned from a
ble odor?” The attendant: It’s that last man
from New York. He had a Sunday paper in
long visit in Boston.... Miss Priscilla M.
his pocket.” [Truth.
Aldeu is spending her vacation from her
Ministers, Public Speakers, Singers, school at Boston, with her parents_Miss
a mlevery one
using their voice find Adam- Mabel Ludwiek is at home from Bates colson's Botanic Cough Balsam an indispenand Miss Edna Waldron from Wellessable preventive,
it immediately stops that lege,
dry, husky feeling ami cures every form of ley.... Miss Fannie Cliff Berry, who is
or
cold.
10.\ and 35c.
rough
R.
is
spending the winter at

[Bath Independent.

Providence,

with

On the veranda. “There goes Mrs. Chatwicks
What does she come to Florida
for?" “She wants to get rid of her rheumatism.”
“But why does she bring her
three daughters along? “Oh, she wants to
rid
of
them
too.”
get
[Truth.

here

I.,

her mother for the holidays.

Pittsfield.
were

about

The
as

Christmas

exercises

usual, with, perhaps,
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Bobby:

“Pop, what does hereditary
Fond parent: “It means, Bobby,
something that goes from parent to child.
Now see if you can give me an example of
mean?"

something

that

is

hereditary”?

Bobby:

“Measels. I got ’em from mother.” [Brooklyn Life.
The Fact that Doctors

frequently advise change of air and climate
to those suffering from catarrh is proof that
catarrh

is

a

local

and

climatic

disease.

Therefore, unless you can leave home and
business, you should use Ely’s Cream Balm.
Applied directly to the seat of the disease,
it effects instant relief and a satisfactory cure
after

a

short contiuance.

No

mercury

nor

injurious drug is the Baim.
“Papa, don’t fishes have legs?” “They do
not,” auswrered papa. “Why don’t they,
papa?” “Because fishes swim and don’t require legs.” The small boy was silent for a
few' minutes and papa forgot about his questions. Then he said: “Papa, ducks have
legs, don’t they?” “Yes.” “Then why don’t
fishes have legs if ducks do? Or why don’t
ducks not have legs if fishes don’t?” Papa
gave it up. [Pearson’s Weekly.
For Over

Fifty I ears.
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children w'hile teething, with
perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasant to the taste.
Sold by druggists in every
of
the
world.
part
Twenty-live cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
A

Valuable Prescription.
Morrison of Worthington, Ind.,
“Sun,” writes: “You have a valuable prescription in Electric Bitters, and 1 can cheerfully recommend it for Constipation and
Sick Headache, and as a general system
tome it has no equal.”
Mrs. Annie Stehle,
2025 Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago, was all
run down, could not eat nor
digest food, had
a backache which never left her and felt
tired and weary, but six bottles of Electric
Bitters restored her health and renewed her
strength. Prices 50 cents and $11.00. Get a
bottle at Kilgore & Wilson’s City Drug
Store.

Editor

The Best After Dinner

pill.

very interesting
Christmas concert at the Uuiversalistchurch
Sunday evening before Christmas.Our
streets have been fairly ablaze with beautiful Christinas presents so tastefully arrayed
in all the shop windows. G. B. Warner had
two very pretty and modest little Indian
girls in one of his show windows, making
lovt ly little baskets, to attract attention to
the many other beautiful things which he
had for sale. C. E. Vickery aud NT. L. Perkins had each quite a large house made to
imitate brick houses in one of their showwindows, with glass window- sand lace curtains and pretty dolls looking out of some of
the w-iudows, which w-ere a great attraction.
T. C. Connor’s and all the other shop windows were tastefully decorated_Prof. C.
C. Ferguson aud wife of Merrimac, Mass.,
was

a

w-ere in town one
day recently on their
way to Plymouth. Prof. Ferguson was at
one time teacher at the Maine Central Institute, but resigned fora more lucrative position iu Merrimac-It is reported that W.
S. Seekius will shortly open an evening
class in commercial studies. Mr. Seekius
was principal of the commercial school at
Dauforth for four years and is thoroughly
qualified to teach all that pertains to a com-

mercial

course.

Golden

Wedding of

Mr. and Mrs. Cates.

The Boston Globe of Dec. 25th published
the following, with portraits of the parties:
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy T. Cates celebrated
their golden wedding anniversary last evening at their home, GO Chandler street, and
received the congratulations of their many
friends and relative
Mr. Cates was horn in Thorndike,,Me., 73
years ago. He has been a resident of this
city for the past 20 years. When he was 21
he went to Baugor, where for 30 years he
was in business for himself.
For the last 20
years he has been in business in this city.
His grandfather was one of the soldiers in
the

revolutionary

Mrs. Cates

was born in Hartland, Me;, in
when she was three years of age
j
parents moved to Bangor. ‘Her maiden
name was Sarah E. Stiles.
She comes from
old revolutionary stock.
Her grandfather
was Benjamin Bose, who was a soldier in

1828, but
her

the wars of 1776 and 1812. He was one of
the first settlers on the Penobscot river, at
what is now known as the Rose place.
Of the live children born to Mr. and Mrs.
Cates four are living. They are A. G. W.
Cates, who is at present in business in New
York; William E. Cates, who is in business
in Providence; Mrs. R. Jones, who resides
in Somerville, and Miss Grace E. Cates, the
youngest daughter, who resides with her

lasted from

o’clock to 10 p.

m.

CASTORIA.
oa

every
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faring

$700,

and most of the

“Burdock Blood Bitters entirely cured me
a terrible breaking out all over
my body.
a wonderful medicine.”
Miss Julia
Elbridge, Box 35, West Cornwell, Ct.

of

It is

for

remedy

things, the
sickly,wasted chil-

dren. It nourishes and builds
them up when
ordinary foods
absolutely fail.

sea-

decided that the venture would
prove a failure. The trip was a success,
however, and the barge did better than
when carrying coal. The Forest Belle is
on her fourth trip and two other barges have
been chartered, which gives the tug business all the time.
As soon as she arrives
there is a barge ready for her to take awayt
These three barges are chartered by the
Georgia Lumber Company, and carry lumber at a less rate than sailing vessels. This
gives to lumber shippers by barges au advantage of 40 cents per thousand over those
shipping by sailing vessels.
men

50c. and

$1 at all dmgglatm.

OUGHS
Don’t

rely upon ordinary cough mixtures if you have a really bad
They usually contain opiates and make matters worse
by demoralizing digestion.

Any clear-headed man can see that sailing
vessels must go out of the lumber trade
eventually or carry lumber at less rates. At
the present time there are few barges suit- 1
able for the lumber trade. Most of the ships !
that have been cut down draw too much
water, and most of the built barges have no !
sails and carry no deckload. The Ocean
Belle and Forest Belle are the o;.ly barges
that have been built suitable for the South-1
ern lumber trade.
The Forest Belle carries
1,800 m. of yeilow pine on 18 feet draft, and
the Ocean Belle 1,000 m. on the same draft.
More barges will shortly be built for the
Southern lumber trade, and it is only a
question of a short time when the carrying
trade from the South will be principally
done by barges.
From the Gulf ports it
could not be made profitable with a tug.
Here a steamer is required. A steamer car-

cough.

j

;

a

two-fold

dings, and
ike and

It soothes and heals the soreness and inflammation of throat and
time assists stomach and bowel action.
Perfectly agreeable !
superior to Cod-Liver Oil in results.

help.
the

at

greatly

Druggists. 50c.

same

and

$1.00. Pamphlet Mailed Free.

ANGIER CHEMICAL C0„ BOSTON, MASS.

m| GUARANTEED

rying 8,000 tons can tow a barge of the same
capacity and only make a difference uf a
few days.
A Barge Man.

tell38
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Over l,0fl0.0001>cxes sold. 31X5.000 cures pro^e its power to destroy the desire for tobacco in
!<>r:n.
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Jans to r, :.
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»•**;£ t*» believe what we say.
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Dr F. E. Gladstone had been

telling an
the lioyal
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examination story to
College of Organists. The examiner evidently had in his mind the time it. takes

amusing

Soltl

a

at

time?
And a candidate, without a smile on his face, quietly replied:
“The soldiers’ legs obviously cannot all
move together, because the left legs move
at one time and the right at another.”
[ Household Words.
the

'ioriPI

an<l

-ljun'tSpit

Guaranteed by

an.l s.ja.fce Yonr

SJO.,

o.
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band

move

1
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n
A -dress

here. z-cn-.l

free sample.

and lie asked: “When !

regiment is inarching, with
{ laying do the soldiers’ legs all

a

same

FOR

FARMERS AMD V.LLAGER3,
FOR

Consumption is the natural re lilt of a
neglected cold. Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine
Syrup cures coughs, bronchitis, asthma, and
lung troubles of all sorts down to tile very
borderland of

FATHERS AMD

MOTHERS,

POK

consumption.

SONS AND

DAUGHTERS,

FOR

ALL THE FAMILY.

I CARTERS

With the close o! the Presidential campaign THE TRIBUNE
recognizes the lact that the American people are now anxious to
give their attention to home and business interests. To meet
this condition, politics will have lar less space and prominence,
until another State or National occasion demands a renewal of

Mittle

IlVER
ll^bis

the

tight for the principles fur which THE TRIBUNE has labored
inception to the present day, and won its greatest vic-

from its

SICK HEADACHE

torie

Positively

cured by these
Little Pills.

Every possible

effort will be put forth, and money freely
to make the THE WEEKLY LRIBUNE pre-eminently a
They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia, |spent,
Indigestion ami Too Hearty Eating. A per- i NATIONAL FAHILY NEWSPAPER, inteiesting, instruc-

feet

remedy

for

Dizziness, Nausea,

Drowsi-

ness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated
Tain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.

Tongue
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price,

|

tive, entertaining and i dispensable toeach

number t the

familv.

We Furnish The Republican Journal m N. Y, Weekly Tribune
ONE YEAR FOR ONLY $2 = 00,

NERVE-LIFE

<'\SII

IN

\I>VANC!•-.

Aildjcss all orders to

^ Great RESTORER
Restores perfect
health, vigor and
manhood and removes all obstacles to marriage,
✓flr Restores the
entire
nervous
/ system and stops all
vital losses.
Removes effects of the
sins of youth and excesses of later years.
Removes all effects
of dissipation and repairs all waste places.
Cures Insomnia and
restores

Write

W. Best,
your name and address on a postal card, send it to Geo
T' ibune HUe, New York City, and la sample copy of THE NEW YORK WEEK; Y
TRI «J\I£ will be mailed to you.

Closing Out Sale^Furniture.
STORE

refreshing

Cures Impotence and restores
full vital power.
Cures all wasting
diseases and restores
to
all
parts ot tne ooay.
development
NERVE-LIFE is the only purely
scientific treatment and affords relief from
the first day’s use. It removes the cause
and assists nature to effect a cure. Cures
guaranteed. Special discount to physicians.
Our new treatise on Nervous Diseases,
Manhood, its Loss and Recovery, mailed
free in plain sealed wrapper for two cent
Stamps. Mention this paper.
Send 50c. for Trial Treatment and be Convinced,
NERVE-LIFE MEDICAL C0.f

sleep.

KALAMAZOO.

MICH.

TO

LET.

C THOHPSON

J.

& SON

Hare sprrial cals in prices to close out their stock.
Hue sti I lift a /ine ass ort men t'of
■

Oak & Ash Chamber Sets, Extension Tables,
j
!

FOLDING BEDS very low, also MATTRESSES and CHAIRS.
CALL EARLY WHILE THERE IS A FINE ASSORTMENT.

J

Broken=down Health

G

T

hompson

& S

n, 39 Main St.

To Ilseelmen and Wheelwomen.

war.

Hood’s Pills aid digestion, prevent that
feeling of fullness or distress and gently, yet
effectively, assist in the assimilation and
digestion of food. They do not gripe or pain,
and they do not weaken the body. On the
contrary, they have a strenthening and stim- parents.
There are seveu grandchildren living.
ulating effect. They rouse the liver, prevent Five
of them assisted the grandparents dursickness and cure sick headache
Hood’s
Pills are purely vegetable, perfectly harm- ing the reception last evening.
The
home of Mr. and Mrs. Cates was very
less and may be used safely by delicate wotastefully decorated with laurel, evergreen
men and children.
and cut flowers. They were the
recipients
‘‘I burned my fingers very badly. The of many valuable and costly gifts from
friends
and
who
thus
relatives,
was
intense. Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric
gave evipain
Oil brought relief in three minutes. It was dence of their esteem. Mr. and Mrs. Cates
were assisted by their four children and five
almost magical.
I never saw anything like
of their grandchildren during the
it.” Amelia Swords, Saundersville, O.
reception,
which
8
is

an

j for sound to travel,

j

For Infants and Children.

was

extra expense of

it

|

■

is above all other

lew variations.

There were Christmas trees
the three churches, laden as usual with
many useful and beautiful articles.
The
Hinging and recitations and other exercises i
were said to be line.
The writer was not |
“Why do they say “as smart as a steel j
Able to attend any of them, consequently
trap'.' asked tl-etaikativ boarder. “1 never
oud see anything particularly intellectual
j •annot give a full report-We are having !
about a steel trap."
“A steel trap is called i zero weather at
present, but pleasant, with i
small,” explained Mr. Asbury Peppers, in
just enough snow and ice to make fairly j
his sweetest voice, “because it knows ex]
aet'y the right time to shut iy." [Cinein- ! good sleighing, though a little rough_W.
nati Enquirer.
C. Warden, M. ])., is at home from New
j
English Spavin Liniment removes all York, where lie lias been having hospital j
Soft
or
Calloused
in
and
Blemone
Hard,
practice
Lumps
particular line for a short
ishes from horses, Blood Spavins, Curbs,
time, having completed his practice iu LewSplints, Sweeney, Ring-Bone, Stifles, ton
hospital. He is now fitting up an office
Sprains, all Swollen Throats, Coughs, etc.
Save $50 bv use of one bottle.
Warranted with the intention of locating here iu Pittsthe most wonderful Blemish (’lire ever field....
Guy D. Small has been to Brunsknown. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Drugwick to make arrangements for entering the
gists, Belfast. Me.
Iy27
Maine Medical school when the next term
The Big Brother: What are you going to
give the Governor for Christmas, Edith?” begins-Mrs. Jennie Porter has been
The Sister; “I am working him some hand- mi the sick list threatened with pneukerchiefs. What are you?” The Big Brother: monia-Mrs. W. L. Pusher is
quite criti“I am working him for a raise in my allowcally ill. She has au infant daughter about
ance.” [Cincinnati Commercial Tribune.
four weeks old_Mrs. May Wallace, wife
Kellef In Six Hours.
af Laforest Graves, died a few weeks
ago
Distressing Kidney and Bladder diseases after a brief illness. Slie was au
amiable,
relieved in six hours by the “New Great
South American Kidney Cure.” This new lovely young lady, greatly beloved by all
remedy is a great surprise on account of its her friends, but after one brief year of hapexceeding promptness in relieving pain iu py married life she was called
away at the
the bladder, kidneys, back and every part of
the urinary passages in male or female.
It age of 23, to leave an almost heart-broken
relieves retention of water and pain in pass- husband, an only sister, brother and father,
If you want
ing it almost immediately.
besides a host of other friends to mourn
quick relief and cure this is your remedy.
Sold by A A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Bel- their loss. She was buried in the village
fast, Me.
Iv27
cemetery from the Universalist church
Young Lawyer: (on his iir-t case); “I’d where the funeral services were held. Her
give anything to win this case, but I don't infant child laid on her arm and they both
see how it is possible to clear you.”
Pris- looked too
beautiful and lovely for earth.
oner (modestly suggesting): “I don’t
sp’ose Much
like
sympathy is expressed throughout the
ter swear yer committed the crime
ye'd
yerself, would yer?” [Tit-Bits.
village for the bereaved ones-The many
friends of George S. and Fred Orcutt
of Ashland, both
graduates from the !
Maine Central Institute, will extend much
sympathy to them iu the lossof their mother,
whose death occurred suddenly a few weeks

The impurities in the blood which cause
scrofulous eruptions are tie -roughlyerdicatcd
by Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Try it.

Qcott’s
Emulsion

experiment and there were
many difficulties to contend with. The tug
had to wait for the barge to load, making an

will come home as soon as sell. Levi
Hart is discharged and Capt. Frank Dodge
will go in her.
ton

Bryan ism is a patent medicine that has no
virtues to recommend it and therefore will
evaporate into thin air long before 1900.

in the Southern Trade.

Barges

a

may be restored if you

_

eaa

start

Columbian, '07 Mode!.$100.00
*
'07
150.00
Tandemn,

right. It takes fyel to run
an engine, and you must burn
it right to get the power. To

regain health, you must
good food and digest it.
Atwood’s Bitters

K

Hartfords,
“

have

^

bottle. Avoid Imitations.

Cutting

JAMES PATTEE,
Fire, Life

and

Accident Insurance.

OFFICE : HASON1C TEMPLE,
MAIN STREET ENTRANCE,

tf53

BELFAST,

MAI

K.

••

’»«

“

3S inch,
“

2<S

GEO. T.

READ,

and

135 OO
75.00
HO.OO
50.00

Nickeling.

full set of apparatus for EX:j}JELIXG
Bicycles, have made arrangements for re-nickeling all
rusty or worn parts, and am fully prepared to make
any and all repairs in the Bicycle line.
I have

bowels, purify the blood.
a

••

'07
’07

Bicycle Repairing, Enameling

begin

right here. They restore
digestion, regulate the

35c.

’OH

and

a

Key

Cheek

44 Main Street, Belfast.

* * **

NOTICE.
WHERE\8. LOUISE M. KNIGHT has left my
"
bed and board without just cause, now
therefore notice is hereby piven that 1 shall pay
no bids contracted by her since said desertion,
and all persons are forbidden to harbor and trust
her on mv account.
T. O. KNIGHT.
3w52*
Unity, Me.. Nov. 24, 1806.

I

Work to okdpk.

H. H.

LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.
P.

O. ADDRESS,

tf7

FREEDOM, MAINE.

SEARSPORT
Hugh

Blethen

R.

Wil-1

LOCALS.

was

in town

Fred Perkins is making
friends in Penobscot.

Tuesday.

short visit to

a

Jessie Nickerson returned to Wellesley

college by

Tuesday.

train

Our traders

report

a

fair

holiday business,

hut not up to former years.

Andrew Griffin made a short visit to his
uncle, Capt Dennis Griffin, last week.
The annual meeting of

Pendleton

the

to-day, Thursday.
F. Young has secured a position

family
B.

will

motor

the electrics in Boston.

Iolani, Capt. C. C. McClure, arrived
at New York Jan. 4th, 1J5 days from Honolulu.
Large quantities of smelts are being taken,
and they are running larger than was ever
known here before.
Ernest R. Nickerson left by steamer Monfor Worcester, Mass., where he will at-

day

Academy.

Miss

Emmie

stenographer

Whittum has a position as
the office of Heath & And-

in

Augusta.

rews,

Ship Emily

Whitney, Capt. Andrew S.
arrived at Shanghai, PJ7 days

T.

has

Pendleton,
New York.

from

The annual meeting of Mariner's Lodge

place Tuesday

will take

A full attendance is

evening, Jan. 12th.

desired.

Several of our young ladies canvassed the
illage, the past week in the interests of
Sears Library, and secured a handsome
sum donated for new books.
is securing Ins ice for the
He finds it of a tine quality,
about fifteen inches thick, and as clear as
crystal. He will cut. about three hundred
W. E.

Grinned,
trade.

tons.
Yacht. Posh

May

came

into the

harbor Sat-

urday morning for W. B. Bartram, who accompanied District Deputy Perkins here as
Grand Marshal, and conveyed him to his
home in Castine.

Nichols, Monroe & Co. have given

up

Belfast and moved the stock
to Searsport.
The stock comprises jewelry,
silver ware, watches, clocks and a large seb'ction of miscellaneous goods together with
their store

a

in

complete optician

outfit.

the annual meeting of Penobscot Engim Co. held Tuesday evening the following officers were re-elected for the ensuing
Fred F.
Black, Foreman; Frank
year:
Gross, 1st asst ; WiP B. Trundy, 2d asst. ;
Fred K. Sawyer, Clerk.
At

The,

municipal

officers

been

requested by so many of the citizens that they feel
obliged t" protect the clam flats which are
being raided by parties from the surrounding towns who come in sailing vessels, vehicles of all description, and are depleting the
beds where they have dug.
W. B. Sawyer
lias been appointed special officer, and will
prosecute any who may be found breaking
the law in that behalf.
nave

is

Montville. Mr. and Mrs. Will
Swift of Brooks were at C. A. Swifts’ last
week.W. S. Davis of Camden visited
his parents last week_E. A. Sprowl has
been appointed guardian of Nelson Gould,
who was committed to the Insane asylum,
last summer-Miss Delia Kaue recently
passed a few days with relatives at South
Monmouth_D. W. Bennett’s condition
remains unchanged-F. B. Johnson’s coon
cat business has been lively the past month,
as he has collected and shipped nearly 50
since Dec. 10th.

visiting relatives in

Centre

The annual meeting of Beacon

Light Club was entertained by Mrs. Crosby
Fowler, New Year’s day. The expected
number were present, with a few exceptions.
was served and a fine
the afternoon. The next
meeting will be with Mr. Reuben Sibley Jan.
19th....The Ladies’ Circle met at G. A. R.
hall the afternoon and evening of Dec. 31st.
Dr. and Mrs. A. J. Billings left for Augusta Tuesday-Dana B. Carter Post, G.
A. R., installed officers Jan. 31st. Liberty
Post and Relief Corps were invited and su]>per was served....G. Bellows left Monday
on a business trip to Bar Harbor.

A

bountiful

program

dinner

enjoyed

in

...

Unity. The G. A. R. installed their officers Jan. 1st.
The W. R. C. were invited to
join with them, but on account of the president and senior vice president being sick
and not able to attend it was postponed
until the 5th....John Hendrick of Fairfield

North Stockton Springs. The Centre
district Sunday school was entertained last
Tuesday evening at the schoolbouse by Mr.
Freeman Partridge. The program was as

called

week_Chas.
Taylor has been quite siek....W. A. Bartfollows: Singing by the choir; recitation, lett of Orono is the guest of Chas. Bartlett.
Mrs. Frank Marden; singing, Mrs. Gertie
Mrs. A. R. Myrick is suffering with a bad
Ridley; reading, Mr. Win. Smith; singing, eye. A blood-vessel broke inside and it is
Mrs. Gertie Clifford ; reading, Freeman Part- very painful-James Frost went to Garridge; music, F. Percy Partridge and Mrs. j land last week, where he has employment.
Mr. A. S. Pendleton is so he can ride
Clifford; recitation, Mrs. Hattie Calderwood; conundrums, Mr. Henry Grant; out... .Chas. Webster is in Belfast for treatstory, S. B. Littlefield. After the program ment. .Mrs. Salome Harding is quite sick and
there were recitations by request from Mr. for a while it was thought she could not reEmery Calderwood, Miss Bertha Partridge, cover; but she is somewhat better at this
Mrs. Frank Marden, Mrs. Gertie Clifford
writing. Dr. Cook attends her.
and singing by Mrs. Hattie Calderwood, Mr.
Montville. A large number from this
and
Mrs.
Gertie
Clifford.
Emery Calderwood
town attended the ball at Liberty, New
Then old and young joined in a game of
Year’s eve, and report a very nice time.
Tucker, and many tried their luck iu an apMusic was furnished by Prof. Whitten of
ple race which caused considerable amuseBelfast-Mrs. Chas. Gilmore is improving
ment. Mrs. Tena Noyes of Vinalliaveu, who
in health. ...Mrs. David Twitchell has
is visiting at Cant. Frank Marden’s, was au slowly
returned to Freedom.... Mr. and Mrs. Fred
honored guest and had the pleasure-of meetPlummer were guests of A. F. Plummer,
ing many of her old friends and schoolWinfield Davis of Camden lias
mates_Masters Willie and Eddie Jacobs Sunday....
been home for a few days... .Richard Berry
visited relatives in Searsport recently-j
has returned to school at Auburn-Charles
The Dancing Club met at Mr. Frank CrockPinkham's barn, hens and one cow were
and bad a
enett’s last
on

friends in town last

...

Friday evening
joy able dance.

very

Mr. Adlebert LanStockton Springs.
plier is spending several weeks with his sister, Mrs. Wilbert West... .Mr. Earl Gardner
of New ton, Mass., is visiting at the residence
of Mr. and Mrs. Albion Goodhue-Miss
Mabel Partridge has returned from a visit
to her

sister, Mrs. Anson Smith, of Bangor...
Joseph and Perry Lancaster came

Messrs.

j

destroyed by fire, Sunday morning-Frank

Choate has returned home from Belfast_
Mr. and Mrs. Ephraim Bragdon visited
friends in town, Wednesday.Albert
Gray is in poor health-A. F. Plummer
has let his saw mill to J. B. Sylvester for a
year-D. M. McFarland, who has been
confined to the house for the past few weeks,
is able to be out again attending to business.
....Bert Plummer was at Branch Mills,
Saturday... .S. B. Gould killed a slioat last
week, which weighed ’JS5 pounds-Frank
Carter has gone to Rockland to attend
school.

District Deputy Grand Master Frank Perkins, accompanied by W. B. Bartram as
Grand Marshal, installed the officers of
Sears Lodge, No. 82, 1 O. O F last Friday

Bangor to spend ChristmasMrs. Horace Noyes of Vinalliaven lias spent
a few days with Miss Nellie Roberts_The
Christmas ball at Denslow hall was fairly
well attended. The music was by Gilmore’s
Brooks.
We have hail a January thaw
Orchestra of Belfast....A very pleasant
this time, sure.
It was getting very v.ry
time was enjoyed by all who attended the
here and the stream was so low that the
social given by Stockton Grange, Friday
mills could work on part time only. And
evening, Dec. 2oth. A short program was
think of it, only three days of sleighing
just
after
which
and
coffee
and
given
doughnuts
to date. It has been very good wheeling;
up
home-made candy were served to allbut only a small amount of produce has been
Mrs. Funan Dickey left by train Monday

evening.

morning

This

was

tin District

Deputy’s

first

He, bore himself
attempt at msta!lution.
with dignity and performed the, ceremony in
tine
w

shape.
was

Alter the

served in tin-

insOilial-.-n-was
I-'ei

j.iilcie

after

i..vv>,

exercises

dining
to

an

oyster

room.

The

the i.dies of Odd

supper (1; I more being in

down from

for East Sandwich, Mass....Miss
Eiva Eandell is teaching a private school.
.Capt. Clarence Sprague of the soli. Julia
S. Bailey has arrived home-Cougratulatious are extended to Mr. and Mrs. M. R.
Lafoliey. It is a son... Mrs. Octavia tlegan
..

of

Winterp'-rt

brought in here this winter_There is but
little hay to sell and the farmers are feeding
their apples to the stock-Mr. A. B. Stautial, general agent for the Great Eastern
Fertilizer Co., is at homesick. He spends
most of the time on the road during the
winter.... Charles W. loud has sold the
Isaiah Gould place in this village to Ezra
A. Carpenter, agent for the Coe Fertilizer
Co., and has bought the stand of Isaac

visiting Mrs. Avalina
attendam
a
Mrs. Horace Noyes returned to
very pleasant social dance was Crif'tin
her home in Vinalliaven last Saturday....
enjoyed.
Elmau Dickey Jr. left by train Monday for
N"KTH SKAKSl’OKT ITKMS.
Leathers, our deputy sheriff, who will have
W. J Mat hews and wife visited Geo. C. Augusta where he will be employed at the
rooms in the house of M. J. Dow for the
State House.... Capt. Ralph Morse, left for
Scavey in Belfast last week.
winter.... Mrs. A. B. Stantial is quite poorBoston Monday.
WiIson Dow has arrived home from Bosly this winter-John M. Dow, who is
W'iXTKRPOKT. The S. of V. and the Win- stopping with his son at the village, has
ton, where he has been visiting relatives.
Frank Kingsbury and wife of Frankfort terport Band gave a lom ert and dance been on the sick list for the past week....
visited at Wilson Dows', her parents, last Thursday night which was well attended. Mrs. C. F. Bessey has been very sick for the
The music was exceptionally tine.... Frank past few weeks.... Mrs. A. E. Dow is again
week.
Simonton
left for Middletown Monday on the list of invalids... .The Masons are to
The. dance at this place Dec. .’.1st was a
morning.Congratulations are now in have an installation of their ollieers with a
success. Forty-five couples were on the floor.
order at tlie home of Capt. and Mrs. Wm. supper at the K. of P. banquet rooms next
All seemed to enjoy themse.ves and left
Fe.rna d on the arrival of a tine boj....Mrs.
Wednesday evening.
“we
will
come again.”
saying,
Margaret Kelley and daughter Hattie have
Prospect Ferry. Capt. A. A. Ginn is in
There will be an old folks' dance at the gone to
Centerville, R. I., to spend the winGrange Hall, North Searsport, Jan. 14th. If ter with Mrs. Treat-The pupils of the Belfast on the jury-James Harriman
stormy, next fair night. Tickets to dance up-.street grammar school are collet ting pic- and Daniel Harriman of Searsport were in
cents, to supper X cents per couple. Good tures for their school room, aud Christmas town last Sunday calling on friends_Miss
Lena Shute visited at Herbert Blanchard’s,
music. Come and see ye old folks.
their teacher, Miss Carroll, presented them
last week-The many
with a large framed picture of Abrahan Prospect Marsh,
friends of Capt. Evander Harriman were
Lincoln-The new dam at the waterworks
COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.
pained to hear of his accident in the sch.
was
completed Saturday_Mrs. Ellery
Elizabeth Foster on bis passage home from
Morrill.
We were glad to see Miss Bowden accompanied her husband to BelBoston. George Silver and Harry Ginn,
Bertha Hatch out to church last Sunday, af- fast Monday to remain during tlie session of
who were with him, arrived home last Fricourt-Mrs.
Reed
of
is
ter a
Bucksport stopping
long sickness... .Frank A. Jones of
day. Capt. H. is still in Gloucester, w-here
Newport, agent of the Underwriters Fire with her daughter, Mrs. Wm. Fernald.... he will remain until it is decided what will
Extinguisher, spent last week in town, and Mrs. W is well of Brewer visited her parents. be done with the vessel-Mrs. W. C. HardMr. ami Mrs. Andrew Fernald, last week.
sold a dozen or more “machines.”
It. is a
is still under Dr. Erskine’s treatment
.Miss Priscilla Parker visited friends in ing
powerful little chemical engine, and perand it is hoped she is improving_Capt.
last week-Rev. J. P. Simonton
Bangor
forms wonders, as witnessed
by many of our
W. D. Harriman is still confined to the
citizens at a tire prepared as a test, the wind went to Bucksport Wednesday to attend
house with his foot-Miss Martha E. Harthe
funeral
of
Mrs.
Lowell_Mrs.
F.
G.
blowing fiercely-Mrs. L. 11. Elder arrived
riman has gone to Belfast to keep books for
from Freedom last Saturday after an ab- Scott has gone to Ellsworth to visit her
Ginn & Field-B. C. Avery returned to
sence, of seven weeks-Still the
exclama- daughter, Mrs. I. H. W. Wliarff_Capt. J. Hallowell last
Saturday-School began in
L. Eldredge has bought the Snow & Attion continues—“who ever saw such
weather
this district last Monday, Miss Oriauna
wood store... C. A. McKenuey’s place presanil such roads Jan. 1st!”
teacher... .Mrs. Albert Meade of
ents a very lively aspect. His grist mills Harding
Monroe. The annual meeting of the
Natick, Mass., called on friends here last
are running full speed, and his new machine
Waldo and Penobscot Agricultural
week-The High school, W. W. Wilkins of
Society for discharging a
cargo of corn is a great
was held in the Town
Hall, Monroe, Dec. success.
Castine, teacher, closed Dec. 22d. Whole
Many people visited the wharf last
litlth, and officers elected as follows: Pres.,
number of scholars 34; average 31.4. The
week to see it work.
M. C. Chapman,
Newburg; Vice Pres. G.
following scholars were not absent or tardy:
Swanville.
and
Mrs.
T. D. Nicker- Hermon
W. Kitclne, Wiuterport; Sec., E. H. Neal
Capt.
Avery. Frank Harding, Geo. Benley,
Monroe; Treas., F. L. Palmer, Monroe; son will entertain the L. A. S. Thursday, nett, Eddie Ridley. Howard Harding, Gerry
Trustees, W. B. F. Twombly, Monroe; c! Jau. 14th. It is to be a Mother Goose party, Harding, Alfred Frye, Edwin
Wescott,
M. Conant, Winterport; E. C.
West, Frana- and prizes will be awarded the successful Merrill Shute, Percy Harding, Albert Avery,
fort; M. H. Haley, Prospect; A. H. Ellis, aud unsuccessful guessers. The gathering Maud Shute, Lena Shute, Rose Mudgett,
Swanvilie; M. B. Goodrich, Newburg; D. J. at Capt. Cleaves’ was a grand good time. Lulu Avery, Mildred Grindle, Emily WilPutman, Jackson; W. H. Toothaker, Dix- Ernest Nickerson got the first prize, a box son, Evelyn Avery.
mont; J. II. Littlefield, Brooks. It was of bonbons, and his father, Hon. A. E. Nickvoted to hold the next annual fair on the erson, took the other, an empty basket. We
Prospect. Prospect has the master of the
society’s grounds at Monroe Sept. 14, 15 and would say in defense for the Hon. gentle- barge Ocean Belle that is making the long10, 1897. The treasurer’s report shows the man that since his fall in Sears port a few est trip that has ever been taken yet. She
society in good condition financially. The years ago he has been unable to taste or loads 3,000 tons of coal in Baltimore and is
society voted to erect another water tank, smell-A. Eugene Nickerson has returned towed to Galveston, Texas. After freightto Portland. The night before he came
and also to build more cattle sheds
ing in the Gulf this winter she takes a load
and imhome he was agreeably surprised by a visit of cotton from New Orleans home.
prove the grounds where it is needed.
Capt.
from his Sunday school class, who present- Frank Harding is master. [The Ocean Belle
••

is

..

...

Appleton.

Charlotte Hawkes is
slowly recovering from a serious illness.
She was attending the entertainment and
Christmas tree at the Baptist church, where
Mrs.

sudden attack of heart trouble
and was carried to her home. Her
daughter
Mrs. John E. Haney of
Boston, is with her.
-Mr. Daniel Sullivan, who has been
very
sick, is somewhat better. His
she

had

a

daughter,
Newbert of Rockland, is here.
....Mr. ami Mrs. G. H.
Page returned Friday from a ten days’ visit among friends in
Mrs. A. H.

Bath....Mrs. Galen Keene has returned
from a visit of several weeks to her sons in
Boston and vicinity... .John Mdvor is at
home from Boston, where he had
ment in

of

Highest of all in Leavening Power.—Latest U. S. Gov’t Report

a
jailor’s shop.... Mr.
Cape Rozier has finished

employMaurice Gray

a

very profit-

able term of school in Grade
district, and is
now teaching at
Union Common_The
Primary school was taught by Miss Annie
Stevens, who is one of our most successful
teachers-Fred L. Davidson has moved
into his house, which has been leased the
past three years to Ambrose Fish. Mauy
changes have been made in the interior of
the house.

ed him with

also the
recipient of a line ring as a token of esteem
from the Paris Flouring Company. The ring
is of heavy gold set with a beautiful carbuncle
-Percy L. Nickerson began his first school
in Prospect last Monday-Ernest Nickerson has returned to his studies in Massachusetts-Albert Mudgett has gone back
to Bangor-John P. Greeley a native, and
former resident of this town, has been elected supervisor of schools of the State of California.
We remember him as a very pleasa

tine chair.

He

was

ant, painstaking teacher, and are glad to
note that he is appreciated in the State of
his adoption-The ice harvest has begun
and quite large quantities are being housed.
-The annual Christmas gathering was
held at the home of Sylvanus Nickerson.
At 3 o’clock a bountiful dinner was served
of which all partook with a relish. The remainder of the day was spent in a social
manner.
In the eveniug a tree was prepared, laden with some valuable and many useAt a late hour, the guests sepatheir several homes; hoping by
Divine Providence to enjoy many returns of

ful

gifts.

rated

for

Merry Christmas.

arrived at Galveston Dec. 20. See letter on
7th page, “Baiges in the Southern Trade.”
Ed.

Journal.]-Prospect

has

occasionally

believer yet that the time to kill hogs is
on the growth of the moon to save
the
shrinkage of the pork when cooking. There
does not seem to be any harm in believing
and sticking to it. But is it so, after all the
killing of hogs in the days since the devil
entered the swine on the shore of Galilee?
_It is next Saturday eveniug that the
officers of South Branch Grange will be installed, including a harvest feast, instead of,
as reported before, last Saturday evening_
The winter travel on wheels was never better
than last week. The roads were as smooth
and hard as a floor..,.Mr. Norton was along
and stopped at our place last week. He is a
dentist now, the same as 20 years ago, and
Mr. Norton has
he has a good salve to sell.
a

been

a

bee-hunter, fox-hunter, coon-hunter,

bear-hunter and deer-hunter... .George W.
Crockett is reported to be slowly improving.
.The schools in town began last Monday.
Mrs. Lizzie EameS teaches the village school,
Miss Orianna Harding the Ferry school and
Horace Gould the George school.
...

GREAT

!

Powder
ABSOLUTELY PURE
Jackson. Charles Hadley has sold his
farm to Wilbert Morton, and bought what
is known as the “Clary” farm of E. A. Carpenter ; and Mr. Carpenter has since bought
a pretty house and stable in Brooks village.
Ezra was a good townsman aud we are
sorry that he should deem it for his best interests to leave us; yet if Jackson has met
with a loss, Brooks has gained one more
good citizeu, aud they had mauy beforeMrs. Walter Packard has been very sick with
pneumonia, but is now recovering-Mrs.
Hattie Ryan has gone to Dixmont to take
care of her aunt, Mrs. Caroline Mason, who
a broken aukle-Our dairybusy last week hauling and storing their ice, which is of unusual fine
quality_Susie Fletcher and Mrs. Shaw

is laid up with
men were

have gone to Belfast to work in the new
shoe factory_A. J. Fletcher is attending
this term of S. J. Court as juryman.

NORTHPORT

....

■v

summer

Littlefield

Freedom.

as

Bark

tend the

Charles

Belfast, and Morrill.

occur

man on

Mr. and Mrs. Frank
East Searsmont.
Mr. and Mrs.
Prospect Village.
liarn Killinan entertained the S. B. I. S. to ! Brewster of Belmont were in town Sunday,
the number of 72 last Thursday afternoon the guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Mahoney.
and evening. Those from out of town were _Leroy Morse has put in a new engine
Mr. ami Mrs. Horace Emerson of Winter- and will soon be prepared to do any work in
port: Mr. and Mrs. Twist, Mrs. Everett San- his line_Mrs. Eben Wellman has been
born, Mrs. Edwin Grant, and Mr. Charles spending a few days with her daughter, Mrs.
Parker of Frankfort. Everything was done Albert Marriner... Almon and Ralph Young
for their entertainment and it was a very took quite a drove of cattle to Belfast Saturenjoyable occasion. This Society will hold day for Mr. L. Kuight’s-Andrew Lawry
their fair at the Grange Hall, Jan. 19th, if has been in Vassal boro for a few days visitpleasant; if not, the next fair night-Mr. ing his brother, J. F. Lawry.

NEWS.

Rev. G. A. Andrews has been visiting in
George, and will return this week.

St.

Mr. Raymond Smith, one of the crew of
sch. Mary B. Wellington, is at home.
Mr. S. S. Chapman, mate of the seh. Mary
B. Wellington, arrived home last Thursday.

Mrs. Ellen Sheldeu and son Adelbert returned Suuday from a visit to friends at

Roekport.
Mr. James Brolian returned the first of
the week from a visit to his daughter, Mrs.
G. E. Tufts of Malden, Mass.
and Mrs. G. B. Keller of New Haven,
left for home the first of the week
after a very pleasant visit to his sister, Mrs.
Joseph Heal.
Mr.

Conn.,

The ladies of the W. C. T. U. will have a
supper and entertainment at Elwell’s ballon Thursday evening, Jan. 14th.
The public are cordially invited. If stormy,

bluejay

the next

pleasant evening.

Abbie Batchelder, who has been employed at Cambridge, Mass., is visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Batchelder.
Miss

Mr. Fred Smith of Rockland was in town
last week on a visit to his son Fred, he returned home

Sunday.

There will be a lecture by the pastor, Rev.
J. Wilson, and entertainment, at the
Wood schoolhouse in Northport on Tuesday
evening, Jan. 12th at 7-30. If stormy the
next pleasant evening.
Admission 10 cents.
W.

Capt. C. E. Driukwater met with an accident last Saturday forenoon. While chopping in the woods his axe hit a limb, came,
down in a hurry and struck across his toes,
nearly severing the little one. He hobbled
home, placed the toe in its proper position,
secured it by the help of small splints, and
used a liberal supply of Frier’s balsam.
He is now ready for business, with the exception of a little list to starboard, caused
by a limp on the port side just abaft the little toe joiut. Still he sails along remarkably
well, happy in rue thought that he escaped
so

easily.
masquerade

The

given by

Mr.

M.

G.

Union hall Friday evening was
noted for the conspicuous absence of
maskers, notwithstanding that tin* dance
was well attended.
Young’s orchestra discoursed splendid music with song accomBlack

at

paniment, which only the Young’s can do
to perfection.
With Len Morrill at the
organ no sane person could grumble at the
excellence of the music. The refreshments
prepared by the ladies of the Good Templar’s society, and served by them in the
lower hall, consisted of clam stew, pies,
cake and coffee. They were liberally partaken of by those present, and all agreed
that the ladies of Saturday Cove can take
the prize in making clam stew. It was a
nice time all around, and everybody went
home well pleased with the first dance of
the

new

SHIP

less of cost.

PORT OF BELFAST.
Sch.

Lavolta, Whittaker, Portland.

Jan. 6. Sch. Maria

Webster, Turner, Mt. Desert,

New York, Dec. 28. Ar, bark Doris, Thompson,
Baltinu re; 30, cld, sells. Norombega, Amsbury,
Colon; Mary E. Palmer, Haskell, Dublin; 31, ar,
sch. Florence Leland, Pressey, City Point, Va.;
sld, bark Lucy A. Nichols, Hong Kong;sch. Charlotte T. Sibley, Ferguson, Jacksonville; Jan. 1,
ar, sell. Lizzie It Willey. Patterson, Demerara; 2,
ar, sell. Jonathan Cone, Green s Landing; Rabboni, Bangor; 4, ar, sehs. Nimbus, Bryant,
Montevideo; Jennie F. Willey, Andrews, Basragoula; Herald, Lowell, Trinidad; bark lolani,
Honolulu.
Boston, Dec. 31. Sld, sch. R. W. Hopkins, Haltimore am Cienfuegos: Jan. 1, ar, sell James
Holmes. Ryan, Belfast; 3, ar, sch. R. F. Pettigrew, Rio Grande, Nie.
Philadelphia. Dec. 28. Cld. sob. Gen Adelbert
Ames, Small, St. Pierre; 31. ar, bark Edward L.
May bury. Hardy. Rosario; Jan. 1, ar, sell. Jerome
B. Look, Hodgkins, New York; 3, ar, sell. J.
Holmes Bird sail. Providence.
Galveston, Dec. 2‘J. Ar, sch. Senator Sullivan,
Clark, Newport News.
Port Townsend, Dec. 30. Ar, bark Harvard.
Colrord, Sant Rosalia.
Daiien, Ga., Dee. 3o. Cld, sell. F.C. Pendleton,
Burgess. Noank, Ct.: Jan. 3. sld. sell. Mary A.
Hah. Wilmington.
Fernandina, Dee. 31
Ar, sell. Carrie A. Bucknain.

White Ali Wool

Heavy
Heavy

to

company
order and by a brief speech introduced the
G. M., R. A. Packard, as the installing
officer. He proceeded to his duties by ap-

D. D.

pointing Bio. Black as grand marshal for the
evening. After asong by the choir the following officers were duly installed into their several stations: George Whitcher,W.M.; Isaac
Hills, S. W.; F.B.Glidden, J.W.; A.F.Klwell,
Treas.; M. G. Black, S. D.; Charles Orcutt,
J. D.; Albert Hasson, Chap.: O. W. Chapman, Marshal; Mark Mendell, S. S.; Ulysses
Mendell, J. S; G. A. Lane, Tyler. The ceremony was performed by the D. D. in a simple yet impressive manner, and everyone
present was touched by the solemnity of the
occasion, as well as by the dignified and
creditable manner in which the D. D. G.
M. executed the beautiful exercises. At the
close the Master-elect invited all who

FOREIGN

baya.
Liverpool, X. S Dec. 28. Cld, sell. Thomas B.
Hyde, Carver, New York.
Marseilles, Jan. 1. Ar, ship Great Admiral,
Rowell, Hobart.
Rotterdam. Jan. 1. Sid, bark Rebecca Crowell,
Dow, Cardilf.
St. Helena, Dee. 23. Passed, ship Josephus,
Hong Kong for New York.
Havana, Dee. 28. Ar, bark Matanzas New York.
Tampico. Dee. 23. Sid, sell. Edward H. Blake,
Smith, Mobile.

invitation to speak were Mrs. Oscar Hills
and Mrs. Frank Orcutt. Mrs. Hills spoke
very effectively, and brought down the
house when she told what she would do if
she was a mason. Mrs. Orcutt closed the
speaking in a handsome little spejech that
was just as handsome as herself.
Soon after
refreshments followed and the company sat
down to a spread that was fit for a kiug,
blessing being asked by Rev. G. A. Andrews.
Of course ample justice was done to
the good things spread before them.
When
all had risen from the board the remainder
of the evening was passed in listening to the
music, singing and happy greetings until a
late hour, when all went away delighted
with the exercises they had witnessed and
the

the good time generally they experienced
guests of the members of Excelsior lodge.

as

The Universalist church anti paris
held
their annual supper Tuesday evening, but
adjourned the annual meeting to next Wed-
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HARDWARE.
Old Coinmdore VanderbiltFOR SUCCESS,

F.

MID 10 HESS AID GO HI

Fossett-Bowes. In Liberty, Dec. 23, Wilford
(J. Fossettof Union and Hattie M. Bowes of Wash-

ington.

Glidden-Dchlky. In JelVerson, Dec. 22, Sewell A. (Hidden and Lama A. Dudley.
Gray-Waning. In Belfast, Jan, 2, by Rev. L.
W. Hammons, Fred G. Gray ami Nellie S.' Waning,
both of Belfast.
Hatch-Tiiomas. In Belfast, Jan. 1, by Rev. J.
F. Tilton, Arthur B. Hatch ami Miss Alice A.
Thomas, both of Morrill.
Hall-Robbins. In Belfast, Jan. 1, by Geo. J.
Grotton, Esq., Alfred J. Hall of Deer Isle and
Miss Nellie B. Robbins of Belfast.
Hilt-Lice. In Union, Dec. 23, Ernest L. Hilt
and Lizzie E. Luce, both of Union.
Luok-Andrkws. In Union, Dec. 31, Dr. Irville
Elston Luce ol Yinalhaven and Mary Luuetta Andrews of Union.
Mills-Roberts. In Vinalhaven, Dec. 26, Arthur Mills and Emma E Roberts, both of Yinalhaven.
In Deer Isle, Dec. 23,
Sajnders-Howard.
Charles L. Saunders and Miss Josie E. Howard,
both of Deer Isle.
Smith-Wentworth. In Union, Dec. 30, Elden
B. Smith of Union and Lida M. Wentworth of

We will attend to you.
We want your trade.
VVe wish to sell you
And

Cole. In Deer Isle. Dec. 21, James F. Cole, aged
71 years, 1 month and 5 days.
Dow. In Rockland. Deo. 26, Fied 15. Dow,aged
30 years, 9 months and 11 days.
Emery. In East Boston, Dec. 25, William J).
Emery, formerly of Sullivan, aged 72 years, 4
months and 21 days
Burial at Sullivan.
Krskine. In South Thomaston, Dec. 28, Wi'liam
Henry Erskine, aged 67 years, 8 months, 16 days.
Fuller. In O. tonagou, Mich
Dec. 24. .John
Fuller, a native of Union, and formerly lesideut
in Rockland, aged 44 years.
In Jackson, Dec. 31, Elijah C.
Fenderson
Fenderson, aged 75 years.
Hogan. In Jackson, Jan. 2, Abigail Hogan,
aged 92 years.
Haskell. In Rockland, Dec. 17, infant son of
James T. and Emma Haskell.
Hanson. In Jackson. Dec. 31. Daniel R. Hanson,
aged 79 years, 9 months and 14 days.
Miller. In Center Lincolnville, Dec. 22, Elizabeth F Miller, aged 85 years and 9 months.
Spear. In Waltham, Mass Dec. 28, Mrs.Susan
Spear of Rockport. The remains were taken to
Rockport for burial.
Thomas. In Rockland, Dec. 21, Philip Franklin
Thomas, a native of Lincolnville, aged 74 years, I
month and 21 days. Burialat Acliorn Cemetery.
Tillson. In Roxhury, Mass., Dec. 25, Miss Harriet Lincoln Tillson, a' native of Rockland, aged
31 years, 5 months and 5 days.

Melvin. For the purpose of completing a
genealogical history of the Melvin family in
this country, the undersigned would like to

hear from the descendants or connections of
John Melvin, who re,moved to Maine from
Chester, N. H., in 1705 or thereabout. Relocated, I believe, to the eastward of BauPlease address A. A. Melvin, member
gor.

Genealogical

Society,

30

State

r
dt

*<

WH (ilARANTEH TO IK) THIS.

*

Mrs. Potts’ Irons 65c.
Axe

In West Surry, Dec. 26,
Terkis-Bickering.
Albert Terris and Miss Roxie Bickering, both of
Ellsworth.
In Bangor, De ;. 30, by
Wasgatt-Tibbetts.
Rev. E. F. Bern her, Geo. O. Tibbetts and Miss
Charlotte F. Wasgatt, both of Bangor.
Winslow-Thorndike. In Rockland, Dec. 22,
Frank a. Winslow and Mary Thorndike, both of
Rockland.
Wharff-Hardy. In Winterport, Dec. 24, by
Rev. J. B. Simonton, assisted by Rev. H. W. Norton, Rev. I. H. W. Wliarlf of Ellsworth and Miss
Lillian Mary Hardy ol \\ interport.
Yocng-Erickson. In Matinicus, Dec. 26, David
B. Young and Christine K. Erickson, both of Matinicus.

DIED.

HARDWARE

will sell you at

33

>

THE VERY LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

Appleton.

Maiue

“

for the Face, Hands, Shin and Complexion

Bridges. In i'.ueksport. Dec. 20, to Mr. and
Mrs. Geo. E. Bridges, a daughter.
Conway. In Yii.ulhaven, Dec. 19, to Mr. and
Mrs Herbert Conway, a son.
Kri REix; e.
In Lowell, Mass., Dec. 28, to Mr.
and Mrs. L. E. Kittredge. nice Annie Da\ is)a son.
Sai'Ndkks.
In Deer Isle. Deo. 1:*, to .Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest D. Saunders, a daughter.
Stakkeit.
In Malden. Mass
Dec 27, to Mr.
and Mrs. F. L. Starrett, a daughter.
Tolman. In K'ockland, Dec. 28, to Mr. and Mrs.
J. A. Tolman, a daughter.
Thomas. In North Haven, Dec. is, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lavon W. Thomas, a son.
Webster. In Deer Isie. Dec. 21, to Mr. and
Mrs. Alvin H. Webster, a son.

of

“
“

red»c<

STAPLES & COTTRELL, 12 Mail

SfSi'O our special otter,
Moutly’s Druy; Store.

In Yinalliaven, Dec. 21,

Joseph Auies.

“

PLEASE CALL AND SEE

igation.

B0KJ5I.

ag

to mention.

room

Casos reports that Dee. 2(5, in lat. 3(> 14 N Ion.
7" <>*2 W
she passed the two masted sell. II. J.
Cottrell, waterlogged, deck awash, lore and topmasts standing, all gear and gaff gone, the bowsprit and hall of the jibboom standing, rags of
sails standing around, no boats, mainmast gone.
There were no signs of life aboard. She is dangerto

66

“

Hundreds of articles that

$' =n

“

Boys’ Underwear at the same reduction.
Mens and Boys’ Outside Shirts
at the sa ne
“
“
“
“
“
Caps

MARINE MISC EI. L A N V.

Charters. Ship E. Schepp, 70,000 cases oil
New Y< rk to Japan 17 cents June.. ..Brig Til.is,
New York to Pernambuco, general cargo, p. t...
Sch. To fa. New York t> .Mobile, cement 27 cents.
Sell. Charlotte N. Sibley, Jacksonvi.le to New
York, lumber. *4 05.. sch. James A. Garfield,
Boston to New York, lumber, >4.37 1.2...Sell.
Lucia Porter, Wile, ington, X. C. to Port an
Prince, lumber, ,*5.25

goods

“

Fleeced Lined Wool

Spoken. Nov. 215, lat. 7 50, Ion 32.10 W., ship
Wm. H. Macy, Amslmry, from New York for San
Francisco.
Bark Adolph Obrig, Amsburv, from
New York for Saigon, no date,lat. 30 N., loin 51W.
Key West, Jan 1. Sell. Austin 1). Knight, from
Pascagoula for Mayaguez, which put in here Dec.
27. with loss of jibboom, made repairs and sailee
this morning for destination.
Bermuda, Dec. 29. Sell. Arthur V S. Woodruff,
Heagan, from Bucksport, Me., lor New York, has
put in here in distress, having been totally dis
masted in a gale. (The Woodruff had previously
been spokeiwlisinasted and rigging jury masts.)*
Charleston, S C., Jan. 3. The British steamer

ous

all

SI.00, former price
“
1.00,

“

Natural Wool

PORTS.

CardiH'. Dec*. 29. Sid. sell. Augustus Palmer,
Haskell. Port Spam.
Barbadoes, Dec. <5. Ar, sell. Belle Hooper, Hall,
New York.
Antwerp, Dec. 25. Ar, sell. Win. B. Palmer.
Dyer, Baltimore.
Pernambuco, Dec. 30. Ar, bark Mannie Swan,
Higgins, Cardilf.
Montevideo, Dec. 7. Ar, bark Alice Reed, Ford,
Rio Janeiro.
Garontolo,
Ar, bark Serrano, Soura-

wished to offer

remarks, and as all seemed
to be
waiting for one another a call
was made
on
Mr. Hudson Brown, who
responded in a cheerful vein with a
few well chosen words that was
most
happily received. They were solid, practical words, full of meaning and good common sense that all could subscribe to with
all their heart. Mr. William Weston spoke
well and believed the principles of masonry
good and noble. Of the ladies who accepted

lar?e line of Spi.

our

guarantee

we

Swits Conde

MARRIED.

called the

p;

v

refunded if not satisfactory.

I

Keyes. Mayagnez.

Perth Auilmy. Dee. 31. Cld,sell.Susie 1’. Oliver,
Winslow, San Domingo.
Providence, Dee. 31. Sld. seli.Gov. Ames. Newport News.
San Francisco, Jan. 2. Sld, ship
Henry B. Hyde,
Scribner. Honolulu.
Savannah, Jan. 2. Chi, sell. Horace G. Morse.
New York.
Key West, Jan. 1. Shi, sell. Austin I). Knight,
Porto Rico.
Brunswick, Ga., .Jan, 4. Sd, sells. Win. F.
Downes, Marshall. Philadelphia; Anna Pendleton, Thomas, New York ; Win, H. Sumner, Pendleton, do.
Norfolk, Jan. 4. Ar, sch W. Wallace Ward,
Boston.
Jacksonville, Jan. 4. Ar, sch. Tlios. W. Hyde,
Carver, Fernandina.

Tuesday evening, Dec. 29th, Masonic hall j
Daggett-Messer. In Union, Dec. 24, Harry
filled to repletion by a large audience of
Daggett and Lena Messer, both of Union.

nesday.

And

AMERICAN PORTS.

was

Master M. G. Black

must be

SAILED.

year.

invited guests to witness the installation of
the officers for the ensuing year.
Long before the hour for the exercises to commence
every available seat was filled by as good
looking audience as one would wish to see.
Perhaps the ladies were a liitle better looking
then the gentlemen, but we cheerfully give
the ladies the benefit of the doubt and let
others decide the matter who are more competent! to judge. At a little past eight o’clock,

hey

THIS IS A BONAFIDE SALE,

ARRIVED.

Jan. 4.

for

room

NJfcWS.

'I

Steel and Iron, 2 l-2c.

and Handle, 75c.

Churns, $1.00

to

$5.00.

A

A Good Pocket Knife, 25c
A good trade in

■4

Paints and Oils.

A

(iood Sleijfh for $25
(iood Razor, 50c.

'"

ALL KINDS OF HARDWARE.#"

HARDWARE.
If we could trace Dyspepsia to its source,
it would lead back to our kitchens.
In fact,
the secret of good health is good cooking. If
well cooked, foods are partially digested: if
poorly cooked, they are loss digestible than
in their raw state.
It you arc a victim of
faulty cooking; that is, if you sutler from
the
rational
cure must be looked
Dyspepsia,
for in an artificially digested food, and a food
which will at the same time aid the digestion
of other foods. Such a preparation virtually rests the tired digestive organs, thereby
restoring them to their natural strength.
The Digestive Cordial, as prepared by the
Shakers of Mount,. Lebanon, is just such a
preparation, and a single 10-cent bottle will
convince you of its value.
If your druggist
doesn’t keep it, he will he glad to get it.
his
wholesale
house.
through
Laxol is the best medicine for children.
Doctors recommend it in place of Castor Oil.
Boston

Produce

Market.

Boston, Jan. 4, 1897. The following are today’s quotations of provisions, etc.:
Butter—Northern cream, choice, 22//22 l-2c;
dairy, north, best, 17 518c.
Cheese—New, northern, choice, 10(510 l-2e.
Eggs—Hennery, choice, 25.527c; Eastern, 20c.
Beans—North, small pea, $ 1 20// 1 30; yellow
eyes, $1 35.5 1 40.
Hay—New, fancy, $16 50,517 00; new, good,
$15.0.16; new, lower grades, $12 //14.
Rye straw, $19@$20; oat straw. $9.00.
Potatoes—Aroostook county Hebrons, choice, p
hush, 40(543c.
Apples—Baldwins, ■$> bbl, 75c.//$1.00; Tolman
sweets, $1.25(^1.50; Kings, $l@1.50.
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FOR THE HEW YEAR

Fancy Art Caliite

street, Portland, Me.
You make no mistake when you buy Dalton’s sarsaparilla and nerve tonic and
dalton’s family pills.
Everybody says
so, and “what everybody says must be true.”
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